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SIIM},ÍARY

Much recent research on concurrent schedule performance

has centred on Èhe matching law as a description r:f the relation

belween reinforcement and behaviour. Herrnstein' s (f961)

experiûEnt showed that relative response fates approximately

equal relative reinforcement rates in concurrent variable-

interval schedules when a changeover delay is employed. The

body of research which has followed from this finding was

reviewed in detail.

Matching rvas for¡rd to províde at Least a good

approximation to the reLation betr^/een relative response and

reinforcement rates when methods similar to Herrnsteinrs are

eûployed. E><periments which varied from this standard vrere
r\i r

discu.ssed, and their results used to try and establish some

Iimits on matching. In particular, dífferences hTere noted in

the results obtained when al-located time rather than response

rate was used as a fneasure of behaViour. The data Obtalned

from e:<perLmeñts where the parameter of tetnforcetnenË varied

waa oËher thån raÈe $rérê noÈ well accot¡tÈed fot by tnatchÍng.

Sone further fssueg discussed concerned the naËute of matclrlng

end lts relaËJ.on to the concept of relnfoïcement rêlativity.

In the last seêtions HerrnsËein's (1970) equations for

absolute resPonse rates ín concurrent, multlpl-e and single

variêble-interval scheduLes wetre described and eval-uated wLth

extant data.

E:çerimental work was carríed out ín several- areas

where the generality of Herrnstein's equations has been

questioned. The first of these concelned concurrent

performances when the alternatives differ in the response
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form which is reinforced. In additíon to bias toward one

response, the animals' allocation of behaviour Ì/as less

sensitive Ëo changes in relative reinforcement rate than

predicted by matching. This was confirmed in a second

e>çeriment, and, in addition, the degree of preference for

one response over another was shown to be dependent upon the

type of reinforcer used. The implications of this finding

for the equations used to describe absolute response rates

hrere considered.

The l-iterature review also revealed that matching is

circumscribed by the need to. employ a changeover delay of
sufficient length. An alternative contingency, the changeover

ratio, r^tas euployed in several e>¡periments. It was found that

as Èhe changeover ratio is increased, rate of switching between

alËernatives decreases, and therefore mean Ëime between

changeovers increases. trIhen changeover ratios are used locaL

response rate is faster l-n the alternative to which more tíme

fs aLlocated. In different erçeriments preference $ras

dlrected by arranging dlfferent ehangeover ratios for the Ëwo

dÍrections of switching, making Ëhe sLze of one tåÈLo

contingent upon tiûE alLocated to the alternative, and

arranging unequaL rates of, reí,nforcement. ObservaLions of

the way in whfch Local response rérte and loca1 refnforcement

rate varies with post-charrgeover time \^rere used to interpreË

Ëhese flndings. Måtching was only for¡nd across a small

range of changeover ratio sizes.

Ttre third set of e>çeriments considered multiple

varÍabl-e-íntervaL schedule performance. Some recent research

has suggested that behavioural contrast may be partly the
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result of behaviour generated by Pavlovian contingencies.

Such behaviour clearly lies outside the purview of Herrnstein's

account. In Èhe first t\^ro e>çeriments it was shown that

conÈrast can be produced using rats whên the stimuli are

located on the manipulandum, but is critically dependent upon

the discriminability of the stimuli. Contrast was also

for¡nd when responses on a different manipulandum, remote

from Lhe stimuli, vrere reinforced. Local and overall

contrast effects \^rere interpreted as suggesting that Pavlovian

contingencies are only important when the operant contingencies

are noË very poweiful. The'relation between reínforcement

raÈe and the rate of other behaviour r^ras investigated in a

fifth er<periment and the results used to interpret some

prewl.ous findings.

The analysis of contrasL data suggested that Herrnstein's

equation for absolute response rates may be modified so as Ëo

account for locaL response rate paÈterns. Uslng fixed-

interval peüfotuance ês a mod.el, the proposed êquation proved

Ëo be euecesÉful". Poeaible et(tênsLorrg of thfe Ëype of

analysis were dlscussed. These ând thè other resul'Ës hlere

suffi¡årized brlefly 1n a ffnal chapter where the rèlations

between Local, responge trates, local response rá.Ëe Patternts

arid matching v¡ere consldered.
i.
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affected must be observed by the experimenter to change in rate

in an orderly rnray. Simil-arl-y, a stimulus is not simply

something occurring in the environment, buL is defined by its

effect on behaviour.

The rules for the presenÈation of stimuli and reÍnforcers

in an animalts environment are termed contingencies. For

example, lever presses may only be reinforced with a food pellet

in the presence of a noise of a certain intensity. Mgre

complex contingencies, particularly those in which reinforcemenË

only intermittently follows a response, are denoted by the term

schedules of reinforcement. Performance on many such schedules

have been studied and categorised. Ferster and Skinner (L957)

have provided definitions of a wide range of reinforcement

scheduLes, and documented the characteristic response paEterrrs
.\.,

generated by each.

0f particul.ar interest here are concurrent schedules,

which specify L:vro or more alternaÈive responses whose

consequences are r¡nder the control of the e)<perimenter, Ferster

and Skinner (1957) defined coÌlcurrênt operants ås

lVo or rnore reoponaes, of ttf f,ferenu topography
at l"east with respecË to locus, capable of
betug executed wfth Lltüle mutuaL fnrerfêtrence
at the same tinre or in rapid al-ternation, under
Èhe control- of separaËe programmLng devices.

(p.724)

Such a defínition allows pairs of responses which can be

performed símultaneouÉly, but r¿hich are refnforced eccording to

Ewo differertt echeduLes. CaËania (L966) has pointed out thaË

this corpatâbility rnay l-ead to concurrent suPersËitions, or

accidental correlations between the occurrence of one response

and reinforcement for another. I^Ihile the intention may be
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to conËrol each response by a different schedule of
reinforcement, one or both responses may come partially under
Ëhe control of both schedules, or one schedule may control
both responses.

The former outcome can be illustrated by the results of
an exPerimenÈ by Ferster (L957). Chirnpanzees T¡rere reinforced
for presses on two keys (compatible responses) accord.ing to
w and FR schedules respectively. As a consequence of a

nunber of simultaneor-rs presses, the pattern of responding on

each key differed noLably from that usually obtained when the
schedules are programmed separately. The latter outcome is
exemplified by síduran's (r958) concurrênt reinforcement of
chaÍn-pulls on a vr schedule of food reinforcement and bar-
presses on an avoidance schedule. Ttre compatability of
these*''tro responses for the monkeys used in this experiment
resulted in control of both by the avoidance schedule.

Manipulation of the parameters of the reinforcement schedules
Ln a second parË of the experiment caused bar-pressLng to
come parËielly under the control 0f the vr schedule.

The Jotnt contfoL of reepongêB by neverel ¡chedul.ea may

be a velld area of research in its own rlght, but in order to
study preference for dtfferent operants each must be

conEroLled solely by lts reÍnforcement scheduLe. WhiLe

response incompatibility does not ênsure índependence of
concurrent operantg, 8s discussed belov,7, iË is a necessary

condÍtion. tJe wt11 therefore not consider arl concurrenË

operants falling within Èhe bor:nds of the definition above,

but only Ëhose which involve responses which cannot, or
fr¡nctionally fail to occur símultaneously.
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Early work on concurrent schedules hTas of an exploratory
nature, êfrPloying a variety of different simple reinforcement

schedules in combination. Even with incompatible responses,

the pattern of responding on each schedule often seemed to be

determined partly by the rate at which reinforcement \^ras

delivered according to the other. In other instances the

patterns of responding controlled by each schedule 'nrere very

similar Ëo those observed when the schedules v/ere progranrned

separaËely. Ferster and skinner (1957) provided examples of
both types.

A second method for arranging concurrent oÞerants \^ras

described by Findley (1958). Both operanrs are performed

on the same manipulanciuur, while a response on a second

manipulandum changês the schedule arranging reinforcements.

TWo principle advantages ensue from such an arrangemént.

Firstly, the response of changing from one alternative to the

other is made erçlicit, and thus may be more easily studied as

an operant ln its own righÈ. A corollary ís that the time

allocated to resporrdíng on each of the schedules may be more

êrÈ&ëtly measured. sêcondl,y, any possibllLty of asyuuneËrf es

ln requlred force, eLza of manipula¡rdum etg. , rs elrmínated,
reducfng Èhe possiblliËy of any blas when we wfsh Ëhe

opêrants to be topogrêphically the same. The two df.fferent
methods of arrenglng concurrenË opef,s.nts appear to be

equivalent across a wide rarìge of experinrental conditions.
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I.2. HERRNSTEIN'S (L96L) EXPERIMENT

An e>çeriment by Herrnstein (1961) established. the
importance of sËudying concurrent schedule performance as a
means of quantifying Ëhe effects of reinforcement. This
was Èhe occasion of the first statement of what has come to
be known as Ëhe matching law. rn addition, a method was

outlined for the prevention of concurrent superstitions:
the changeover delay (coD). This has since been armost
universally employed in studíes of concurrent schedule
performance. For Ehese reasons, and because it serves as

a model for a nr¡nber of e>çeriments to be discussed,
Herrnstein's experiment r¡i11 be described in detail.

Three pigeons r^rere each e:çosed to daily sessions in
a chamber conÈaining two response keys (0.75 inch diameter
cÍrcular perspex discs which could be operated by a force of
15 grans) and a retractable hopper filled with grain. pecks

on each key were reLnforced according to ind.ependent vr
schedules with 4 secs access Èo the graln. Thus, the
ptrgeono v,rère conf,ronted with two aLternaËives involwing Ëhe

Eåmê responðê, relnfofoef and achedule type, Val.uee of fhe
Ètvo VI echedules weré varied åéross Ëhe differenË condf.tfons
of the e:çerlment so Ëhat relatl-ve reinforcemenÈ rate for
each aLtern¿tive assurnad a rånge of values, but total
reinforcement raÈe wås approxlmately congÈânt.

Besides the distribution of reinforcements across the
alternatives the other independent variable was the presence

or absence of the coD. This arranged for a minimrrur time
(in this case 1.5 secs) between a changeover ¿nd reinforcement.
The first response following a switch from one manipulandum
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to Èhe other started a 1.5 sec period during which ar:ry

reinforcements which had been "set up" by the vr timer r¡/ere

delayed. Only responses following termination of the

interval could be reinforced. This discouraged any tendency

to switch afÈer only a few responses. Although responses

occurring during the COD period hacl no programmed

consequences, they Trere sEil1 counted. In addition, VI

timers rdere noË inËerrupted by coD periods. Each operated

continuously unless it had set up a reinforcement.

Each condition of the e>rperiment yielded a value f.ar

Ëhe relative frequency of responses on one alLernative and

for Ehe relative frequency of reinforcement for that
alternative. considering only conditions in which a coD

vtas enforced, Hermstein for-md that when these values r¡/ere
\\\

plotËed against each other, a relation of approximate

equality was revealed. This can be expressed by the equation

(1.1)

where Rt and R, are the numbers of responées made on each

manipuLandum, and r, and r, the respectLve nu¡lbers of
rel"nforeements. sinee rates fn cÕncurrenÈ scheduLes are

calculcated using totã.l eession time (í.e. tíme durlng whfch

each response ls aval"lable) as the denomfnator, rêsponse and

reinforcement rates rnay be substituted for absolute nunbers

in Ëhe equatLon. ThLs relatlon ls the matchlng law.

T\øo princÍpa1- effects of the COD were observed ín this
e:çeriment. FirsËIy, relative rate of responcling tended to
fal1 between the relative reinforcement rate and indifference
(i.e. equal amourts of responding to the thro alcernatives)



when no COD was employed. That is, the organisms seemed

less sensitive to the distribution of reinforcements across

alternatives without the COD. As e>rpected, the COD also

reduced the rate of switching from one alternative to the

other. BoËh these effects, and Eheir relation to maËchirg,

wil-l be discussed in the next chapter.

Herrnstein suggested that Ëhe basis of matching lay

in a proporËionality betv¡een response and reinforcement raEes,

e)<pressed by the equaËíon

R = kr (I.2)
lJith t'uro alternaËives for which the value of E is the same,

the derivation of EquaËion 1.1 is obvior.r^s . However,

Herrnstein failed to find the support in the results of other

experiments which his data gave it. He posÈulated that the

reason for this was the absence of a COD in the e:çeriments

which provided contrary daËa. This remained unsubstantiated.

In sumnaîJ, HerrnsËein demonstrated ühat the relaÈion

beÈween relative frequency of responding and relative
frequency of reinforcemênÈ in coneurrent scheduleg could be

precf.eeLy ar¡d sirply stated. It ls important to noÈe that
thfs relaËfon reflecËe a property of the eubjêcts and not

of the procedute used. l^Ifth VI schedules relnf,orcemenÈ raËe

is only slightly fnfluenced by response rate, given the

mfnimu¡n rate of respondtng usualLy observed. Ttrus there is
no a priori Ëeason Ëo suppose that the relation e*prêssed by

Equatlon 1.1 will hoLd wtth pairs of concurrent VI schedules.

Many Ëypes of rel"ationships could have been obtained.

Herrnstein's research is clearly in the tradition
begun by Skinner (1938). QuantitatÍve laws r^rere accepted

by Skinner as the logical outcome of the development of his
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system. However, he has cautioned against premature use of

matheur,atics, insisting rather that the important variables

and relations among them be identified before equations are

stated (e. g. Skinner, 1938). Herrnstein's e:çeriment raised

the possibility of being able to specify such relaËions with

general quantitative laws, and provoked a considerable amor¡rt

of research as a consequence. This body of research will be

considered in the next chapËer. Firstly, however, some other

iuplications of this e><perimenË will be considered.

1.3. CHOICE IN A BEHAVTOURAL ANALYSIS

Choice is a concept cenËral to much of psychology.

Subjects completing a personality tesË may be required Ëo

choose beËween several different ansvrers to a question.
,\,.,.

Statements are nade about their personality on the basis of

such choices. In a perceptual experiment subjects may be

asked to choose which of severaL different figures most

reseurbles å standard. the essense of al-l such siÈuations is

that the organl-sm is eonfronted with several different courseg

of actlort. I,lhen one of thege ls adopted the eubJect Ls €êid

Ëo have m4de a cholce otr decisioxt.

There ls considerable variaËi.on ln the type of

elçlanetions of, why ohe alËernative ls chosen ovêr ánothet.

However, mogt rely on a variety of inËêrveníng varl-abLes or

hypothetical constructs Èo explain how choices aËe made.

For exaryle, learning theorísts use noËions such as erçectancy

and value, while decision theorists discuss subjective utility
and subjective probabiliËy. In each case the state or value

of each intervening variable is inferred from the conditions
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may proceed without the construction of a hypotheËical

description of the "decision-making process". This view

is basic to an r:nderstanding of the implications of the

research to be reviewed and reported here.

\\\
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CHAPTER 2

THE MATCHING LAI'I : A REVIEV'I

2.L. INTRODUCTION

A large body of research has followed from Herrnstein's
(f96f) original experiment. Much of this is concerned simply

with extending the generality of matching. E>çeriments

which fall within this caÈegory have tended to closely follow
the model provided by Herrnstein, but with slight variations
in procedure, subjects or some other variable. Most of the

experiments described within .the first three sections may

be classed in this \day.

However no scientific problem remains static, and the

matching law is no exception. contrary results inspired
research that concentrated upon the particular variable which

seemed responsible for the deviation from matching. For

exauple, the cOD has been found to be critically importânt, and

research solely concerned with the effects of this procedural

variabLe are díscueséd in Section 2,4, and again ln Chapter 4,

Succesges es well as contratry lneËances haVe l"ed to
research whích deviateE from Herrristein'a (1961.) rnodel"

ültren Lt was for¡nd that matching wås rnore general than the

particular arrangement of the original experíment, atternpts

Ì{ere made to extend íts province by appropriate rearrangement

and modifÍcation of the original equation. One such attempt

is the subject matter of Chapter 5.

As a result of the constantly expanding body of research

whose origins can be traced to Herrnstein's (1961) e>çeriment,
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matching has largely become a framework for the study of

schedule interactions and choice. Thus many e>çeriments

are not directly aimed at verifying matching but employ the

equations Lo verify some other relation. However such

elcperiments may still be employed as evidence for or against

matching.

Many of the topics to be discussed here have been

covered in a recent revier^r of research on matching (de Villiers,

Lg77). Consequently, emphasis wilt be given to areas where a

significant amoltrlt of research has been reported since the

writing of de Villiers' review, or Tdhere Ëhe conclusions here

differ from those of de Villiers. tlhere a topic is well

covered by de Villiers I this fact will be acknowledged without

repetition of the same maËerial or arguments.
lì',,,,,

2.2, \IERIFICATION OF HERRNSTEINI S (T961) RESULTS

The experiüents of interest here have aI1 dealt toith the

problem of the replicabil-ity of Herrnstein's (1961) data.

In addition, ê11 h¿ve provided strong supPort for the orfginal

matchfng reLatLon. Most, of course, devlate in Bome agPect

(procedure, Éubjects, eËc.) from Herrnstefnrs orlglnal

experfment. Wtrtle this establfshes somê generalf'ty, alL

share in conffiton Ëhe Uge Of ConCufrent vafiable-interval

sehedUles with syÍEnèËry of response and reinforcelfleht types

âCr6sc the elternatiVes and, with one exëePtion, the use of a

COD. În eaeh case relåtive reinforcemellË rale fe one of Ëhe

independent variables .

A review of such data demonstrates the solid empÍ-rical

base for matching in its original form. üiiËhout such data
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calculated in t\^Io different \^tays for the VI and VR terminal-

link conditions: âs frequency or rate of reinforcement (the

usual measure) and as probability of reinforcement (nr-rmber of

reinforcers divided by number of terrninal-link responses).

Since DRO schedules require a certain Period of not responding

for reinforcement, only the first of these measures could be

used for conditions in which they l^lere the terminal-link

schedules. The amount of variation from matching did not

appear to be affected by the dependent variable used.

Autor's results show matching between relative frequency

of responding and relative frequency (or probability) of

reinforcement signalled by the stimulus change which maintained

that responding. The change from initial--link to terminal-link

stimuli may be regarded as a conditioned reinforcer whose value

is proportional co the frequency or probability of reinforcement

that it si.gnals. The relationship may lhen be considered a

match between relative response rate and relative value of

conditioned reinforcement. Expressing the rêlationship in

this way makes the similarity to Hetrnsteints (1961) result

môre obvious. The úSe of the Èerm'valUetin rêgârd to the

metch[ng tew wlll be di.ecusaed fn SecËlon 2,7.

Reynolds (1963) also verif,led ËhaË the matching relatlern

holds for cohdiEioned reínforeément. In this e>çerimenË the

lnlttal ltnkg vüere ttdo or thtee cÕncurrently ProÊraiÏrilied VI

1.5 mín schedules. ReinforcemenË for initial--link resPonding

vras access to terrninal-links where food could be obtained

according to FR20 schedules. However with probabilities

which varied across the keys, a period of time-out (TO) \^7as

substituted for the FR20 schedule. (Both keys v/ere darkened
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hTere arranged by tr,üo concurrent VI schedules with a 4.25 sec COD.

Since there was no discrete response, the dependent variable was

the time the subject spenL on each side. They found that the

time proportion closely approximated the reinforcement

proportion if a coefficient which accounted for the birds

bías to the right-hand sicle was added to Equation 1.1.

Several experiments by Baum have aËtempted to
demonsÈrate the validity of the matching law r:nder more

"naturalistic" conditions. In the first of these (Baum,

L972), the subject, a pigeon, lived in the experimental

chamber for 7 months, obtaining all its food by pecking on

two keys. The reinforcers hrere delívered according to
concurrent vr schedule pairs. Relative response rates
closel¡,, matched relative reinforcement raÈes. In Èhe

second, Baum (L974b) used a flock of about 20 pigeons in a

large enclosure. Again pecks on two keys were reinforced
according to concurrent VI schedules. TLre keys vrere

arranged so that only one bird could respond at âny Èime.

The resul-ts obtatned from the group as a whole showed close
approxLmation Èo matchtng.

T,he experfmente descrfbed above have all ueed pfgeons

as subjects, One experiment whích emploled råEs, and

for.rrd good agreenent with the matchlng law was by Norman and

McSweeney (L978). Presses on each of tl{Õ bars hrere relnf,orced
with food according to concurrênt vr schedules. the coD was

set aE 5 secs. I^IÍth one VI schedule heLd constant while the

other varied, maËching of both time and response ratios Ëo

reinforcement ratios r^ras closely approximated. (Equation 1.1

can be expressed in the algebraically equivalent form

R1/R2 = rr/r2).
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Three experiments have verified the matching 1aw using

human subjects. The first of these, Schroeder and Holland

(1969), illustrates several interesting variations on the usual

experimental procedure. Subjects \^/ere required to monitor

a display of four dials, each of which had a pointer, and to

press the appropriate switch when one of the pointers

deflected. One VI timer controlled deflections for the two

right-hand dials , Ëhe other f.or the thro left-hand díals.

Once reinforcement (a deflection) had been seÈ up by a VI

timer, it was randomly assigned to the upPer or lower dial
of Èhe pair. Each of the thro measured response classes

comprised the large saccadic eye-movements bet!.¡een the tr¡Io

diais on that síde, while changeovers were eye-movements

from one side to the other. The COD was set at either 0,

L ot 2,5 becs, and the value of the two VI schedules \,/as

varied. Response proportions cl-osely matched reinforcement

proportions when the COD was 2.5 secs, with greater deviatiorr

at COD = l sec, while Èhere was liÈtle resembl-ance to rnatching

wl"th no COD.

Baum (1"975) slrntl"arl"y relnf,orced behaviour wtth

unprédlctåb1ê signal-s. In this case a response conslsted of

holdfng down one of È¡,ro tel.egraph keys. One type of, signal

csuld be deËêcted onl,y when the f,ight-hand key wes depressed,

the other only when Ehe left-hand key was depresÉêd. Ttre

sÍgnaLs rltlere arranged according to a VI 30-sec schedule and

were randomly assigned to bt'- one or other signal type. The

two probabilities of assignmenE T^7ere varied across the

different conditions. T\¡o oËher contingencies, pr:nishment

for letting go of a key and a 2-sec COD, prevented rapid
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alternation between the keys. The dependent variable was

the total time for which each key was depressed. For thTo

of the four subjects relative tirne approximately equalled

relative reinforcement rate, while there was significant
variation in the other two cases. However when the COD was

increased to 10 secs, the behaviour of these two subjecËs

more closely conformed to matching.

Bradshaw, Szabadi and Bevan (L976) used the changeover-

key procedure with human subjects. Respon$es on one buÈton

r^7ere reinforced according to a concurrent VI VI schedule with
poinÈs which could be exchanged for money. Presses on a

second button r,rrere required for swiÈching between schedules.

One VI schedule was constant throughout, while the rate at

which the other arranged reinforcements vras varied across

conditiòns. Although no COD was employed, f.ot both subjects

relaËive reinforcement rate approximately equalled relative
response rate.

Ttre e)qperLments urhich have been reviewed here provide

sËrong supporË for Herrnsteint s original formulatíon of the

matchlng law . Thêy covêr a wide range of experLmental-

condLtfons wLthln the ltmttg specLf,ied at the begl"nnlng of
this öection, In pårtfcuLat, matching has been for:nd with
a varlety of subjects, responses and reinforcers (both

prlmary and eondftloned), ln group behavlour ånd when thê

subject lived in the e>çerímental" chaurber. The e><perJ-ments

descrl-bed here do not erchaust Èhose v¡hich provide empirical

support for matchÍng, but many of the other experimenEs

which could be cited varied reinforcement rate across only

one or two values.
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2.3 ASSESSMENT OF THE EMPIRICAL SUPPORT FOR MATCHING

Having established that matching cân accurately describe

behaviour generated in a wide variety of experimental conditions

we may proceed to consider the relative strengths of the

evidence for and against matching. Evidence which may be

regarcled as contradicting an equation such as 1.1 need noÈ

Ëake the form of data which deviaËe considerably from the

prediction of the equaÈion. Such variation may result simply

from poor er<perimenÈal control. Rather, ít is the

demonstration that the dewiations are of a systematic rather

than random nature which is the most damaging. Thus, before

TÁre can assess the evidence for and against matching, a means

of assessing Èhe degree to which dewiations may be regarded

as sysËematic musÈ be established

Measurement of Deviations

As mentioned in the previous section, âfl algebraically

equivaLent form of Equation 1.1 is
t (â,t)
t2

SÈaddÕn (L968) fi.rst suggested ttrat systeräatic deVlatlons

from mêtchlng eould be meesured by e vârfé¡nÈ of thi.s

equaÈlon:
a

tRT

q

RI
(2.2)

By fitting such an equation co the daËa the values of the

tvro parameters may be obtained and the degree of deviation

from matching assessed by the values of these Parameters.

lllhen a and Þ are both equal to 1.0 Equation 2.2 reduces to

b l:r\
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In another revievr, de Villiers (L977) came to a less

radical conclusion from the same type of analysis.
de villiers used Equation 2.2 in both response and time ratio
form, and, in addition, found the value of b and the

proportion of variance accounted for when a T¡ras restricted to
a value of r.0 (i.e. matching with variable bias). Ttre data

used for fitting response ratios to reinforcement ratios came

from the four studies consídered by Myers and Myers, plus

e><periments by Baum (1972, L974b) and Mcsweeney (L975). For

time ratios, the enperiments analysed by de Villiers in
addition to those used by Myers and Myers were Brownstein

and Pliskoff (1968), Bau¡n and Rachlin (L969), Srubbs and

Pliskoff (1969) and Baum (1975).

Most instructive is the difference in the proportion
of variance accounted for when a_ r.ras free to vary and when its
value was seË at 1.0. considering only the group data from

each experiment (which in the case of Baum (L972) came from

only one subject), fitti.ng 1og response ratios to log

reinforcement ratios showed that the proportion of varLance

accor¡nted for by a Líne wírh unir elope varied frorn 84% to
99'/,, ûflth the slopê free to vary the f,atlge vrag B"t% Ëo 9g%,

The maxl"mr¡s¡ dlgcrëpancy between the t$/o vátrLar1ce proporÊl"ons

rlras ï',/, (from the dat¿ of, TrevÍtt et al, L972), whíle ln
every other cåse the dffference was less ühan 57". I^ltren 1og

time rattos \^rere fitted to 1og reinforcement ratÍos the

equÍvalent figures came out as maEching range: 86% to 97%;

free slope range: 88% to 98%; maximum discrepancy: 2%,

The results of de Villiers' analysis raise a very

iuportant issue not considered by Myers and Myers. lfhile a
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line of best fit may show considerable deviation from the

standard or ideal, that standard may be only slightly less

accurate a description of the data. I,rlhile response ratios
tend to r¡ndermatch reinforcement ratios much more frequently

than they overmaËch them, it may be that parsimony should be

given a higher priority than a slight increase in accuracy

of prediction. The much sinpler matching equation was

proved to be only slightly inferior in its accounting for
the data than Equation 2.2. The difference r^ras much less

for time than response daËa, and undermatching was less

ftequent for the former. de Villiers rightly concluded

Ëhat there is little weight of evidence against matching of
time ratios to reinforcement ratios. For response ratio
data he suggested that matching holds only under certain

conditionç,. If these are not properly controlLed for (as

many studies failed to do), the probability of obtaining

underuatching ís greatLy increased. These factors include

order effects, experimentally Lnduced bLasses and use of a

COD of sufficieút length. Ihey will be discussed in mote

detafL beLow.

Three recênt erperLurents, not Íncluded i.n either of
thege revl-ews, suppoËt thê generality of undermaËchlng.

Lobb and Davíson (1975) ernpLoyed boÈh cöncufrènÈ Vl VI and

coneurrent VI FI schedules, but onLy deta frorn the former

wilL be considered here. For all five subjects response

ratfos undermaEched reinforcemenE raticrs, wLth group data

yielding a value of a = 0.80, accounting for 987. of the

variance. Only group data \^7ere presented in raT^r form.

I^Ihen these !'rere reanaLyzed with the constraint that a = 1.0,

92% of. tl":.e variance was accounted for. Thus, while there
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vras consistent r:ndermatching, matching still prowided a

good description of the data. Time ratios approximately

matched response ra1 ios for all subjects, with a = 1.07 for

grouP daËa.

Davison and Hunter (Lg76) investigated performance in

both Ewo and three key coflcurrent VI schedules. Their grclup

daËa from Èhe three key schedules were xeana].yzed. An

assutrpËion of response synmetry T¡ras made in taking no accourìt

of which Ewo of the three keys were employed. For response

ratios, a value of a = 0.64was obtained, with the curve

accounting for 96"L of tine variance in the data. Iüíth a set

aÈ 1.0 and b free to vary only 66% of the variance was

accor-lnted for. Tíme ratios also r-rndermatched reinforcement

ratios: the line of best fit showed a = 0,79 accor:nting for

987" of the variance. The non-error variá"nce hTas reduced to

917. when a rìIas set at 1.0.

Pliskoff and Brown (L976) also emPloyed three component

concurrent VI schedules. In reanaLyzing the data, responÉet

time and rèinforcemenÈ ratios for schedUles A and B Were

concÍdêred sepurarel.y from ühose for schedules ß Énd C eineê

thetre was evidènce of, bías toward ß. Using the AIB Tatlos

Ëhê group data revêaled a \tèLue of & I 0 .7Ö (.p}"l' of the

varf.¿¡1ée accounted for) f,or time ra'Eios and a = 0.78 (85%)

for response fatl-os. The equf-vaLent results from re-

analysis of the B/C data v¡ere: tÍme ratlos - â. = 0.90 (9211)

and response ratios - â = 0.84 (70%). Analysis of individual

subjects' data revealed consistency amongst the valuês of a,

but trÌ^ro of the three subjects had much Less error variance

than the third. Matching'Provicled a good account of the
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data from these tswo subjecËs. However these results should
be treated cautiously since several aspects of the procedure
of this e>içeriment differentiate it from most others
described here. Firstly, a peck on the changeover key
resulted in a switch only with a certain probability.
Secondly, the subject could not control the schedule switched-
into by a successful changeover. Because there was only one

main k"y, a changeover in one direction (e.g. A to B) would
require at least one response, and in the other direction (A

to c) at least Ë!'ro. rn addition a relatively small coD of
1.5 secs lvas employed. Any of these factors may have

contributed to the undermatching observed in this e>iqperiment.

These three experinents, together with TrevitË eÈ al
(L972), prowide the strongesË evidence for systematic
dewiatioììs from matching in the clirection of r¡nderaratching.
rn compn with most of the other experiments reviewed here,
the results from Ëhis group indicate Ëhat response ratios
are likely to deviaËe mÒre from reinforcemeht ratíos than
are ËirrrË ratíos. Hottraver the reagon for Ëhe greater degree
of rmder:natehtng found in these, experlmenÈs fe not clear.
rt may perhaps be signLffcant rhat three of, the fotrr have

corne from the gsme laboraËory, since slight, as yet unknoürrr,

procedural var{ations may aLter the value of a.

rn a fourth recent e:çeriment Norman and Mesweeney

(1978) er¡posed five rats to a variety of concurrenÈ vr vr
schedules. The group data showed thaÈ response ratios
slightly overmatched reinforcement ratios (a: 1.09) while
time ratios nearly matched reinforcemenË ratios (a = 0.99).
rn both cases the line of best fit accounted for 9g% of the
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variance. llhile there was considerable inter-subject

variation in the closeness with which matching T^7as

approximated and the direction of deviation, these results

provide strong support for the matching law.

This survey has shown that matching Provides at least

a good description of Ëhe relation bet!,7een time and

reínforcement ratios. Although there is evidence of

considerable dewiation from matching, comParison of a range

of erçeriments shows that these deviations are in the

directions of both r¡ndermatching and overmatching. The

exact naËure of the relation beËween response and reinforcement

ratios is less clear. The bulk of -the evidence favours the

conclusion that underm¿tching is most general, but in most

instanceS matching is only slightl-y worse a Predictor than

the best fit 1ine. de Villiers (L977) has pointed to

methodological weaknêsses in many of the experiments t'/hose

results contradlct the matching law, and further research may

verífy that matching is for¡nd whenever these are avoided.

2,4, SQME TIMITS ON ¡'IATEHINC

2, â+,L. InË.toductLon

The prevloue BêêÈfon lntroduced Equatl-on 2,2 as å

meåns Of asseSsing devf.atlons from maUching. Thts eqUetton

t¡¡tll be ueed here to ldentify some of the vartabl'es which

influence the cLoseness \,,líth which Equation L.1 ls apptoximated.

Several of these have already been mentioned, but will be

discussed below in greater detail. Others will be introduced,

sínce in this section we will be concefrled with the ful1

extent of the applicability of the matching 1aw.
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An analysis of the variables which influence whether

matching occurs or not may be viewed in tl¡lo different ways '

Firstly, T¡re may see the endeavour as an attempt to define

the boundary conditions of matching. Statements can then be

mnde as to what values the controlling variables must assume

for matching to occur. secondly, T^7e may simply eatalogue

Ëhe types of deviations which occur with the different

values of each variable. These tlso approaches are

respectively consistent with the t\,,7o vielnls of Equation 1'1

already outlined: that iÈ is an empirical standard and that

it is only one of a family of such functions '

No firm commiËment to either of these views can be

giverr wiËhouL a consideration of the evidence. It was

concluded in the previous section that there is considerable

evidence,,,.,,for regarding at least rnatching of time ratios to

reinfofcement ratios ag a standard. IË remains to be seen

whether such standards can be mainÈained across a much

brosder range of erçerimenÈal conditions '

2 ,4,2 ,

MatchtnÊ an4 the COD

BeginninB Ìülrh tleffinsteLn (1961), É nufüber of,

experiments have shown that the use of a COD is crltiëaL for

the oecurrenee of matchlng. MoÉË instrueËíve tn this regard

1s ên experlment by Brownstein and Pliskoff (f968). Usíng a

concurrent vT L-min vT 3-rnin scheduLe of reinforcemenË they

gradually increased the length of the COD for each subject

unÈil the.reinforcement and time ratíos hrere equal. The COD

nas then mainËained at Ëhis length whil-e rel-aÈive reinforcement
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rate r¡ras varied. For the three pigeorrs used these terminal

COD values r^rere 2,5 and 7.5 secs respectively. The

resultant data demonstrated very close conformity of time

raËios to reinforcement ratios in all subjects.

A second example was provided by a subjectusedby Baum

(1975). llith the COD set at 2 secs this subject's behaviour

$ras characterized by strong undermatchíng, but when COD length

rdas increased Ëo 10 secs matching T,rras closely approximated.

Contrary examples exist however: Bradshaw et al (1976),

again using human subjects, for.nrd matching with no COD. The

reason for these rare exceptions is unclear.

!,Ihile a certain minimum COD value is gènerally found

necessary for matching, the relation aPpears to remain

constanË when COD length exceeds this val-ue. ThaË is,
matching is not for¡rd only when COD length falls r,Tithin a

restricted range, but requires only a certain minimum va1ue.

This preserves a certain amount of the génerality of the

matching relatl-on sfnce it is clearly not ån ärtif,act of the

particular COD välues usuaLly enployed. Data Í1lustraÈing

thÍa polnt haw bee¡r dlscussed by de Vll.llerE (1"977) end

corrË f,rom e)<peirirnënt6 by Al"llson and tloyd (1"97i), ShtllL and

P}tEkoff (1.967) and Stubbs and Pli.skoff (L9ð9). fhe second

of these used fatÊt f,aËher tharr pigeons and the reittfotcer

rnrÉ.s electrLcal stl"mulatfon of the btaln raËher then food.

In this experfment relativel-y htgh COD values of 5-L0 secs

rtrere required for matching. Such val-ues are usually

enployed when Ëhe subjects are rats.
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The effecËs of the COD on local response rate patterns

Several e>çeriments have attempted to elucidate the

role of the COD in concurrent performances. Pliskoff (1971)

and Silberberg and Fantino (L970) measured response rate

both during the COD period and after it had terminated. The

resulÈs of the tI^Io e)<Periments concurred in finding that

response rate T^7as much higher when the COD was in operation

than during the post-COD period. This high COD rate or

burst actually exÈerrds slightly into the post-COD period

before resPonse rate drops to a lower' approximately collstant

level (Silberberg and Fantino, 1970) .

Silberberg and Fantino also varied relative reinforcement

rate whiLe measuring both COD and post-COD response rates.

llhile relative COD rate varied inversel-y with rel-ative

reinforcemen¡ rate, relative post-COD raËe overmatched it.

Overall relative response rate closely approximated relative

reinforcemenÈ råte. Thus COD and post-COD response rates

tend to vary irr opposite directions as Ëhe disrribution of

reinforcementá changes, but when Combined they follO¡,r the

ofderly matahú.trg relaüLon,

Flistoff detnonsËraËed thaË Ëhis difference þetwêen

COD and poËt-COD reepond{ng tends to decrease Ì\flth larger

coDs. The greaÈesË response rate <lifference T¡las found when

the COD was 1 sêc, r^rhtle COD response rate deelÍnes as COD

sLze is increased from 1 to 27 secs. Post-COD response

rate was relatively constant across this range. Since

matching is dependent only on the GOD being greaËer than

2-3 secs (for pigeons) it cannoË be an artif,acr of a

particular response raËe difference.
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This research questions the role of the coD in

matching.!ühileCoDsreducetheprobabilityof

concurrent suPerstitions, it is not clear whether the

particular pattern of local response rates associated with

use of a COD is necessary for matching. Certainly, the

amor.glt of difference between COD and post-COD response

rates is not critical, but whether some difference is

remains to be shown. This matter will be discussed again

in Chapter 4.

Matchin eand Chaneeover Rate

A second important effect of the coD on concurrent

performance is the reduction of changeover rate. shull-

and Pliskoff (Lg67) demonstraLed that the rate of switching

between schedul-es decreases as coD length is increased'

If no coD is employed changeover responding may dominate the

concurfent perfonnance. An example of Such behavíour hTas

discussed by Schroeder and Holland (Lg6g) in an experiment where

subjêcts were reqgired to detèct pointer defleeËione in two

pairs öf dials, described above. l.\Ihen thete Was no COD

EubJécÈsr êyg-movemêüts f,ollowed a Z-pattern: each dlal Wae

observed brlefly in Ëurn 1^7ith contiñuoUs changing Of gazë

dlrectLon from sLde to síde. The imposition of a CoD

eliminated Èhùs påËËêrn, resulËing in more eye-môvemênts oTl

each sLde between changeovers '

such data raÍse the quesÈion of whether any p.rÖoedure

which reduces changeover rate may also resul-t in matching'

The COD may be necessary for matching simPly because it

punishes changeover behaviour, thereby reducing it to an

appropriaEe level. Stubbs, Plískoff and Reid (L977) have
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sunmarized data on Ëhree different changeover contingencies

which are able to reduce changeover rates: CODs ' CORs

(changeover ratios - a fixed nrunber of responses on the

changeover manipulandum are required for switching between

schejdules)andTos(timeouts.followingachangeover
response all functions are stopped and the chamber is

darkenedforafixedperiodoftime).Powerfr:nctionsalere
for:nd to give a good description of the relations betrween

interchangeover time (the average length of time between

switching-ínto and switching-out of a schedule) and coD' coR

and TO sLze. Data from Todorov (1971) ' who showed thaË

changeover rates T^7ere reduced when switching \^ras pr:nished

with el-ectric shock, T¡lere suggestive of such a relationship'

Thus there axe a nuuiber of alternal-ive changeover contingencies

which have effecËs on changeover Ïate analagous to those of

the COD.

TodorovalsoprovideddataonrelativeËimeand
relative response and reinforcement rates at different To

lengths and electríc shock magnitudes. usf-ng a cóncurrent

VI I-rrtn VI 3-nin sehedl¡le he foUnd Èhat as T0 lertgËh ör

ghock intenoity l.ncreaeed the proportl-on of responðes to

the rfcher echeduLe inereased, whiLe relaÈtve relnf,orcement

rate r^ras vlrtually consEånL. Relative time also lncreased'

but less reliably and sfgnlfieently chsn relatíve Tesponge

raÈe. Both reLative time and relative reBPonse râte under-

matchedre].atlvereinforcementrateat]-owToandshock
valuesandovermatcheditathighvalues.

ThesedataareshowninTable2.lwhereresponse'

timeandreinforcementproportionsarecomparedunder
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different magnitudes of three changeover contingencies '

The coD dara are from shul1 and Pliskoff (L967 ) (note that

their "ascending" and "descending" data have been combined

here) while the TO and shock data are from Todorov (f971) '

Both experimenEs employed. concurrent vI l-min VI 3-min

schedules. Clearly maÈching is produced simply as an

artifact of particular shock and TO magnitudes, whereas

matching of both time and responses is closely approximated

so long as a certain minimum COD size is exceeded. Both

time and response proportions rise in a similar manner

whether the increase in magnítude is in TO, COD or shock

intensiÈy, but only in the case of the coD does the

reinforcement proportion increase significantly as well'

These resulEs suggest firstly that the reduction of

changeo}er rate below a cerËain minimum level is not

sufficient for time and response proportions to maÈch

reLnforcement proPortÍons. Secondly, as evÍdenced by the

dÍsparate effects of CODs and TOs, Èemporal separation of

responses on One schedUie from reinforcers on the oÈher is

nou a suffÍctent condftion for marehing'
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TABLE 2. 1: Data from Èhe experiments of Todorov (1971)

and Shull and Pliskoff (1967).

ProPortions

Subjecr Shock Intensity (nA) Responses Time Reinforcements

PI

P2

Subject

PL2

P13

TO (secs)

COo (aecs)

0
4
7

0

.69

.69
.77
.82
.93

.65

.66

.94

.92

.58

.54

.61

.70

.83

.69

.70

.84

.74

.74

.75

.75

.77

.75

.75

.78

.78

I
16

0
4
7

10 .73

Proportions

Responses Time Reinforcemefits

0
0.3
1.0
3.0
9.0

.97

0
0.3
1.0
3.0
9.0

.69

.81

.84

.88

.91

.61

.62

.75

.90

.95

.63
,70
.66
.67
.85
,74
.90

.54

.64

.62
.70
.7L
.75
.88

.74

.77

.78
,.80
.86

.66

.7r
,69
.90

.74

.75

.76

.76

.77

75
73
1

Responôe3 tfme RefirÉotÇÊlllgnts

.54

.60

.66

.74

.80
¡80
.87

0
2
5
7

10
L2
20

0
2
5
7

10
L2
20

0
5
5
5
0
5
0

0
5
0
5
0
5
0

.73

.74

.75
,75
.94
,79
.9t

s2 ,52
.61
.60
.68
.73
.77
.88

.73

.74

.74

.75

.78

.79

.90
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Conclusion

T\tro effects of the COD on concurrent performances have

been examined with a view to finding which aspect of the COD

makes iË critical for matching. It was concluded above that

reduction of changeover raËe T¡7as not Ehe critical variable.

It is possible that matching is dependent on the particular

post-changeover resPonse rate pattern produced by the COD.

However the fact that this Patteïn becomes less prominent at

larger COD values argues against this. Until the critical

aspecü or asPects are isolatéd, the generality of matching

is somewhat limiÈed by the need to employ a COD. This issue

will be discussed further in ChapEer 4, where the CoR will be

considered as an alternative to the COD.

2 ,4,3 . TIme matchin s vs Response matching

A nr¡nber of the e>çeriments which have already been

discussed have shown that Èhe allocation of behavÍour beË\^reen

several, alternatLveS can be measured in two differenË ways'

Eithef Ëhe amount of tLme allocated to èach aLternatl"ve Of

Èhe nr¡rrber of responsés utåde to each may be used ag Ehe

dependent variable. hlhen there is no expllcíU, dfecreÈe

responsé Only tÍtre aLloeetion can be measUred (e.g. Baum and

Rachlln, 1969), but the maJorlËy of experlmenÈal aTrangemenÈs

ailow measuremenÈ of, both.

IE is clear from the e:çerimentê discussed above thaÈ

response rate has been the more popular dependent variable'

Several possible e>çlanations for this difference may be

suggested. Firstly, it is the traditional datum of the

e>çerimenÈal analysis of behaviour (Skinner , L966) , and is

the most conspicuous defining characteristic of that area of
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research. secondly, it was in terms of response measures

that the matching law was first proposed by Herrnstein (1961) '

The third possible reason relates to practical aspects of

measuremenÈ: with traditional conÈrolling and recording

equÍpmenË cor:ntíng of responses is easier than measurement of

time periods. This is particularly so when there is no

e><plicit changeover resPonse (i.e. each alternative is

associated with a different manipul-andum) , since the exacË

time of a changeover cannot be defined

Nevertheless, a significa¡t nuurber of experiments have

measured time allocaÈion in addition to response rate, or as

the sole dependent variable. tfhe results of Ëhese

experiments may be used to assess whether matching is confined

to the relation between relative Ëime and relative reinforcement

raËe, ot whether response matching is as vaLid a reLation' It

rlrras concluded in Section 2. 3 that the evidence for time maËching

$ras much stronger than that for response natching. It may be

that whíle Eime matching is an elrPirical standard, the

sensltivtty of fesponse rate to a broader range of' factors

resu1is Ín a fauuily of ft¡nctfona descrfblng Ëhe varfoue relåtions

beCrryeen folaÈlve reãponâe üêÈe and relattve r6l"n:Éof eemenÈ t'êt6 '

Flretly, hÒwever, enother proPosition wil'l be discussed:

Ëhat reeponse maËchfng f.s a natural consequénce of Èhe mofe

fr¡ndamental tlue matchJ.ng. The evidence Ëo be díscussed below

will, also enable an assessment of this hypothesis to be made'

Time matching as fundamental

vJhile several authors have argued for the fundamental

na¡ure of time matching, this view has been díscussed most

clearly by Rachlin (1973). His basic premise ís that whatever
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the distribution of reinforcements between the alternatives '

localresPonseraEetendstobeequalâcrossthealternatives
(e.g. Killeen, Lg72b) ' Thus resPonse matching occurs not

becausetheorganismrespondsatagreaterratetothemore
lucrative alternative, but because it spends more time

responding at the saIIE raLe ' Accordingly ' whenever relative

time matches relaËive reinforcement rate, relative response

ratemustalsomatchrelativereinforcementrate.More
generally,Rachlin'shypothesispredictsthatthevalueof
theparameterainEquatLon2.2shouldbethesamewhetherthe
left-handsideistheratiooftimesorresponserates.

Rachlinsuggestedthattimeisallocatedbetween

alËernaÈives so as to equate the two local reinforcement rates"

I,,lith concurrentLy programmed vI schedul-es, the more time that

is spent Ùesponding on one al-ternative ' the greater the

probabilityofreinforcementforaresponseontheother.The
rat,e of Lncrease of this probability depends on the particul-ar

values of the vr schedules. By matchLng relative time to

relative reinfoucement reËe the organlsm balances Èhese

probebf l"tttes bt' eguallalng Ëhe LocaL relnf,orcêment râtes '

E ê s urLn tlme alloc a

coneurrent schedulee may be Pfográ'II¡ffled r¿1th retnforcefient

Lndependent of any partlcular response. A means of sfntLtch{ng

from one alternative to the other is provided and Ëhe

reinforcers arê delivered automatical'ly accordíng to the

schedule the organism has chosen. the fesPonse-independent

analoguesofVrschedule,variable-time(vr)schedules,are
usuallyeuployedinstudiesofmatching.Anexperiment
describedearlier,Bar¡nandRachlin(:-:969),exemplifiessuch

i.
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procedures.TheswitchingresponseT¡Tasmowingfromoneside

of the chamber to the other, and reinforcers vlere delivered as long

asthepigeonwasontheappropriateside.Ratiosofallocated
timeapproximatedreinforcementratiosexceptr'oracoefficient
accor:nting for bias to one side (for grouP dat-a a = 1'0f) '

Inaverysimilare:çerimentBaum(1973b)usedtime-out

from electric shock rather than food as the reinforcer'

(Erçerimentsemployingaversivestimuliwillbediscussedin

more detail in section 2.6, buL will be mentioned here Lf' they

provide relevant data). For t\^7o of the four subjects ' Lime

ratios closely appro:iimated reinforcement ratios ' Results

from a chird \ârere châracterized by strong undermatching, while

strongovermatchingwasshownbyËhefourth.Becausethe
deviations r^/ere not systematic, the group data showed extremel-y

closeconformaÈiontotimematching.Baumsuggestedthatthe
inter-subject differences r¡7ere due to difficulrles in

experimental control- associated with Èhe use of electric shock'

Poling(1978)virtuallyreplicatedBaum.sexpefimentbut

with rats lnsceád of þlgeons. Reanalysis of his data showød

theÊ f of, å11 three slrbJ ecËs time raLiôs unclermaLcherl

refnforcemenÈ ratLoe (a * '96, '9L and '74 teøpectively)' Ohe

ínportarrt dÍfference in the way time was nÉasured may have

infLuenced the diff,ereûce ln results bett¡een the two sËudies:

Batrm dtd not Lnclude tlme sPenË in the middle of the chamber 
'

while Poling's data included such Ëime'

Tl¡o other e:çeriments have required a resPonse on a

changeover key for switching between schedules ' This method

eliminates Lhe difficulËies associated with a non-discrete

switching resPonse mentioned above' In Brownstein and
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Pliskoff,s(196s)experimentsubjectsallocatedtime
betl^Teenresponseindependentschedulesoffoodreinforcement.

Timeratioscloselyapproximatedreinforcementratioswith
group data yielding a value of a = O 'g4' Bauman ' Shu1l and

BrownsËein(Lg75)measuredtimeallocationinbothconcurrent

VI VI and concurrenÈ VI VT schedul'es' The time distribution

didnotaPPeartobeaffectedbythepresenceorabsenceofa
response requirement. Matching of time ratios to reinforcement

ratioswascloselyapproximated,withsometendencytounder-
matching i-n daËa from Ëwo of the four subj ects '

Thefinale>çerimenttobementionedhere,Baun(1975),

has also been described above' Human subjects \^7ere required

todetectrrrrpredictablesignalsbyholdingdowneitheroftwo
keys. Ï/üíth appropriaËe adjustments of response cost and COD

lengthtime..ratioscloselyapproximatedreinforcementraËios.
Deviations T^tere in the directions

oveÌmåtching.

of boËh undermatching and

ThissurveyoftheexÈarrtdatahasdemonsÈraÈedthat

when thete are no discrete rêsponses to be cor¡nted, Ehe

dletrùbuEton of ttrne aéross alternat'lves iÉ related fn afr

orderlyfashiontothedlstributlonofreinforcementg.In
most instances matchlng has provJ-ded a good descrLptlon of

the data, wiËh some sltght tendency for teLative time to

r:ndermatch relatÍve reLnforcemenÈ rate'

erimenÈs meagurin tLme all"oc tion and res onge te

TLreexperimenuswhicharecrucialinassessingwhether

rel-ative reinforcement ratês aÏe matched better by rel-ative

timeorrelativerespongërateandwhethertimematehingis
thefundamenta]-re]-ationarethoselnwhlchborhallocated
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time and response rate have been measured' It was

demonstrated above that time prowides a good measure of

behaviour when there are no discrete responses ' This sectiOn

will be concerned with the relative merits of the two measures

in cases whether either can be used'

There is a toEal of eight e>çeriments whi"ir have erçloyed

concurrent vI schedules of positive reinforcement with a cOD

andhavemeasuredbothtimeallocationandresponserate.

These are listed in lable 2.2 together with the values of' a

obtainedfromfittingresPonseratiosandtimeratiosto

reinforcement ratios using Equation 2 '2 (group data only) '

TABLE 2.2:

Study

carania (19ó3b)

Davlson and H'unter (1976)

Lobb and Da\rfeon (1975)

Nof,man and s{cSweeneY (1978)

Pllskoff a¡rd Brirwn (1976) (1)

(2)

Sflbetberg and Fantino (1970)

Stubbs and Pllskoff (1969)

Trevitt, Davlson and üíflllail¡s (t972)

Studles measuring both time a11ocaÈion arltl

response rate, with val-ues of a from fitLing
ti"t" tutios and response ratios to reínforceruent
ratios.

Values of a

Resp. ratiq

0.80

o.64

0. 80

1.09

0 .78

0.84

0. 85

I .01

0.76

0.å9

0. 79

1.07

0. 99

0.70

0.90

1.07

1.11

0 .88
I

't

I

rì'

¡,

I
ï

I

Theresultsclearlyshowthatsystematicdeviationsfrom

matchingaTemorelikelywiththefitofresponseratiosto

reinforcement raEios. In only tT¡IO instances is a closer to

l.0forresponseratiofits.Bothresponseandtimeratios

{
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tend to deviate from reinforcement ratios predomínantly in

the direction of r:ndermatching. Note, hornrever, that the

PliskoffandBrovrn(1g76)datashouldberegardedwith
caution for reasons described above' If these are excluded'

Eine ratios deviate about equally counnonl-y in the directions

of overmatching and r:ndermatching. DeviaEions of response

ratios remain mostly as trndermatching however' The clear

iuplicationoftheseresultsisthattimeratiosbetter
approximate reinforcemenË ratios Ëhan do response rati-os'

Rachlin,s (1-973) hypothesis may also be tested using

the information in lable 2'2' As noted above' if local

response rates are equaL for the. two alternaÈives, the values

of a from the fits of response ratios and time raËios shoulcl

bethesame.(SoalsoshouldthevaluesofÞ.However'
sincethereislittleextantdatashowingstrongbiasses'

".\.,

rhis maÈter wilL be l-eft for discussion in chapter 3)' This

prediction is contradicted by the survey of resul-ts in Table

2.2, where i-n alL but Èwo instances' g is greater for Èime

ratios than resPonge ratíos '

A reànalysls of d,ata f,rom two Õf Stubbs and PlLskoff 's (1969)

sublecËs, presented fn TabLe 2,3, may bê usêd to flLusËrate

thê trrpltcatlonô of Ehls dlfference. Ae can be sêen ffom

the Lines of, best fiË, the Èwo a vaLues !üefê in perfects

agreement for F104, while f,Or P108 a was grèaËer when tirne

rêËfos ürefè fluted to refnforcement r4tfos. Frotn the l0cal

response faËe data, as the schedule arrangittg key 1

reinforcemenf:s became Inore l"ucratlve, for P108 the fåtlo of

keyl|key|loca].resPonseratesdecreasedfromL.24to0.T2.
Bycontrast,thelocalresPonseTa:Leratioisapproxi-
mately constant and close to 1'0 in the case of P'104'
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TheseresultsclearlyillustratethatifaisgrealLerfor

time than response ratios ' 1ocal resPonse rate is higher in

thelesslucrativealternative.Sincedifferencesinthe

values of a are almosÈ always in this direction' Rachlin's

hypothesis aPpears to be disproved'

TABLE 2.3: A Reanalysis of Ëhe daËa from Lwo of Stubbs and

Pl-iskoffrs Subjects'

LeasË-sq uâres Re ssíon Lines

Response fatios Time ratios

P 104

P IO8

P 104

P 108

J=1.25X-0.01
y=0.94X+0.02

t=1.25X-0.00
J= 1.07X+0.02

Local- resPonse rates

ratlo
Proportlon of
reinforcements
from kev I

0.25

0.50

0.75

0.90

O,25

0.50

o,75

0.90

Key 1

69.9r
62.33

67 .06

64.07

53.68

fi.2r
4L,55

41,52

75.63

58 .01

70.22

66.41

43,39

56.9Ó

48.33

57.69

o.92

I .07

0.95

0.96

r,24
0.94

0, 86

0,7å

Sorn¿datafromLogueanddeVi].liers(1978)denronstraËe

that thlg dLffetence fn g vålues Ls rroË confined to gcheduleg

ofpositivereinforcement.Ratswerereinforcedwlthshock
avoidânceaccordingtoLwoconcurrentVlschedules.ForboËh
subjecËs,responseratiosr'ndermatchedreinforcèmentratios

and time ratios overmatched reinforcement ratios '
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One possible explanaËion for the fact that local response

rates tend to be lower in the more lucrative alternative lies

with the COD. As noted above, response rate is faster during

COD than post-COD periods. If both COD and post-COD response

rates are equal for the two alternaËives, because COD time

comprises a greater proportion of the total time allocated to

Èhe less preferred alternative, the overall 1ocal resPonse rate

will be faster for this schedule. However dat-a from Silberberg

and Fantino (1970) suggested that COD respolLse rate

tends to be fasEer for the less lucraLive alternative. Thus,

Rachlin's hypothesis is not tenable in an amended form which

considers coD and post-coD responding separately.

Conclusion

This..,revier,{ of the relevant data has shown thaE when a
\i\

COD is employed Ín concurrent VI schedules, time ratios better

approximaÈe reinforcemenÈ ratios than do response ratios ' The

devlatlonÊ of reeponse ratLos are most corunonly in Èhe directLon

of r¡r¡dermatching. In additfon, Rachlin's pfoPosítlon that time

meËchLng la more fundamental than response mâtching has been

shovrn to be baeed on å fal,ee premlee r ËhaÈ local fc6ponse räteg

aré equâL across 4lËèrnatives.

TheÉè concluslofis aãé constratned by the limtted rånge of

procedures consfdered herè. I¡¡ Ëhe ner.t section the

epplleati6n of the rnatchlng law to côncuffentl"y progÍammêd

schedules oLher thån VI wf.l-l be consídered' Evidence from

these experirnents 1¡ay or may noË add further supPort to the

proposition that maËching is limited to the relation between

time and reinforcement ratios. In Chapter 4 the COR will be

considered as an alternative to the COD. Data from two recent
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e><periments (Marcucella and Margolius, L978, and Pliskoff ,

Cicerone and Nelson, 1978) and experíments to be Teported in

Chapter 4, show that when this changeover contiiìgency is

employed resl-jonse ratios tend to deviate from reinforcemenL

ratios in the direction of overmaÈching. However' with Ëhis

contingency time raÈios better approximaEe reinforcement ratios

Ëhan do response ratios, so that Ëhe two basic conclusions above

are not altered bY these findings.

2.4.4. Different Schedule Tvpes

One factor which is crucial to an assessment of the

generality of the maÈching law is the type of schedules which

are concurrenËly progranrned. To this Stage conclusions have

been made almosË solely with reference to çoncurrent VI

scl'iedules. If sirnilar results are obtained when other

schedule types are used, maËching may be extended to a much

widér variety of concurrent perfoirnances. In Ehis section a

nunber of e>çeriments which yielded data enabling an assessment

of matchingi and employed schedules other than sinple VI , will

be brtefly descrlbed.

Dlfferent VI tyPes

In several experl"rnents second-order schedules, ln whlch

the unlË of behavf.our rêíRf,orced eccordÍng to a VI schedule ls

the conpLeEion of thê fequLrement of anoÈhef schedule (theee

have been termed "r¡nit schedules" by Gollub , L977) , have been

coneurrently arranged. The unit schedule in Cohen's (1975)

experimenË was an FI. I^lith the FI schedules the same for both

alterna¡ives, both relative time and relative response rate

cl-osely approximated relative reinforcemenÈ rate. Variatíons
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ín the sLze of the FI r:nit schedule for one alternative

revealed consistent bias toward the alternative wifh the

shorter FI. There was considerable inter-subject variation

in the magnitude of this bias.

FR gnit schedules r^rere used in an experimenË by Beautrais

ànd Davison (Lg77) , The values of the VI schedules T^7ere varied

both when the r¡nit schedules were equal and when they vrere

r:nequal- across the alternaËives. Both time ancl response ratios

turdermatched reinforcement ratios in the two seËs of conditions.

One surprising asPecË of the data was that 'bias toward the

alternaËive wiCh the smaller FR unit schedule was evident in

the response ratios but not in Ëhe time ratios. The rationale

for this dífference is not clear.

Chained schedules of reinforcement are also encompassed
\..,

by Èhe defìnition of second-order schedules given above. A

series of e:çerlments uslng concurrent chains by Autor (1969)

$teËe descrlbed as supporting the matchlng 1a\^¡. However more

recent research, principal-ly by Fantino aûd his associates,

has 4emonetråted the inadequacy of Equation 1,1 in handLing

data frotn côncurrenÈ chatne. fhese àxperlÍlenËE vrtLl not be

dfscUssed here glnce an etËcellent review has been gl"ven by

FarrrLno (Lg77>, The alternatLve (ildelay reductiontr) hypothesfs

Buggested by Fantfno ts e:<preseed tn Ëhe equâtion

(T - tr) rL
Eù rz (2.5)

where T ís the "average delay to primary reinforcement from the

onseË of either initial 1ink" (Fantino , L977; his italics) , tl

R1

q
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and t2 are the average durations of the respective terri.rinal links

and r, and r, the terminal-link reinforcement rates. Note that

1mlike a sinple matching relation, this equation predicts

that choice depends on the absolute durations of the initial

liirks: preference is more extreme the shorËer these durations.

The research on concurrent chains has demonstrated one \^7ay in

which the matching equation may be modified so as to account

for a wider range of data.

Several e>çeriments have employed concurrent VI schedules

combined, in different ways. BoËh Pliskoff , shuI1 and Gollub

(L968) and Lobb and Davison (L977) programmed two multÍple VI

schedules each with a common VI schedule concurrently àvailable.

The overall schedule may therefore be considered a multiple

(concurrent vItvlz) (concurrent vIlvl3). Pliskoff et al

showed that for both concurrent schedules relative response

rate closely approximated re|ative reinforcement rate, with

deviaËions principaLly in the direction of undermaËching'

Lobb arid Davisonts data l-ndÍcated that resPonse ratiös

eonslotently undermaËched reínforcemenÈ ràtios. Boëh the

degËêë and dLreetfon of devlerùop ü7êS Blmf"Lar üo thât whteh

lras beerr ObtainAd wlth concUTfent VI VI schedul"es Ln the safllé

1-aboratory (e.g. Lobb and DavLeon, L975>, In nef ther

e:çeriment rÂrere time alloeation data reported.

Menl"ove, MoffLtt and Shimp (1973) concurren¡ly programrned

t\Âro concurrent VI. schedules. Matching of relative response

rate to relative reinforcement rate vlas closely approxi'mated

for both choice beËf¡/een concurrenÈ VIs and choice between

concurrent VI VI schedules.

, !ühile most of the results presented in this section are

similar Ëo those obtained with standard concurrent VI schedules 
'
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further research may show that there are difficulties associated

with application of the matching law. It is worth noting that

concurrent chains schedules have attracted most research, alrd

it is in application to the behaviour generated by these

schedules thaE Èhe matching law has been found inadequate'

Concurrent schedules with FI components

The resulËs of the manipulaËion of rel-aËive reinforcement

rate in concurrent FI VI schedules have been reported in three

experiments. All agree in suggesting tha¡ underma¡ching is

stronger when there is an FI component than when two VI schedules

are concurrenÈIy arranged. Nevin (1971) recorded the strongest

deparÈures from matching: a values of approximately 0'5 for the

relation betT¡reen response and reinforcement ratios. vlhite and

Davison (1973) and Lobb and Davison (L975) reported both time
\\t

ratios and ràsponse ratios in experiments in which subjects were

also exposed to concurrent VI VI schedules. I{ith two minor

éxceptlons r:ndermatchlng was stronger in the daüa ftom concurrent

FI VI schedules, Ëven i-n Lobb and Davisonis experíinent where

tùme UàÈi.dË slígtttl.y over¡latêhed refnforcemeftt ratios for

concurrent VI VIs, tlme réË1os undermaËched reinforcefüènt ratioe

(f or group data g . O ,72) |n concurtrênt FI VT perfolillênëe.

üIiËh Èhe exception of one pígeon uséd by Nevtn (1971),

subjects irr all three experimênts dernonsËtated a bías toward the

AltetnatiVe where reínforCements \á¡ere arranged accordÍng Ëo å

VI schedule. In the t\ÁIo exPefiments reporËing time raÈlos,

the bias was consistent whether time or response fatios were

considered.

Performance ín concurrent FI FI schedules has been

examined in two experiuents . In Shimp ' s ( 19 71b) e>çeriment
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variations in the value of the two FI schedules resulted in

approximate equality between relative response rate and

relative reinforcement rate ' Deviations \^7ere more indicative of

biasthanofove::utatchingorundermatching.Moreinteresting
results came from the experiment of wtrite and Davison (1973) '

ForallsubjectsresPonseratiosundermatchedreinforcemenË

ratios,withgroupdatayiel.dingava]-ueofa=0.81.However,
the deviations from matching consistently occurred in four of

thecondiËions.IfÈheseareexcludedthegroupdatashows
angvalueofl.03andthefittedlineaccountsf'or99.9%
ratherËhang3T.ofthevariance.ThepatËernofresu]-tsfrom
analysis of Èhe time ratio daÈa'was similar, though less

pronounced.

TheinterestingasPectofÈhese:¡esulÈsisthefacLthat
thepatternofrespondingrevealedbyinspectionofcumulative
records was deviant for this seÈ of conditions ' In all- other

conditionsthePattefÏIofrespondinginbothalternativeswas
typicalofthatfor¡rdinsirupleVlofsimpleFlschedules,while
forthesefourcondÍtionsperformanceontheshorËerFIwas
typfcatof,FlÏeBpondlngandonthelongerfËmorec1.osely
reseuibled vI regponding. The only generâl1àatton whtch êan

Eccol¡tlt for the dffference in regponBe paftêrtrg ts that

performance on an FI schedULe concutrently artanged wlth a

second wlll only show Ëhe EyPical- FI paLtern lf thé duration

is 50 secs or Less '

ThissusgestsEhaËmaLchinginconcurrentscheduleswith

oneormoreFlcornponentsdependsonthepaEternofresponding

beingthes¿rmeinboËhalternatives.ForconcurrentFlVl
schedu]-esthiswouldmeanthatthepatterninLheFlcomponent



l¡'ouldhavetobesimilartothatusuallygeneratedbyVl

schedules. llith concurrent Fr Fr schedules all that is

required is synrmetry in the patterrls: either both typical

FI or both typical VI' The reason why matching should be

borrnded by such pattern requirements is not clear' It

certainly suggests thaË more detailed analysis of patterns of

].ocalresPonsearrdreinforcementratesísneededtor¡rrderstand

theconditionsunderwhichmatchingisfor:ndonconcurrent
schedules with FI cotponents '

Goncurrent s cheduLes with rati o schedul ec onents

Special- consideratíon must be given Ëo the predictions o

the matching law when one or more of the concurrently arranged

schedulesiseitheranFRoraVR.ilhereasreinforcement
rate is largely independent of response axe for interval

schedur-e, ìii.r.., ,rr" resporse rares usuar-ly observed) , rhere

isadirectproporEionalityforratioschedules.ThatiS,
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(2.6)

f

R É nr

where n is the fåtfo size'

ÈhaÈ v¡fuh two raulo schedules

Returning to Equation 1'1 we find

/n
(2.7)

I
ãó

t
rLz

If nt# n2 thls equaËlon is true only if responding 1s

exclusivel"y to onê alterrrative' i'e' 1f R, = 0 otr R2 ä 0'

our assumptions about behavlour would lead us to expect Ehat

theorganlsmwou].dchoosethea]-ternatíveforwhichtheratio
size was smaller.
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TheresultsofanexperimentbyHerrnsteinandLoveland
(Lg75) suggested that the behaviour of Pigeons conforms to this

prediction.TheyarrangedtwoconcurrentVRschedulesand
varied the sizes of the tr\^ro ratios, both with and wi-thout a CoD'

The subjects' behaviour closely approximated exclusive preference

for the alEernaLive with the smal-ler VR, irrespecËive of whether

the COD was in force or not' Similar results r¡rere also obtaine<l

in an e:çeriment by Herrnstein (1958)'

ThepredictionofEquation2.Tcontradictsal-argeamor.lrtt

of data from research on probability learning. Experiments in

thisareausuallyrequiresubjectsËopredictwhichoft\,vo
stirrruliwillapPearineachËrialbyrespondingolloneoftwo
manipulanda. The schedule is thus concurrent vRx VRy' where

f + I = 1.0 (since one of Èhe sÈimuli appears on each trial),
xY
with no COD. tr'Ihen x * y one of two patterns of behawiour is

usual1-yobserved:resPondingisexclusivelytothealËernative
with the most frequently appearing stimulus (maximizíng) or

theraËíoofresponsesequalstheratioofprobabi]-ities,
<]l I <$l (probebitity matchfng) (Mackintosh , 197 4) ' Onlv the

f,or¡ÈÞr conformc tÕ uhe lnaËchf"ng lavr'

The .xtensLve LLteråture on probablltty learnÍng wftl not be

diseussed here (see BltÈermarr' tg6g' and Sutherland and Mackíntqsh'

L|TI,fÖrreviews).VatiationsinsubjecÈg,procedutrê,amount
and type of relnforcemenL' etc" make comparfson åmong

e)<perimentsdifficult.However,thefactthatprobability
matchinghasbeenfrequentlyreportedsuggesËsthatifthe
maLchínglawistoattempttoaccountforthesedataitmayhave
tobemodifiedsoasnoÈtobelimitedtotheconditionsunder
which maximimizing is observed. unfortunately ' the exact

conditions are not easily specified at this point (but see



Greeno,Lg68, for some hypotheses and alternative equations

to account for probability matching and maximizing) '

Inseveralexperimentsconcurrentscheduleswithone

intervalandoneratiocomponenthavebeenprogrammed.It

followsfromEquationsl.land2.6thattheresponse

distríbuÈioninsuchschedulesshouldobeytherelation
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(2.8)
R

1
tltlw o1t1**t2

Thatis,mat.chingrequiresthaLthesubjecËadjustitsresponse
rate on the interval schedule such that the nurnber of responses

per reinforcement is the same for both schedules' i'e' x = 01'

Herrnstein (1970) tested Ëhis prediction using concurrent vI vR

schedul-es. At most schedule values responding was exclusively

to one alcernative or the oEher' but even when this was not the
o.,,,,..

case t.rporr"e proPortions close1-y approximated reinforcement

Proportions.
InavÍrtual.replicationofthisexperimentbyHerrnsËein

and LoveLand (reported by de Villiers ' Lg77) similar resulLs

weÏêobtalned.RespongefaËl.osc1-osel'yapproximaËed

rel.nforcémenËfatioswiuhvêluesof9v8ryl.ngfrom0,92Ëo
]'.06.Allocatedtimewasalsome4eufedinthiselrperlmenË.
Time tatlos tended to undermatch rèírrf,orcemenË ratLos ! a vãried '

from0.70to1.0l.HowevêrgtouPdatarevealedcloÊe
approxlmation to both tf'me and response mâtching"

Bacottl(1977)veriedbothFRsizeandCoDlengthin
concurrent FR VÏ schedules ' Both resPonse and cine raÈios

slightlyovermatchedreinforcemenËratios(e=1.09to1.16
forresponseratiosand0.g5üol.15fortimeratios),with
strong and consistent blas toward the alternative scheduling
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reinforcements according to a VI ' COD length did not appear

to affect these results. Bacotti strggested two possible

explanations for the observed bias: one relies on the fact

thatthereisalongeraveTagedelaybetweenachangeoverand
reinforcementforËheFRalternative,andtheotheronthe
exisÈenceofshortinter-reinforcementintervalsfortheVl
buÈnottheFRcomPonenË.BoLhaÍeconsistentwíthseveral
resu]-Ès(includingthefactthatbiasisweakornon-existent
in the case of concurrent VI VR schedules) '

Concurrent VI FR performance has been examined ín t\^/o

experiments.LaBorrrrEyandReynolds(1973)variedtheFR

requirementwhilemaintainingtheconstancyofthevalueof
theVlschedule.deVilliers(1977)hasreanalyzedtheír
dataintermsofratiosratherthanproportions.oneofthe
six pigeons showed aberrant behaviour in either being

indifferent between the alternatives or resþonding excl-usively

on the FR alternative' For the other five subjects ' response

ratiosundermatehed.reinforcemenÈratios(a=0.75to0.89)as
did time ratiijs (g = a'66 to 0'99)' Thís sËrong tmdermatching

mâybeê)tPltcalrtal.nËermsofthee:çlanatlonfor!{hl.reand
DavLsorr,s (1973) daËa givèn above, but the oumul-attvé recotds

shownbyLaBountyandReynoldsdonoreneþleverj-ffeatlonof,
such an hYPothesis'

Thesêcondofthesee:çerimentswagonebyÌ,Iood,

Martfnez and !'Ïf111s (1975) ' I'fhen Èheir daÈa were reanalyeed

to assess conformity to the matching lar^r, very poor ftts 1¡7ere

obtainedwithdevtantParameterva].ues.Thesetnusua]-results
may be attribuËabl-e to a degree of divergence from the

procedures customarily used' and for this reasoÏl should be

given little weight'
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ThematchinglawSeelnstogeneralizewelltoperformance

inconcurrentscheduleswithFRorVRcomponents.Several

issues remain however. Firstly, there is the problern of

probabilitymatching.Furtherexperimentationisrequired

linking the tr¡/o areas of research. The second problem is one

whichisgeneraltoallresearchextendingmatchingtoapplyto

non.Vlschedules:Èheidiosyncraciesofperformanceoncertain
schedules sometimes generate bias and undermatching which aTe

difficult to exPlain. Particularly troublesome in this regard

is FI performance, and Bacotti's (1973) results suggest that

behaviourr.nderFRschedulesmaypresentasmanydifficulties.

The obvious direction of future research lies in detailing the

variouspaEterTlsofrespondingandfindingwhichcausedeviation

frommatchingandwhichresulËinconformity.
.\i¡. 

r. .

2.4,5 . Schedu les of Aversive SÈ imul-ation

onevarl.ab]-ewhichmayaffecËtheextenEtowhichthe

matchinglawaccurâÈel-yrefl.ectsconcurrentperformanêeis

the ryPe of reinforcer eüployed' l{hile sevêÉ41 dífferent

typeg of positlve telnforeers have been used fn e>rperl-menEs

already described, little has been safd of the appl"ieabÍlity

ofthematching]"awtobehavi.ourgeneratedbyschedul.egof

åvergfve 8cinulétion. The falevanË e><perXmenLs ' to be

revlêvrêdhete,falllnÊott'ocategortes:thoeeconcêTnedwtth
the effecÈs of punishment and those examining escape oÏ

avoidance behavlour'
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Escape and Avoidance Schedules

Severaloftheexperimentstobediscussedherehave
been mentioned above. In one of these (Baum, L97 3b) ' pigeons

r^rere reinforced for standing on one side of the chamber or the

other with time-outs from electric shock arranged by È\,'7o

concurrent VI schedules. Standing on one side was reinforced

according to one vI schedule and standing on the other was

reinforced according to the second VI. shocks were delivered

at the rate of one per second while TO lasÈed tT¡Io minutes '

AlsecCoDwasenforced.ThegroupdatashowedËhattime
ratios closely approximated reinforcement ratios (a = 1'01) '

but there was corrsiderabl-e inter-subject vsriation (range of

avalueswas0.38to1.50).Baumsugge$tedthatthis
variation may be attribuËabl-e to difficulties associated with

the use of electric shock schedules (technical problems,

pronounced hysteresis effects, eÈc' ) '

In a second experiment already described, Poling (1978)

for:nd that with rats time ratios und"t*"tched reinforcement

ra¡Íos ín an erçerimenË very simílar to Bauslrs. It waS

suggésted theL Èhe reason fOr the diff,erende in the tesuLts

may l"ta ln uhe fect thau Beum df d nor fncl'ude ttme ÉtÞént fn

the rniddle of the chamber, whereas ín Poling's exPefl-ment aLl

time wart ëonsídered to have been sPent on on@ slde otr the

othèr.

LogueanddeVi]-liers(]-978)reinforcedrats'bar.
presses wiEh shock avoidance according to two concurrent VI

schedules (see de VÍlliers , L974, for a discussion of this type

of avoidance schedule). The pattern of results was the same

for the trI^to subjects used: resPonse ratios undermatched reinforce-

ment ratios (a = O.g2 and 0.82) and Èime ratios overmatched
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reinforcement ratios (a = L'32 and L'22) ' (Reinforcemenf

ratios Tdere of the form: shocks avoided in schedule l/shocks

avoided in schedule 2). such results parallel those obtained

withconcurrenEVlschedulesofpositivereinforcement,butthe

difference in slopes obtained from response and time data is

much greaËer.

Hutton, Gardner and Lewis (1978) reinforced Pigeons'

pecksonE!''okeyswithtime.outfrome]-ectricshock.Inthe

absence of responding the average interval between shocks was

5.4secs'whilereinforcementshTerearrangedaccordingtott¡o
concurrent VI schedules' BoËh time and response ratios

consistentlyrrnder:matchedreinforcemenEratios:avalues

rangedfrom0.60to0.TSforresponseratiosand0.5Tto0.S4
for tÍrne ratios. such strong undermatching may be partially

e:çlained*by the fact that no COD was employed in this

e:çeriment. The authors suggested that use of a coD tends to

Lead to exclusLve Preferences '

Logue(1978)reinforcedraËs'preSsesontwobarswith
Èime-ouÈ from inÈense whlte noise aceordlng to pairu of

concurrênE VI schedules. For ell subiecËe response râtios

deviated etrongly from reinforcemenù raËíos ln the direction

of r¡fdermatchlng. !,lhet't the resulËs from all subjeêt8 $tere

e ombtned the value of a wes O .69 , âccoi¡tttl'ng for 90% of the

variance. Logue suggested two reåsons for the pronor¡nced

r¡ndermatching observed' FirsÈly' he usèd a CoD of onl-y

1 see, a value which shull- and Pliskoff 's (L967) results would

sugges! was too low for raËs ' Secondly ' there was some

evidencethaÈordereffectsincreasedthelikelihoodof
undermatching
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Theseerçerimentsprovideconflictingdatawhichmake

anassessmentofconformitytomat.chíngdifficult.In

different etçeriments time ratios have been found to under-

match, match and overtratch reinforcement ratios, while in

only three experiments have response rates been measured' IÈ

may be Ëhat greater variabílity is inherent in the use of shock

rather than food (e.g. see Baum's 1973b discussion), of that

other r:nidentified factors associated with the use of aversive

sÈimuli determine the degree and direction of deviation from

matching.

Pr¡nishment schedules

DelutyandGhurch(1978)arrangedtwoconcurrentVT

schedules of shock delivery. A single bar-press I^Ias required

for switching between schedules. They suggested that subjects

should allocate time to the two alternatives according to the

equation

Pz

rir% (2,9)

wheró Pl and P, åre the obtatned raËêis of ptrnlshntent for the

respeÕÈlve alternatfves. ttrey etrPLoyed ÈwÙ ú*fferent gets

of condtrlone. In the flrst,each VT tl-mer wás etopped v¡hen

the subjecÈ switched-out of thât component and feÊtarted when

l-tswltchedbackfn.lhue,onlyoneVTtimerwaein
operation at any one time. Results from this seË of condíËions

indicaÈed close approximation to EquatLon 2.9, but with a

slight tendency to undermatching for all three subjecLs ' In

the second phase, the usual procedure ín which VI Èimers aTe

not halted by changeovers was employed' Relative time was



negatively corfelated with relative punishment rate (exeepting

conditions in which only one schedule was arranging shocks) '

Deluty and church suggested that in this phase subjects \^Iere

minimizing: allocating almost all of the time to the

alternative associated with Ehe lower shock rate'

TheseresultscanbeundersËoodifthecontingenciesolì
switchin E are considered' The longer time spent in one

courPonent, tshe more likely it is Ëhat a pr:nishment has been

,,set up,' by the other VI timer . If this is so^ then a shock

will foLlow inrnediately after the coD has elapsed (coo = 2 secs

inthisexperiment).I,JtrentheseconEingenciesT¡Terenot

PresenË'asinthefírstphaseoftheexperiment,matching
occurred. Matching was therefore dependent on switching not

decreasing the likely delay to the nexÈ shock'
i\i .

DeluËylr.|g76)examinedtheeffecËsofaddedpr.níshment

in schedules of food reinforcement' Rats' bar-presses were

reinforced according to t$ro equal concurfent RI scheduLes '

(Rlgchedulesgeneratesl.milarrespoÏrsepatter1lsandratesfo

wsehedules,F&rmer,1963).rnaddtÈion,pr:nishmentwas

ProgratrñêdaccOfdingtotwolndependentRtrechedulesof
elecErlc ShoAk. lhe raÈe of prrrlohment scheduled for one

a].ternativewaskeptcongtantwhiletheotherwasvaried.He
foi¡nd that an equåtíon of the form
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(2,10)
Rl r, + P2

Riq T
1 L 2

accounted for 88% of Èhe variance in the group daËa' As

Del.utyindfcated,Equatsion2.Loassumesequalityofmagnitude

between one reinforcer and one punisher' Appropriate scaling

may improve the ability of Èhis equation to describe the

2

results.
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I

such scaling was undertaken by Farley and Fantino (1978)

in an experiment employing the concurrent chains procedure '

The initial links were vI l-min schedules, while terminal

links consisted of 4 mins of e>çosure to Ïesponse-independent

deliveries of food and electric shocks. The rates at which

these \¡üere delivered in the tT¡ro terminal links r^lere varied

across Èhe different conditions. Farley and Fantino assumed

that food and shock delivery combine to influence choice in

the following manner:

R1

q
11 - cPl
tz - cPz (2.11)

The coefficÍent c fr¡nctions Èo scale a singl-e delívery of an

elecLric shock in Èerms of a single food reinforcement' Its

value will- clearly depend on Èhe parameters of the stimuli,

deprivationstates'etc.IntheinitialphaseFarleyand
Fantirro extracted c values for the two of three subjects

whose results indicated conformiËy to matching. These values

were then used successfully Ëo predict initial link rèsponse

ratíos irl a se6pnd phase vihere rêsponse and Shock råËes vrere

agaln marrtpuf,ateci, Boeh subjectÉ deviared alightly fn the

direetion of rmdernatchitig.

Farley arrd Fantirtots study cLearLy veri-f,fes an êquåtion

of the form of 2. 11 where positl-ve and aversive events are

oppostte ln thetr effects but scalable so as to equate thefr

magnitude. IË is a beËter means of indícating the relaËive

values of severaL alternatives Ëhan Equation 2.L0,where the

sum value of shocks and food reinforcements for each

alternative is not compuËed. The approach adopted by Farley

and Fantino could be extended as a general method of scaling

value bY means of the matching law'i
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2.4.6. Qua litati ve di fferences

MatchingcouldbeSeenasamuchmoregeneralphenomenon

if it could be shown to be valid for choice between alternatives

differing Ín the tyPe of response required or the type of

reinforcer scheduled' Demonstration of this requires evidence

thaÈ biassed matching is an adequate description of behaviour

rrndersuchcircumsÈances.Atleastanydeviationsinthe

direction of 
'ndermaÈching 

or overmatching should be within the

limits for:nd when the alternatives involve the Same response

and reinforcer tYPes '

Differen tre inforcers

Ifbiasseduratchingwereobtainedforchoicebetween

Ewo different reinforcers it would indicate that the values of

onereinforcerofthefirsttypecouldbeexPressedinr¡rritsr\ìr: 
&r'áÃ llnr ¡ ¡rtaín parameter values

of the secànd Èype' For exarnple' at c(

of the two rêinfnrcers,l.o ml of rnilk may be equal to 1'5 ml"

of sucrose solutLon' Howeverrwe måy expect that for some

corubinations of, reinforcers aE least, matching may be violaÈed

because of basLc interactions between the reinforcerg (e'g'

between alcohol consuupÈlon and cigareÈte smotcLng' Grlfflths'

Bigelowandtíebgon,Lg76).Theff"ndingof,lriassêdmåtchlng
wlth some 

-comblnbtlons of qualrtativeLy dtf,ferent reLnforcêfs

may help the identificaËion of such basic or "biologlcal"

Lnterecttons.

Mtll'er (1976)
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shovred Ehat Èhree very eimllar

reinforcerscouldbescaledinvaluebymeansofËhematching
law.Deliveriesoft\^Iot'yPesofgrainsl^Terearr.angedaccording
toconcurrentVlVlschedules.Inthreedifferentsetsof
conditionssubjectschosebetweenhempandbuckwheaL,wheatand
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buckwheat, and wheat and hemp, with varying relative rates

d reinforcement across conditions. Matching of both time

ratios and response ratios to reinforcement ratios !'7aS

closelyapproximaEedforeachpairwisecomparison.In
addition, bias values obtained in the first tt"7o sets of

conditions could be used to PredicË the direction of

preference for the hemp-wheaÈ choice ' These results clearly

show that biassed matching can be obtained with qualitatively

differentreinforcersandthatscalesofreinforcervalue
may therebY be established'

HollardandDawison(1971)prograumedtwoconcurrentVl

schedures. one arranged deliveries of food, the other

ectostriatal brain stimulation. In different conditions food

reinforcemenË rate Ì.ras varied while the rate of brain

stimulation was held constant. For the three pigeons used,

Eime ratios rnatched reinforcement ratios with consistenË and

pronounced bias Èoward food. Response ratios r¡ndermatched

reÍnforcement ratios (a = 0.77 for group daua) with bias of

approximately the same Size as that formd with time râtios '

Hal.l, Silvêretein ánd T,ltllts (Lg76) used two dÍfferent

rej.nforcer6 whieh woutd be e:çected to fntersct ln a

t'blologlcalrf I^tay: food Aüd waÈer. Tþso concurf,enÈ VI

schedules afradged delivery of the diff,e:renË reinfOtrGers' They

presenÈed group data only ' Ì"thlch showed th¿u both rêêponse

ratÍos and Ëtrne råtios strongly deviated from reinforcement

rarios in the direction of undermatching (g = 0.52 and 0'51,

respectívely). Both measures revealed a strong bias Ëoward

food. They suggested Èhat matching is closely approximated

when food is delivered less frequently Ehan \^Iater, but not

d
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when it is more frequent. confirmation of this hypothesis

would help identification of the exact nature of the food-

water interaction.

Quite different results to Ëhese v/ere obtained in an

experiment by Hursh (1978). T\'vo monkeys ülere reinforced

for l-ever pressing according to 3 concurrent VI schedules.

T\rro of these schedules arranged presen¡ation of food and the

third arranged Ì,ùater presenËation. In the first phase subjects

earned their entire daily intake of food and waLer during

er<periÍ€ntal sessions , while in the second phase provisions

rÀrere made for constant daily intake of the tr^Io coumodities'

Results from both phases indicated that the distribution

of both responses and tidre between the Ëwo food schedules

undermaËched the reinforcement disEribution. The degree of

underÍrat"hYng r." slightly greater in phase 1. In neither

of the Phases vtas the distribution of responses between the

food and Itater schêdules controlled by the relatÍve rates of

food and water reinforcement. In phase 1 the ratio of food

to $rater resPonses increased as the fate of food del-ivery

decreased. As a conseque1ee of thj-s change in the resPorise

dlstrtbutlon there was l"ftrle vârf6tf.on in Ëhe ratio of food

Eo water reinforcers. Thís râtio was also relatively constanE

ln phase 11, but tn thiõ casê becauôe of reLatively unchanglng

résPonee ratLos.

Part of an erçeriment by Hamblin and Mtller (L977) may

also be mentioned here. Rats chose betrween sucrose and milk

or betv¡een tswo differenÈ concentraÈions of sucrose arranged by

two concurrent VI schedules. Unfortunately, the data from

these two sets of choices were not separated, so that only overall
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resultsmaybegiven.ForallthreesubjectsresPonse
ratios undermatched reinforcement ratios (a = 0.82, 0-85 and

0.86).

The results from experiments employing qualitatively

different reinforcers show both that biassed matching may be

obtained when the reinforcers are simil-ar and that motivational

interactions may result in strong deviations from matching'

Thus matching is liurited to choice between conrnodities which

do not interact in this I¡7ay. The exact limits of the

applicability of the matching law, and how these are to be

elrpressed, remain Eo be defined (but see Rachlin, Green, Kagel

and Battalio , L976, for one approach) '

Different Responses

ïhe adequacy of the matchíng l-aw when the alternatives

differ in the iesponse required for reinforcement will be

discussed in detaiL in ChapËer 3. However t1^7o experiments

will be briefly descri-bed here. In both of Lhese studies

Èhe subjects r{ère pigeons, the reinforcer food and the two

responses key-pêcktng and treadle-pressíng. From t'lheatley

and Engberg's (1978) datâ¡ coftsigteitt bias was reve¿led Ln

fttCl.ng rssponse fetf oe to relnforcement ratloe , bUt not ln

the flt of time ratios to reínforcement rátios. Strong and

cöns{stent r:ndermetchtng Was found fn both êá,ses.

Davison and Ferguson's (1978) resuLÈe simflarl-y show

bias as nuch stronger in response ratios than time ratios '

In this experiment values of a extended over the range from

strong undermatching to slight overmatching' In neither

e>çeriment were a values consistently greater or less when

deríved from response ratio or time ratio fits"
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2.4.7 . The Generali of Match

This survey of the application of the matching law to

behaviour generated by contingencies differing from those

which provided the initial empirical base for matching has

produced some contrasting conclusions. In some cases the

variations result ín little deviation from matching, whereas

in others it is difficult not to conclude that some other

equation best e><PresseS the relations between response ratios

and reinforcemenË ratios and between time ratios and

reinforcemenE ratios.

Time matching certainly aPpears to be more general than

response maËching, and it is probably through assessmenË of

deviation from this standard thaË T¡le may best assess the

bor:ndary condiEions of maÈching. Response maËching seems

.\:highly deþendent on particular local response rate patferns '

For example, resÞonse matching is more likely ütÍth variable

(VI, VR) rathef than fixed (FI, FR) scheduLes whêre response

rate is consÈant across time. Also, resPonse maËching seems

particularl,y dopendenË on the posË-changeover patteTñ of

rêspondúng rêsulUing frotn the use of a éOÞ, Time tnâtchlng ls

affeeted by Ëhese vari.åbles, but much lees s¡o Uhan resPonse

maÈchLnB.

It Ís Ëherefore iilpÕftant that tha particular local

response rate patterns requlred for Ëfme arrd responsê matchLng

be identified, and that assocíations bepeen deviatfons of a

particular kind and certain locaL resPcJnse rate patËerns be

noted. To the extent thaÈ local response rate patterns can

be identified with local reinforcement rate Patte1ns vle may

then be able to predict wheÈher matching will- oecur from
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consideratíon of the particular schedules a¡d the changeover

contingency. vthile the data are limited at present, it is

hoped that the results to be presented in the ensuing chapLers

will aid such Prediction'
Therea];e,ofcourse,otherimportarrtvariables.}Jtrile

there appears to be no reason for matching to be bounded by the use

of any particular group of reinforcers, vlhen there are basic

interactions amofrg the reinforcers employed matching is not

able to describe the data' If consumPtion of one

reinforceraffectsthevalueofasecond(asdryfood

consuurption does the value of water) matching cannot be

expected to describe the results' However' when such

interactionsareminimal,maÈchinghasbeenshowntobea

worthwhile approach to the scaling of reinforcer value (e'g'

Farley and Fantino, Lg78 and Mil-ler' 1976) '

Manyproblemsremainintheassessmentoflimitsbn

matching but there is certainly enough evidence of iÈs

generallty to consider attèfrpts at solving them worLhwhil-e'

The sinrplicity of the matching law is sufficient justification

f,or corrtinuêd seekl"ng Öt the condíËf ons r¡nder whLch lt holdb '
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2.5. OTHER I',IATCHING REI.ATIONS

2.5.L Introduction

Uptothispointwehaveonlyconsi<leredmatchingas
a relation between relaÈive resPonse rate or relative time

and relative reinforcement rate, BuÈ raEe is only one

parameter of reinforcement, and therefore not the only

independent variable which may enter into a similat tel-aËion

with time and response raËios. In this sectiotÌ we will

consider several different ProPortions which may be

substituted for relative reinforcement raËe in Equation 1' 1'

T\^lo obvious parameters of. reinforcement are

magnitude and imnediacy. These two variables have

received much aËtention both in e:çerirûenËs concerrled with

maËchingr. and Ín others designed sinply to assess the effects
'\ \:'

of lmediacy and magnitude of reinforcement on response rate '

llhil"e reÍnforcement rate hâs been the predominant varÍable

of fnteresË ÌrLth respect to matchifig, there is a reasonably

l,arge body of reeêarch whLch may be used to assess the

valfdity of magniÊude and inurÉdíacy matchfng' The

approach adopteé here wllL be eluiLer Eo thaE ln Segtl.on 2'3

whefê uhe emplrlcaL support for metchtng to telatlve

reinforcelnent rate $ras assessêd.

In the thírd subsectl-on å relatior,r simílar to innrediacy

matching will be considered: that reinforced inter-resPonse

times (IRTs) are emitted in proportion to their relative

reciprocal- Length. l,Ihile IRT length is c1-ear1-y not a

parameter of reinforcemenÈ, it is a variabl-e whích can enter

into a nratching relation ín the same $Iay as reinforcement

rate. Both for Ëhl-s reason and because of íts relatfon Èo
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irnrnedÍacy matchirg, this topic has been included in this

section.

2.5.2. Masnitude Matchins

Experiments designed to investigaÈe magnitude matching

typically arrange equal VI schedules of reinforcement. In

different conditions the magnitude of one or both of the

reinforcers is varied so as to obtain a range of relative

magnitudes. The exËent to which preference is explained by

magnitude matching caTr then be assessed by means of the

equation

(2.L2)

where m, and m, are the magnitudes arranged by Lhe tlô7o

reinforcement schedules. As before, values of c and d are

obtained by curve-fitting. The Parameter c represents

unaccounted for bias, and d deviaËions in the direction of

ovetrriatching or r¡rdermatching. Time råtios may be substituÈed

for response ratios i-n the left-hand side of Equatlon 2,L2,

t'IagnltUde of, reinf,orcemenË 1s commonly measúred in one

Õf two ways ! elther the duratJ.on of acceeg to å rntnf,orelng

stfmulue (e.g.5 segg access to grain) oÌ the acËuaL amounË

delfvered (e.å$. 3 food pell-ets, 0.5 mg af. e drug). The

second of Ëhese meEhods has the advantage of preclse

specifieation of the magnítude acÈually obtained or consumed.

!ühen a pigeon is given access to grain for a certain period

the proportion of that period actually spent eating is not

usually measured. tr'Ihereas 5 secs may be prograumed, time

spent moving Ëo the dispenser ulay reduce the amotrrlt of time

Rl
q



spent eating to 4 secs. However, non-satiated animals will

consume the exact number of food pellets delivered'

Some illust rative data

An experiment by caEania (1963b) provided the first

evidence suggesting thaL relative response rates maLched

relative reinforcement magnitudes. Truo equal concurrenL

VI schedules arranged delivery of reinforcers (access to

grain) of varying duraËions. Response rate in an alternative

\üas for:nd to be a linear fr¡nction, with zepo intercePt, of

Ëhe magnitude of reinforcement provided in thal- al-ternative '

IE carr be easily seen that Equation 2.L2, with c = 1.0, follows

from such a rel-ation.

Brov¡nstein (1971) replicaËed Bror¡nstein and Pliskoff 's

(1968) e:çeriment ernploying concurrent VT schedules, but
.\i\r

varíed duration rathef than rate of refnforcement across the

elÈernativee. For all three subjects used the proportion of'

tLme allocaÈed to each alËernaÈive closel'y approximated Ëhe

relative durAtÍon of access Ëo grain arranged for that

alcernativè,
Fantfno (1973) reported an rrriprúl'i.shed experftîènt by

Fantlno and Hursh in whlch tvto equal, Cgñeg¡renÈ VI schedules

arranged time-ou¡ from electrLc shoek cÖnËingent on ra¡s

bar-pressing. tltren the tlme-OuU dr-rrations programncd by each

VI were equal, the Proportlon of responses made on each of

the Ewo bars was approximately 0.5. I^lith a 60 secs duratlon

programmed by one and 30 secs by the other, abouË 70% of'

responses T^Iere Lo the alternaÈive assÒciated with the longer

duration. AlUhough these results ane far from conclusÍve,

they suggest that magnítude matchÍng could be extended to

include reinforcers other than food'
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Scheduled and obtained magnitudes

Three exaurples of e>rperiments whose results Seem

consistent with Equation 2.12 have been briefly described

above. They a1l share the assunption that the proportíons

of scheduled and obtained reinforcements are et1ual' However,

if an organism allocates more time to or responds faster on

one alternative then the obtained reinforcement rate is likely

to be greater for Èhat alternative. This would mean that

there was a preference for one alternative not solely accountable

in terms of relative magnitude.

C1-early, when magnitudes differ across alternatives vre

would e>rpect the larger magnítude alternative to be allocated

more time and responses. If there \^/ere a resultant

reinforcemenE rate difference some of the preference shown

would be due to the asym[teËry in rate rather than magnitude

of reinforcement. SUch was Èhe case in BrownsLein's (1971)

experiment where tr¡7o Óf Èhe Ëhree subjects obtained more

re*nf,orcers ff,om the éOhedule gggÓciated with the longer

retnforcement duratl-on .

This difficuLËy mây be circimvented by cofisiderlng as

the dependenE variable total reínforcement magnltude: for

each alternative the product of Lhe magnitude of each

reinforcement and the number of reinforcements (or

reinforcement fate to gíve rate of reinforcement magnítude) '

MagnÍtude matching is then e><pressed by Ëhe equation

R1 =1*l
'z^2R2

(2.13)
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lfleis equaËion states that the ratio of response rates equals

the ratio of total obtained reinforcement '

Equation 2.12 a multiplicative coefficient'

As with

d, and e>çonent, c,

uray be added to give Ëhe generalized form of magnÍtude matchiilg'

unforttrnaËely two of the e:çerimenËs a1-ready descril¡ed do

noÈ present data which allow reinterpreÈation in terms of

Equation 2.L3. However, a reanalysis of BrownsËeín's (1971)

data serves Eo iLlustrate the effect of using obtained rather

than scheduled reinforcement magnÍtudes. For the two subjects

whose obtained ieinforcement Proportions differed substantially

from 0.5, Ehe data úrere converted to ratio form. simple linear

regression of 1-og response ratio on 1og obtained magnitude raEio

(1og rlrnl/ tZ\ ) and on 1,og schedule magnítude raËio (1og mt/m2)

vras then performed using the data from both srùjects' The

val-ues ÀTt tt" Êwo pararneters were d = 1.04 and c = 0'75 for Ëhe

obtained nagnftude regression (gS% of the varianee accounted

for) and d * 1.07 and c * 0.99 for the schedul"ed magnitude

regression (g7Ð. clearly there j-s a much stronger deviaÈion

in the direction of ulìdêtmaÈchlng r^fhen obtained råËher thañ

echedul-ed magn{tude is eonÊldered'

consideratl"on of scheduled father tharl 0btatned

reinforcemenË magnitudes may Ëhus Lntroduce a dístortion: €l

great,ef preference is shown for the comPoneflt áTfanging thê

reinforcemente of larger magni'tude Èhan is due Ëo Ëhe

dLfference irr seheduled nagnitudes, the exponent e will be

greaÈer if the data is analysed in thls way sfnce scheduled

magnitude rati-os will be less exÈreme

obtained magnLtude ratios .

(closer to 1.0) than
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One means of ensuring that scheduled and obtained

reinforcement rates are equa1, and thus bypassing this

difficulty, vras first described by Stubbs and Pliskoff (L969).

Instead of two VI schedules operating independently, one VI

timer arranges reinforcements which are then randomly assigned

to one or other alternative with a pre-specified probability.

Once a reinforcer has been "set up" for either alternative it

has to be delivered before another can be arranged.

Consequently, unless one schedule has zeto probability of

reinforcement, the organism has to frequentl-y swiÈch between

alternatives to obtain all scheduled reinforcements. MosË

of the e:çeriments to be discussed below have employed the

Stubbs and Pliskoff procedure because it allows examination

of the effecÈs of relative magnitude independent of any

relaËivê raEe effects.

E:<periments varying uragnitude of reinforcement

In Èwo e>çeriments tlalker and his cb-workers varied

relative duration of access Ëo sucrose soluËions " Ratsl

presses on two bars vrere reinforced accordlng Lo a singl'e

W scheduLe wlUh equal probabi.Ltty of reinforcement for each

alternaÈive. l,Ielker, Schnelle and Hu:¡,rlts (L974) used a

CQD of 2 secs, and for¡nd thaü for all subJects relatLve

response rate undermafehed relative duratíon of, refnforcement.

l,lalker and Hurwútz (1971) employed a 3 sêc COD and again found

r:ndermat,chlng fn the resuLts from al"L subJëcüs. One reåson

for the undermatching naf have been the relatively small COD

durations empl"oyed, CODs of approximately 5 secs or more

are usuaLly required when using rats (Shul-1, and Pl-iskoff , L967),
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Also in l.Ialker eE al's (]-970) exPeriment, subjects r^Iere

exposed to each condiLion for only 6 sessions. Since Ëhey

gave no information on trends within each 6 session group,

iE is not clear whether Ëhe anímals had fu1ly adjusted to

each new condition by the end of this relatively short period.

Fantino, Squires, Delbruck and Peterson (L972) used a

procedure which is functionally the same as Stubbs and

Pliskoff 's. Tivo VI timers \,fere concurrently programmed, but

when either VI timer had set uP a reinforcement, the other

VI Èimer !,tas halted. Both reconürgnced timing once the

reinforcer had been delivered. fhe two alÈernaËives T¡lere

associated with two different 'durations of access to grain

and relative reinforcemenÈ rate I^las varied across the

different condítions. Baum's (1974a) reanalysis of their

resulÈs ìtishoured both r¡ndermatching and overmatching of

response ratlos to total duration ratios amongst the dífferent

sUbjecËs ¡Éèd, Tttè plgeons !üere coRsistent, howèver, in

demonstrating a bÍas toward the component arranging rel-n-

forcemenÈs of ghorter duration. This ñ¡iy be due to a faCËor

discussed abover thet the rÊtfo of, amourtË èaten can dÍffer

from the dúration raËio.

Deluty (L978> studled the ef,fecus of electrfe shock

dUration ín a eoncurrënt chainS Procedure. Rats responded

on tvto VI inlttal llnks for access to food and el"ectrLc

shock. A single shock of fixed lnÈensity was delívered aÈ

¿l certain tfme in each termínal link. DeJ-uty Ëeêted the

equation

Rl dz
+ÊqFq Ê ð1H Q.L4)
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where d, and d, are the durations of shock in the respective

terminal links. Rather than obeying this equation, all

subjects deviated strongly in the direction of undermatching'

Unfortr:nate1y, hor''ever, only a 2 sec COD was employed' and

for most conditions lengLh of e:<posure was only 5 sessions'

Both factors can contribute to the likelihood of r¡ndermaËching

(de Villiers , L977).

Both rate and magnitude of reinforcement have been

manipulated in a number of e>çeriments. In such instances

Èhe effects of these tr¿o reinforcement parameters may be

considered independently by ureans of the equation

ü = '[ä) 
" t-=J" (2.1s)

Trhe pigeons which served as subjects in an experiment by

Schneider (1973) I^7ere e:çosed to tr'¡elve differenË conditions

ín which the alternatives differed in rate and/or magnitude

of reinforcement. Reinforcements for pecking on the two

kéys were food pell-ets and were arranged aecording to a single

vI schedule. Fitting Equation 2,L5 to the data tevealed

strong rrfidermAtohtng: Ëhe val"ue of a was 0.60 and of c 0 ' 34'

Magnitude of reLnfofeemenE seomed to exerü rel"atirrely Little

infLuence ovÉr pteference ln this exPeríilent '

Slfghrly different resuLEB ïretre obtafned by Harnblin

and Miller (Lg77), One group of rats in thís e*perimenÈ

chose betrveen sucrose solutfons of the same or different

concenÈraÈions, whil-e the other chose betrween milk and

sucrose or equal concentrations of sucrose. Al-1 reinforcers

lTere arranged according to two concurrenÈ vI schedul-es '
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Again sËrong undermatc.hing was found, but the exponent for
magnitude (c: 0.72) was larger than that for rate (a = 0.63).

considerable dÍfferences in procedure, reinforcers, subjects

etc., make it impossible to give a reason for the difference
between these results and those of Schneider (f973).

Todorov (1973) reinforced pigeons' key-pecks with
access to grain according to two concurrent VI schedules.

Both relative rate and relative duraÈion of reinforcemenÈ

ûrere varied across different conditions. There was

considerable inter-subject variation in the values of the

pafameters a and c but for all three subjects a r^ras greater

than c. The ranges r^rere a: 0 .5 to 1. 4 and g : 0 .2 to 0. 5 .

one difficulty r^rith this experiment is the fact that a I sec

T0 was used instead of a COD. The extent to r¿hich Ëhis
\i..

influenced the results is not clear, buË as noted in section

2.4.2 nåËching occurs only as an artifact of particular TO

vaLues.

Some criticisrns and illustratíve experiments

Ttre reeults deecrlbed so far eLearLy indlcate Èhar

Tesponsê ratlos r¡ndermaËch magnftude raËioB. l{owèver, Ëhe

methods employed in a nuoiber of theee erçef,fñentå have already

been critlcfsed. In addftlon Èhere arê tl,'ro other crftfcioms
whlch apply to a range of these expërLrnents and suggest

cautlon in acceptanee of their results.
The firet <¡f these ie fllustraËed by the results of an

e>çeriment by Keller and Got-lub (1977) . using two concurrent

VI schedules boÈh relative reinforcement rate and relative
duration rÍere varied aeross a number of conditions. Even with
correction for actual rather than scheduled eating time relative
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response rates deviated strongl-y from rel-ative obtained

magnitude. The principal deviatiolt T,ùas in the directÍon of

undermatching. Keller and Gollub reasoned that the dewiation

may have been due to prolonged exposure of each pigeon to a

range of relaËive reinforcement rates and duratíons.

Accordingly, in a second phase each pigeon was exposed Ëo only

ttTo concurrent vI vI schedules. For one, both equal

reinforcement ra¡es and equal durations l^7ere scheduled' while

for the other there was an asyffinetry in rate and/or duration

of reinforcement. The schedules vrere designecl to provide a

variety of reLative magnitudes across the seven differen¡

subjects. Grouping the resul¿s from all subjects showed

that relative response rates very close1-y approximated

relative obtained magnitudes. The nUmber of conditions Lo

rvhich each subject is erçosed thus apPears to be an irnportant

facEor, parËÍcularly, perhaps, when two variables are being

manipulated across the different conditions.

A second criticism has been made by de vill-íers (1977)'

He reported the resulÈs of an r-mpublished e:çerimenL by

de Villlets 6nd Balbonl In which rël,atLve magniltude of

reinforcement tlas Varled ih one seË of condÍtíons and relattve

f¿te in another, ReinfOrcements t'terê årt.än8êd by a sfngle

vI schedule end probabllLsti.cally assfgned to one of the t'wo

alternaËives. COD dUratLon was sêÈ aË a value fOr'¡nd Eo be

opËimaL for matbhlng in ån iniËial- phase of the experfment '

Both response and time raËios closely approximated reinforcement

rate ratios with a values of 0.89 and 0.94 for grouP data

respectively. However boËh response and time ratios strongly

undermatched magniUude ratios (a = 0.45 and 0'53 respectively) '
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The differences in Ëhe two sets of results could not

be due to prolonged exposure effects (c.f. Keller and Gollub,

Lg77), since manipulations of relative reinforcement rate

followed manipulations of relative reinforcer magnitude.

Rather, de Villiers (L977) suggested that undermatching of

response and tíme ratios Èo magnitude ratios is encouraged by

use of the SÈubbs and Pliskoff (L969) single VI procedure.

tlhen only rnagnitude is varied, half of the reinforcers must

be obtained from the schedule arranging reinforcers of

shorter magnitude. Thus a considerable amount of time must

be allocaËed to this alternative sirnply Ëo enúure tha!

reinforcers of larger magnitude conËinue to be obtainable.

This effect is magnified by the use of long CODs (7.5 secs in

the de Villiers and Bal-boni study).

Aoepruparison of the reSults of Lr^7o studies, one using a

single vr procedure an¡il the other tr^7o concurrent VIs may be

used fn tësÈdng dê Víllfers' hypothesis. In most oËhef

respêcts, the procedures r^fere the same in the tÍto exPeriments .

Iglauer and l{oods (L974) reinforced tv/o monkeys with

intrarrén6üs dÖcâLne inJectlons according to tsvo ooneurrent

vI schêdules. In dlfferent, condltfone Èhe relall,ve volufrlèi

of Ëhe coeaine feinfofcêr r¡ras varíed. Responding on a cenire

leVer eLlowed aeceês to tûlo other levers, resPonsëe on Whleh

were reinforcëd according Ëo Ëhe VI schedules. Rei"nf,orcement

r^tas followed by 5 mins of time-out (durirrg which the drug

couLd take effect) at the encl of which the centre lever was

available again. Changeoveris between concurrent components

inítiated a 1.5 sec COD.
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In a second e:çeriment, Llewellyn, Iglauer and l,loods

(L977) used the same method with three monkeys but reinforcers

\^rere scheduled according to the Stubbs and Pliskoff (L969)

procedure. The data r¡rere reanalysed, fitting response

ratios to obtained intake ratios. Values of the parameters

and the proportion of Ëhe variance accounted for by the line

of best fit are shown in Table 2.4. The Ëwo subjects exposed

to the above procedure in lglauer and l,Ioods study !'rere

Bernadette and Rico. Comparison of their results with those

of Rico, Boris and Rodney in Llewellyn et al's sËudy does noL

reveal any significant difference in the values of c. Bias

was much stronger in the latter study but the average degree

of r¡nderm4tching was approximately the same. The two other

subjecËs in the lglauer and Inloods experiment (I¡lillis and Boris)

were e><posed to Èhe same basic procedure but wíth FR terminal

links added. This had the effect of significantly increasing

the value of c.

T.ABLE 2 .4 ¡ Reanalysis of the data of lglauer Étld tr'toods

(1974) and Llewel-lyn et aL (L976),

IÉlauer and l{oods (t'97 4\

Sub I ecÊ

Bêf,nadettê
Rlco
l¡Jf 1lis
Borfs

Llewellyn et al (1976)

Rico
Boris
Rodney

.88

.7r
I .01

.62

.86

.86

d

1. 06
.91
.90
.79

.69
1. 41

.61

,96
.88

t.49
1.11

2
Ê

.93

.98
ot

,96

c
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Thus, while rhe suggesrion of de villiers (L977) has

an obvious logic, the data are no¡ supportive. An experiment

in which atl subjects are exposed to both procedures may produce

more favourable results. However, it must be noted that data

from the Iglauer and Inloods study vtere included in this re-

analysis even if subjects showed almost exclusive preference

for one alternatíve (response Proportions of .01 or .99).

de Villiers' ( L977) reanalysis did not include these data and

he for¡nd c values of 1.08 and 1.11 for Rico and Bernadette.

This, of course, suggests that the different procedures do

affect our conclusions about magnitude matching. Nevertheless,

fwo of the three subjects ín Llewellyn eË alr s experiment

extribited behavÍour which closely approximated magnitude

matching.

Wrf$e the ðat,a should be accepted with cautíon, the

results from vÍrtually all the experiments descríbed indicate

Èhat fesponse f,Atios undermatch magnitude ratios. In somê

Ínstances the degree sf trnderrnaËchlng was extreme (Todorov,

1973) , buË these e]çerfmeñts have been crl,ticised f,or some

shortcolûl,ngs tn the rnethod employad. The most eÕflvfncing

evldenee in sUpport Of magnítude matchfng cofnes from the

second phase of Keller and Gollub's (L977> study. HoÍ^/ever,

supporttng eVideûce is needed to verify that resPonse ratios

rnateh fftgniEudê ratios vlhen Ëhe subJects are not exposed t0

a long series of condittons.
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2 .5 .3. Imme diacv Matching

The third form of the matching relation concerns the

effects on the distribution of responses and time between

alternatives of a d,ifference in the delay of reinforcemenL

prograuured for the two (or more) alternatives. If we define

iunnediacy of reinforcemenÈ as the reciprocal of Ëhe delay value

then matching is exPressed by the relation

t
(2.L6)

where i, and i, are the irunediacies for the respecËive

alÈernatives. Iþo Problems which arise in assessing the

evidence for iuumediacy matching have already been discussed

with rêference to magnÍtude matching. The first is related

to the fact that reinforcement rates may not be equal across

alternatives. If they are not, then Equation 2'L6 cannot be

used t.o assess matching, and we must use an equation of the

form

Rt
q 1

R1

q
tri lw (2.t7)

Ths seco¡¡d probLem, to be diseussed below, concefng posslble

dl.ecrelrencfes bêti'reen prograrrned and actual deLays'

De1ay of reln f,orcemen t ln concurren t schedules

The date which provided the for¡ndatlon for igsredlacy

måtchi.ng c¿rme from e¡çperfments by Chung (1965) and Ghung and

Herrnstein (1967). In both e:çeriments pigeons r¡¡ere exposed

Lo pairs of concurrenË vI l-min schedules with a coD of 1 sec

throughouL. Once a to-be-rel-nforced response had occurred

Ëhe response keys T^7eïe blacked out for the duration of the

delay period during which the vI timers hTere halted' At the
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end of the delay period the reinforcer (access to grain) r¡/as

delivered. Very little respond'ing occurred during the black-out '

In Chr:ng and Herrnstein's e:çeriment one key was

associated with a delay of 8 secs or L6 secs, while the delay

for the other key was varied through the range 1 Èo 30 secs'

chr:ng programfned reinforcemenË delays for one key only, but

balanced the effects of blackouts per se by progranuning

blackouts of equal duration for responsês orl the other key

accordÍng to an independent vI l-min schedule. chung and

Herrnstein analysed the daËa from boEh experiments, and

concluded that response Proportions matched irrnediacy

proporEions excepÈ for a degree of bias' For Chr:ng's data'

matching required that a l-.6 sec delay be assumed for responses

on the key for which inrnediate reinforcement I^las prograrmned'
.ti¡

This r"j"'.U" regarded as the actual time required for the

pigeons to move from the key to the feeder'

unforturately fùts of EquatLon 2.17 wêre not rePorted

for the results of, eiËher exPefLmenË, and it is not cLear

wheUher relaËive rel-nforcement ratee diff,ered significantly

from 0,5. Faralleling the caBe t^Iith magnltude matchitg, if

reLnforcement ratês afë fgnored a greatêr preference l"e lfkel-y

to be shown for Ehe cornponenE agsociÉitéd with the small-er delay

than ls due soLely to the dífference in deLays. Chung's data

hfghltght a second dtfffculty fn asBeËslng lnunedtaéy mâEching:

actual deLays arè llkeLy to be longer Êhan PrograTnmed de1-ays

by some constant. slnce acÈua1 delays are very rarely

measufed \^re musü usuålly rely on progranuned Values as

approxÍmations.

Three experiments by Herbert (1970) provide some

additional data on imnediacy matching. Pigeons pecks on each
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of two keys râ/ere reinforced with access to grain. A single

VI schedule arranged reinforcements which r^rere randomly

assigned to the two alternatives with equal probability. In

the first erçeriment blackouts of varying duration followed

every response. Although relative response raÈe closely

approximated relative irmnediacy of reinforcemenË, the results

cannot be considered as confirmation of Equatíon 2.L6 since

relative inmediacy r^/as confor¡rded with differential punishment

(response-contingenL time-out) across the alternatives.
However the data are suggestive in the sense that matchíng to
Ëhe combined effects of relative immediacy and reLative

pr-rnishment was obtained (c.f . .Section 2.4.5).

Herbert's second e:çeriment replicated one by Shimp

(1969a) except thaË pr:nishment T^ras again confounded with
reinforeement delay. In Shimp's e>çeriment the first response

after a VI timer had set up a reinforcement initiated a delay

(bLack-ouË)perfod. The firsË response following Èermination

of this deLay perÍod was reinforced. Under these conditions

matching of rel-atl-ve têsponse rate to the relative recÍproeel

of the delay pêrlode tiles closely approxfmeted. thímp ¿tfguéd

against Chung arrd Herrnstein's lnterpreüatlon of lnmediacy

rnatchfng in Eêfius of delayed reinforcement effects on thls
basl-s.

Herbert'e replicatLon provided thaË evêry respónse except

those teinforced initíåUed a black-out. For only Õne of the

three pLgeons dtd relative responsê rates approxfmete rel-aËLve

reciprocal of black-out duratíon. The results from the other

subjects suggested indifference between ühe alÈernatives rather

than matching. I{hile Shimprs results suggest thaË the basís of
inunediacy matching is not in Ëhe decay of reinforcing effeets
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t¡ith increasing response-reinforcer inËervals, Herbert's data

are more supportive of chr:ng and Herrnstein's hypothesis.

The third of Herbert's e:çeriments replicated Chung's

(1965). A black-out preceded reinforcement for pecks on one

k"y, while black-outs were arranged at the same frequency for

pecks on Èhe other accordíng to an independent VI schedule'

Delay lengths vTere varied from 0.2 to 15 secs and were equal

across the alternatives. The results from conditions in which

delay length was in the range 3 to 15 secs $7ere reanalysed

assuming a delay of 1 sec on the "innnediaËe reinforcementrl

alternaÈive (c. f . Chr:ng and Herntstein's , L967, assumption of

a 1.6 sec delay). A fit of the equation

1og (Rt/Rz) = I 1og (itr1/ir/tr) + log h (2.1s)

revealed slopes of 0.61, 0.61, and 0.40 for the three subjects'
¡ìnir

The propòrtions of variance accounted fo1. vlere 74%, 92"4 and

787" respectively. Ttre only exPlanation which nay be suggested

for Èhe strong degree of undermaÈching is that Herbert

employed the Stubbs and Plfskoff (L969) procedure for

schedulfng relnforcements. de Vf 1L1efs I Q977) argument ean

be ciÉed with resPeêt to imr,nediacy matchfng as well as

ü4gnttude mafchfng.

Ttre extant data are f.ar from conÕlusive. The results

of Herbert's Uhird expeÉímenL contrast sharply with those

Gtrr¡ng ÕbÈainèd usf-ng a very similar method. Aleo, Shímprs

chal,lenge to Ctrr¡ng and Herrnsteinrs interpretatÍon of

inrmediacy matching is not convincingly answered by HerberE's

resu1tS. An alËernaÈive source of data will now be used in

an attefipt Ëo resolve these issues '
{

{

I
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Concurrent chains with FI oT FTI erminal links

concur:rent chains with vI initial links and FT terminal

links are formally equivalent to concurrent vI schedules in

which delays are imposed between responses and reinforcement'

In practice there are two differences which should be noted:

with coïÌcurrent chains coDs are often not eÍPloyed and

discriminative sËimu1i are used to indicate which of the FÎ

schedulesisinoperation.Theeffectsofthis]-atter
factor will be discussed below. However' \^7e may examine the

results from several experiments by Neuringer (L969) in which

equal VI initial links and a COD were employed'

In Neuringer's first e>çeriment pigeons'responses on

two keys v7ere reinforced according Eo independent vI 90 sec

schedules by access to terminal- links ' Food was delivered in

terminal links according Ëo pairs of FI or FT schedules ' one

FI or FT value Was Constant at 10 secs while the other was

either 2 secs or 20 secs. Rel-ative initial- link response rates

undermatched relative terminal link inrnediacies ¡ irrespective

of whether the termínal links \'vere FI or FT schedul-es' Althöugh

NeurLrrger dfd not rePof,t reinf,orcement pröpêhtíons, a fít of

üqueUion 2.18 WBuId ftave prdduced the same coficlusíoí1' sinee

morê reLnforcefs vlould have been obUained from the sflaller FI

or FT cÉmPoItent.

Deluty (1978) arf,anged coÍIcurrenË chains wíth each terminal

link consisting of intermittent def ivery of food plus a single

electric shock. The relative delays with which the shock

foLlowed entry into the terminal links \^7ere varied across

different conditions. Like Neuringer, rel-ative terminal link

entries \^7ere not reported, buË propoftions of initíal link

responses undermatched delay ProPortions '

{
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Another of Neuringer's (!969) e>çeriments suggests

reconsideration of Shimp's (7969a) results. Five pigeons

r,üere expo$ed to concurrent chains with the same initial links

as above, but with one FTx terminal link and one chain FT x FRI

terminal link. The average proportion of initial link responses

r¡ras 0.51. This indifference suggests thaE Shirnp's requirement

of a single resPonse following a delay has approximaEely the

same value as a siuple de1-ay before reinforcement. lhus it is

the delay period itself which alters preferenee ' not the

temporal gap between reinforcement and the previous response.

Gtrr¡ng and HerrnsÈein (L967) and Shimp (1969a) obtained similar

results because they used delay contingencies (black-out and

black-out plus a single response, respectively) of almost the

same value.

Ner¡:inger also showed that pigeons are almost indifferent

to choice between FI and FT terminal links of the same duration.

Ttrus we m¿ry look to Èhe several experimênts eurploying concurrent

chal-ns !{tth paLrs of FI terminal lÍnks for data on the effects

of rel-nforcement delaY.

Dr¡ncan And FantlnO (L970) arranged Ëwo independent VI

I-rnLn f.ntrúatr ]"tnks q?lrh FI tenuÍnÊfl], Llnks varying ln duratLon

from 4 to 60 aecs. Relatlve inÍtial link resPonse fates showed

ex¡retûe preference for the ehorter FI ËermÍnaL llnk.

unfortr¡rately proportions of obtalned reinforcernentF \^refe not

reporLed, prohibíting a reanalysis in Ëerms of Equatlon 2.18.

In a similar experfment KÍlleen (1970) varíed the

duration of one FI terminal link over the range 5 to 60 secs

while Ëhe dúration of the other was constanË at 20 secs.

Preference for the shorter of the two FI terminal 1Ínks was
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much more extreme than would be predicted by inunediacy matchi.g,

even when reinforcement ratios are taken into account.

In two e>çeriments Davison and Temple (L973, L974)

confirmed that response ratios overmatch irrnediacy ratios in

concurrent chains with FI Ëerminal links. A model was presented

in the earlier experiment which showed a good fit to the data of

Kil.leen (1970) and Duncan and Fantino (1970) by predicting such

overmatching. Davison and Temple (L974) arranged choíce between

three FI terminal links. Their data r^lere reanalysed by

combining results from the second and third keys. Fitting
Equation 2,TB revealed a slope of 1.45.

lùhile results trom the last four experiments described

suggest Ëhat response ratios overmatch reinforcement ratios,

data from Neuringér (L969) and from experiments employing

concurrenÈ VI schedules have shown deviaËions in the ditection

of r¡ndermatching. These contrasting findings may be partially
explaíned by Èhe results of an experiment by MacEhen (L972).

Goncurrent chains with VI initial links and FI terminal línks

r^rere âgain employed. [hrough the differeht sets of condûEtOns

thê rd,ËÍÕ of the tvro FI durationð r,,ilas cortstanL but theír
abeolute aLzøsr{êrevarled. The pJ-geonst pr.fereflce for the

shorter of the tvto FIs f,ncreased as thei-r absolute size increased.

Thls result wss confirned by l,líll1ams an¿l Fantino (L978) .

Thus the slope obtalned Ln fittfng Equation 2.LSlsdependenË

upon the absoLute síaes of the immediacies. The Srnaller Lhe

irnmediacies (longer delays) the greater will be the slope.

One reason for the difference in resuLts from concurrenL schedules

and concurrent chains is that the delays usually employed in

conjuncÈion wÍth the former tend to be shorter than the FI

durations in the terminal links of the l-atter. However !,Ii1liams
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and Fantino (1978) reanalysed Chr-rng and Herrnstein's (1967)

results. l,Ihen data from conditions in which the constant

delay on one key was B secs were considered separately from

those in which it was 16 secs, it was clear that their results

also showed increasing preference for the shorter delay as

the absoluËe value of the delays increased'

One other factor may also have contríbuted Ëo the

difference in results obtained from concurrent schedules and

concurrent chains. As mentioned above, discriminative

stimuli are usual-1-y enployed in concurrent chains to denote

which of the FIs is in operation. Delay periods are simply

denoted by black-outs in concurrenL schedules. Navarick and

Fantino (Lg76) fognd thaÈ preference for the shorter of two

delays was more sensitive Ëo variations in relative delay

when the¡e $lere discriminative stimuli associated with ËT^7o FI

terminal línks than when the Lerminal links comPrised black-out

followed by reinforcement. I^Iilliaurs and Fantino (L978) found

the same diff,erence J.n sensitivity according to wheÈher two FI

termlnal ltnks vrTere assoéi.aËed with the såme or dlfferent

sfLmulus condl.Ulong.

Goncluef-ons

IÈ is clear that irirnrediacy matching fails as a means of .

predJ-cttng preferenee for differenÈ deLays of tt¿lnforcement'

Rather, !ìre Inay conclude that there is a family of functions

descríblng the relation between responsè ratios and iÍtledlacy

ratios. The particular fgncË|on obtalned depends upon the

absolute sizes of the delays used. Use of a relatively

snaLL range of irmnediacies Ëo investígate choice leads only to



erroneous conclusions about the effects of relative ímmediacy

on relative response raËe.

These findings may also serve as a warning against

conclusive statenents on rate or magnítude matching. It may

be that the ranges of rates and magnitudes which have been

erployed are not large enough to aEtain a proPer perspective.

Rather, the results obtained with the range of values of these

independent vari.ables may have biassed our conclusions'

Confirmation or refutation of this can only come with further

experimentaÈion.

2 .5 .4. Inter-Resoonse Time MaLching

Another matching relation is for-nd when IRTs (inter-

response tines) are selectiVely reinforced. Although related

to immediacy matching, research on this topic has a separate

history and will therefore be discussed in this section'

Virtually all of Èhe research has been done by Shimp and his

co-workers in a series Of e:çeriments which have clearly

deffned $evefal boundary conditions of the phenomenon.

The reläËfon to þê eoncidered ls tha! the proporÈf'on of

efnieted lRTs of one cLase Ís equaL Ëo Ehê felative reêfproÉ4l

of Ehe nean length of Uhat cLass. thle cen be ertprêssêd €rs

Llt
Ët 2

where R1 and R, are the frequencies of the resPective IRTs and

t, and t, are the midpoints of the IRT classes. Thus if IRTs

of l-engEh 2-3 secs and 4.5 - 5.5 secs are reinforced the

e:<pected proportion of IRTs falling ín the smaller cl-ass is

0.67. Equation z.Lg can be expressed in ratio form and, as

R1

VTz (2.le)
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rnras the case with immediacy and rnagnitude matching, relative

reinforcement rates mLrst be taken into account"

E>rperiments by Shimp (f968) and Staddon (1968) established

that relative frequencies of emitted IRTs covary in an orderly

fashion with relative rate and duraËion of reinforcement. In

Shiup's experiment t\^ro IRT classes rrrrere reinforced according to

concurrent VI schedules and bofh relaËive rate and relative

duration of reinforcement r¡rere varied across the different

conditions. Response proportions cenáed to r¡rdermatch

proportíons of obtained magnitude of reinforcement. Staddon

sirrilarly reinforced two IRT classes: Ëhe smaller according to

a VI schedule whose value was varied across the differenË

conditions, and che larger on a continuous reinforcement

schedule. Response raËios consistently undermatched

reinforèe.nent ratios .

Shirnp (1969a) first provÍded an empfrical base for

Equatfon 2,L9. In thls e:çeriment pigeonö peckêd a singl"e key

for food rel.nforeemenü. After each rësponse the ltey was

darkened uritil chè begtnnlng of the first IRT porlod during

r¿htch f,t was fed. A,fter darkenfng again the key was green

during ühe pcrl,od of the longer IRÎ. Only r:esponees oecurrLRg

during red and green perLods could be reinforced and only thes.e

\ùere used in data analysls. A single VI echeduLe arrangêd

refnforcemenus and thesê trere assígned l^rlth equal probabiJ"tty

Ëo responses in red or green. In dffferent conditLons Lhe

sÍzes of the IRT cl-aeses r¡lere varied. Ttre smal-l-est was 1.43-

2,43 secs arld Che largest 25.68-28.L8 secs. The relative

frequency of emissLon of an IRT close1-y approximated its relative

harmonic length.
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Olre limitation on IRT matching was demonstrated by Shimp

(1970). using a procedure similar to that described above,

reinforced IR,Î classes r^lere constant across the different

conditions and the probability of a reinforcer being assigned

to each class T¡Ias equal. VariaËions in the overall reinforcemenL

rate changed the distribution of responses beËween the red and

green stimuli. BoLh overall resPonse rate and the relative

frequency of shorter IRTs increased sharply as reinforcement

rate rose from 1 to 20 reinforcemenËS per hour, reaching

asympEotes aÈ about 30 reinforcements per hour. 0n1y the

asyrptotic response proPortion matched the relative reciprocal

of IRT length.

Results from an experiment by Hawkes and shirp (L974)

showed Ëhat IRT matching is aLso dependent upon the absolute

sizes of the reinforced IRT classes. I^Iith constanÈ overall

reinforcemenË raËe and relative IRT length, preference for

the shorËer class varied from indifference (when the lower

bor.md of the ghorËer IRT class $tas 0.25 secs) üo exËreme

preference (S.0 sec lotrer bormd for shorter class). As the

auËhors noÈe, chle ftndtng parallels the dependence of lrrmedtacy

matehing on ahsolute veLuee of the delays '

The resuLts which have been obtained wherr responding ís

on one key only have been largely replieated with two key

procedures. Moffttt and Shirnp (L971) scheduled teLrrforcemên'ts

for em:Ísslon of the shorter IRT cläss on one key and the longer

class on the second k*y, whiLe Shimp (Lg71a) arranged reinforce-

ments for Èïro classes on one key and a third on the other' Itl

boÈh experiments relative respoÏrse rate cl-osely approximated

relative reciprocal of IRT length, although there was a high

degree of variability in Shimp's data'
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Most of these e:çerinrents have also reported the extent

to which relative response rates approximate relative

reinforcement rate andlor magnitude when those factors are

varied. The results reveal a tendency to undermatching, with

consistent bias to the shorter IRT class'

Matching to relative reciprocal of IRT length is a

phenomenon which is bor:nded by a well defined set of conditions

(at least for pigeons pecking for food reinforcement). The

sirrilarity of several of the findings to those obtained in

studies of irmrediacy matching is understandable considering

the like nature of the respective Procedures. As Hawkes and

Shirry (ftg|4) noted, schedul-es of IRT reinforcement are simil-ar

to concurrent chains with continuous-reinforcement initial

links and FI, limited-hold terminal links. As the behaviour

generated. by a variety of other similar schedules is e>cplofed

Ëhe tvro sets of daËa may come to be incorporated as the results

of, one class of contingencies.

2.6. MATCHING AND RE TNFôRCEMENT IlY

Premack (1965, 1971) has formulated a concept of

refnforcement ln terms of. the probabilities of the various

behaviours in an organismrs reperf6íre. Put SimpJ.y, a more

pröbabLe behaviour wl-Il, telnforce a less pfobabLe Ûne and ¡l

less probable one will punísh a more probable Óne. Ttre

probabiLlties or vaLues of a set of behavLours may be derived

erryirlcal-ly by noËing the relative a¡¡ounËs of time an organism

allocates to each in ån unconsÈrained sítuatiOn. For example,

Íf an organÍsm spends four times as much tfme funning as it
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does drinking when the t!'ro responses are freely available,

making rurning contingent upon drinking will cause an increase

in drinking rate, but running rate will decrease in frequency

if drinking is contingent upon it. This formulation and some

of the difficulties associated with it are discussed in more

detail by Dr¡nham (L977) . There are close similarities

bet$reen the concept of reinforcement embodied in the matching

law and Premack's hy¡-rothesis (reinforcement relativity),

These similarities have been e>çlored in Èvro different ways,

to be discussed below.

Deriving matching from reinfo::cemenË relativity

Donahoe (L977) atÈeûpted a formalization of Premack's

hypothesis which he appLied to choice behawiour. He showed

that the equatíorr derived from the principle of reinforcement

fel-ativity predícts that relative time will match relative
reinforcement rate. The assunptions required include synrnetry

of reinforcement type and ur,agnitude and response type across

Èhe alternatives. In additÍon, the operånÈ levels of the

noñ-codtlngenË responges musË be equal and apprôxlmately üêro,

Furthar, DoRehoe ehowed fhe rèBultð of v*olaEi.ng uheþê

last ttùÕ assutrptions, Bias is produced tf the operant

Levels are not eqtral, whfle undermatching occurÊ because a

hÍgh opeËant leve1 reoponse (e.g. wheeL runntng) fs used or

because one or both of the reinforcers elLcits the non-

contingent response (tttts lssue is discussed further in
Chapter 5).

The derivation of the matching 1aw from Premack's

relaÈional principle of reinforcement may aid the convergence

of the tr¡ro areas of research, both concerned with the Èopic
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of reinforcement. The predictions made by Donahoe remain to

be ùested, however. I'or ex¿mple, there are no extant data

which indicate whether operant leve1 and degree of r'rndermatching

covary or not. one implicatj-on which does follow from an

analysis of matchíng in terms of the relational principl-e is

that allocated time may be a more appropriate metric than

response rate. Such an argument has also been put forward

by Baum and Rachlin (Lg6g) and others. The use of time may

be more critical when different response and reinforcemenË

types are associated with each of the concurrenL coÛIponents

(see Chapter 3).

Matching as a quanËification of reinfo rcemen t relativity

In tr{o papers Nlazur (L975 , L977) has interrelated

matching and reinforcement relativity in a different \^/ay:
.\ii,

using thä'matching law as a means of quantifying Èhe predictions

made by the prlnciple of reinforcemenË reLaùivity. lle

fneasured tlü¡e al-located to two dÍfferent responses (rr'nrning and

drinking suc¡.ose soLution) when a eertain amounÈ of time

engaging in one response was requlrèd for access tO the second,

and vÍce versa. Rr¡nnLng was avaílable untiL the rat had run

for a certain Elme Perflod, when the wheel was locked and the

drlnking tube became available. After a Pet'iod drlnkLng, I

running rÀIas agaln avâilable, and so on'

Mazur as3umed a general form of matching: the relaUfve

vál.Ue Af- a regponse iS equal to Ëhe amounË of time allocaËed

to it (see discussíon of thÍs in sectlon 2.8) . For each of

the subjecÈs the rel-ative values of rr:nning, drínking and

other behavÍours that it engaged in were assessed in an

unconstrained siÈuation. The foll-owing equatíon was then
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used to predict relative all-ocated times in the interdependent

conditions described above :

1 pVd + (1-P) Vr
d*r

I I PVd + (r-p ) Vr+ Vo
(2.20)T +Td*r o

The subscripts d, r and o refer to drinking, rgnning and other

behaviours respectively, Ëhe V's are values as assessed in the

unconstrained situation and the T's are times all-ocated in the

interdependent conditions. p is the proportion of time

required to be spenË drinking of the total Ëime spent drinking

and n¡nning. Multiplication of the right-hand side of

EquaËion 2.20 by p gives the predicËed Proportion of time

spent drinking and by (1-p) the predicÈed proporËion ru1ning'

Mazur (1975) showed the predictions of these equations t0

be fairly accurate gnder a variety of conditions associated

wíth differenË vaLues of P. Obtained durations tended to be

slightly Longer than Ëhose predicted howevêr. In a second

experiment Mazur (Lg|7) obtained sim:ilar results' but showed

that the aceuracy of the predictions was partly dependent uPon

the absolute duratlons, with g consËant' Signlf,icant

devlattons ftrom the predLctlons I'fêle c6naistently fowrd when

verJ ehorÈ durations wetre required (e.g. runñing duratÍone of

L see). In another phage Èhe val-ues of drtnkfng and rranning

Were Éhown ËO increase ês less time was urede avåilable f,or

Èheír occurfence. Equatlon 2'20 1s only able to make

accuraËe predictions when the relative val-ues of the behaviours

remain constanË.

AlËhoughcertainlimitationsmustbenoted,Mazur's

e:çeriments demonstrate that the matching law may be rrsed to

make quantiËative predictions where reinforcement relatiwity

T
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can only predict qualitatively. Use of the matching 1aw

in experiments conceïned with reinforcement relativity will'

enable it to be tested trnder a much wider range of conditions

than it prewiously has. Like Donahoe's work, this should

enable a better assessment of the generality of matching.

2.7 . TI{E NATURE OF MATCHING

Rachlin (1971) has arg'ued that the matching law is not

an enpirical law which is subject to disproof. Rather, iË

formal-izes our assuurption tha¡ the only constraints an

organism is urder in a choice situation are the particular

contingencies of reinforcement that we arrange" Thus,

Rachlin sees the matchíng law as an empirical standard,

deviations from which must be understood. If an animal is
il .

consisteìtly deviating from matching lre must manipulate its

envÍronment so that lÈs behaviour conforms T^7Íth the standard

(e.g. by changing the CQD, equalizlng the force requirements

on the manipulanda).

Rachlints anal.ysl-s may be attacked on several- grognds.

Flre ELy, whiLe it ls elear thaË êdjustments to thè experimental

contl-nsencfes tnay be flåde so as to elLmlnate bias, r:nder-

maÉching arrd overmatchfng are not as easily dealt wiÈh. Given.

a Large COD, the extant data gÍve few cLues to an expêrl-menüer

wishtng to transform undermatchtng lnto matching. In the

case of Ínrnedíacy matchÍng, the results discussed in SecËlon

2.5,3 suggest Ëhat whether we find undermaËching, maÈching or

ovennatching will depend on Ëhe absol-ute values of the delays

employed. It is clearly absurd to adopt the position that

some delay values are right and others wrong.
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Bias rather than urdermatching or overmatching is

obviously what Rachlin was referring to, since he stated "the

matching law circumscribes our search for reinforcers in any

situation". Undermatching describes an organism's behaviour

when it is less sensitive to the contingencíes than the matching

law would predict. A search for reinforcers would lead us

into Èrying l-o identify extra reinforcers for the oper;:r.rt

response in the component arranging the lower reinforcement rate

(or magnÍtude, etc.). Rachlin's position is only tenable if

hre are considering dewiations which reflect bias rather than

overmatching or undermatching.

Killeen (T972a) has criticised Rachlin's view, pointing

out that his tautalogous matching l-aw is not Herrnstein's (1961)

equation but one of the form

(2.2L)

where Vt and V, are the values of the tr^7o alternatives.
Clearly value can ónly be determíned empirical"ly by noting

rel-aÈive times or reletive response rates, so they add nothing

to our underetandíng of behavlour. By ûontrast, Equation 1.1

malcee a speclfic, enpirùcaltry testabl-e sËaùemanË about Ëhe

rê-LatlÕn betrrteen reÉponee ahd reinforcèmenË rêEe proportf ons ..

In fact, Myerå and Myêrs (L977) have suggésted that thie fofm

of Ëhe matching laur is wrong, and thaü r¡ndermaÈchfng ís Èhe norm.

Rather Ëhan consider value, Killeen suggests the following

equation as a model for choice behaviour:

T
1

fr(rr) fr(mr) f3(i1) fO(xr)
ræÐ rlq q6r, r¡*?

Tr vtvu

u (2.22)
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where the x's denote a Parameter of reinforcement other than

raËe, magniEude or inrnediacy. This model assumes that the

dimensions of reinforcement combine in a particular way to

determine choice behaviour. Given this assumption, the task

of e:<perimenters i* to define the naËure of the fgnctions

fl, f2, f3, and fO.

In Section 2.4 a considerable body of evidence vlas

discussed ín order to evaluate Herïrlstein's (1961) proposal

that f, is the identity function. Similarly, in Sections

2.2 and 2.3 Lhe nature of the fr-lnction" f2 and f, I¡Iere

considered. In each case it was clear thaË aX least under

some conditions the identity funcËion was not appropriate.

Ihe other means of scaling the independent variables which

T^7aS considered, Po\^/ef funcÈions, proved satisfactory in a

number àI'irrttances where identity fr:nctions failed' However

the exact form of f3 remains tnclear.

The concept of value may be retained sirnpl-y to denote

a scale on whieh sets of conÈingencies may be pLaced.

Calculation of, scale Positíons feq¡ires ásdumptions about the

natüre of the fr"¡rctlon" fl, amongsu other things. For

exarple, lre msy suggesË that rate and magnltude of, rei-nfÓrcement

cornbine mulÈipLicatively while reinforcers and putrishers musË

be alþebraical,ly couibined to determíne vâlue. As Kllleen

(Lg72a) and Farl,ey and Fantfno (1"978) have notecl, the usefulness

of the eoncePt of vaLue lÍes in the fact that scale positions

should assume cross-situaLional generality'
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2.8 MATCHING AND I'{AXIMIZING

Several authors have adopted an analytic rather than

errpirical approach to matching. They have endeavoured to

show that matching is iuplied by the assumption that organisms

wiLl maximize reinforcement rate wíthin Èhe consËraints of

the contingencies. Such approaches assume either Ëhat

maximizing is at the molar or at Ehe molecular level of

behaviour.

MaximÍzine at the molecular level

MaEching of relative response rates to relative

reinforcement rates is a môIar phenomenon. DaLa which are

used to verify or refute Ëhe rel-ationship are averages over

relatÍvely long periods of e:çosure Ëo the contingencies.

Shinp (Lg66, 1969b) has argued that such averaging hides the

molecular basis of matching. His thesl-s is based on a

propèrty of concurrent VI VI schedules ¡ the more time a

subject responds on one alternative, the greater the

probabù].fry of relnforëement following a sÏl/iËeh to the cither

alterri¡iü{Ve. Shf.@ stxggeatêd thdÈ st eactl poftit Ln ül"me a

6ubJect w111" chooee thé slterriåti"ve f,or whích thé momenlary

probabllity of reinforceme¡t, \ÀIêl-ghted by its vaLue, ls

greatest. Such art approach treats matchÍng ac derivative

rather Ehatr fr.ndamentaL.

shiup,s evidence comes from tr^7o sources. In afl

e:<periment eüPloying discre¡e trials and contingencies simiLar

to those for¡nd in concurrenÈ vI schedules, shinp (1966) showed

that subjects' choiees did correspond to changes ín the

probability of reinforcement for each comPonent. SubJeets
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s!,ritched when the probability of reinforcemenL r¡ras great'et

in the other alternative. secondly, Shinp (1969b) showed

by computer simulaLion that a subject responding to the

alternative with the greater momentary reinforcement

probability on a concurrent vI vI schedule wil-l al-so exhibit

maËching. This conclusion has received further support from

Staddon (L977b).

Shinp'sanalysishasbeenattackedonbothempirical

and logical grounds. The results of two e>çeriments have

suggested that maÈching can occur independentLy of maximizjlng'

Again using discrete-Ërial analogues of concurrerlt VI VI

schedul-es, Nevin (Lg6g) and Herrnstein ('¡nptrblished' reported

by de Villiers , Lg77) failed to find corresPondence between

momentary probabilities of reinforcemenË and either changes

inchoiceprobabiliuiesorposÈ-reinforcementchoices.
However in bOth experiments relative resPonse raLes c1-osely

approximatedrelativereinforcementrates.Thereasonf.ox
the discrepancy between the results Òf these tr¡Io e:çeriments

and Shimp's (1966) results is tncl-ear' but it is obvious

that mof0enterT ¡naximfnl.ng ls rlot neceBs6fy for ütâtching'

HerrngteinarrdLove].arrd(].975)havearguedÈhaÈ

nomentatT ma:tlûtztng can be auþsumed widEr mauching' A

response sgfaüêgy which conforms to shimpts principle can be

geen Ès cÖnüünuou8 cholce betweert concurÏenÈ raEio Schedules '

MaÈching within each concurrenË f,atio palr ls equivalent Èo

momentary maximi zLng. slnce matching does noË always involVe

such strategies there is no conflict bett¡een matching and

naxtmizing and no reason to regard maximizing as fundamentaL

and m¿tchfng ao derivatlve'
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NfazLl¡.rÍz ins at the molar level

l,ltrile there a],:e considerable difficulties associated with

a molecular approach to maximízjfng, the assumption (or axiom,

Herrnstein and Loveland, Lg75) may be verified at the molar

level.AsBaum(Lg73a)haspointedout,regularitiesin
behaviour ofËen appear at the moLar level, and matching is one

of Ehese. IWo approaches have been made to discover whether

rnolar maximizi-ng is associated with matching'

Rachlin, Green, Kagel and. BaËtalio (1976) used computer

simulation Ëo deËermine the distribution of time between two

concurrent vI schedules which would maximize overall

reinforcement rate. At al-l COD values this disËribution was

as described by time allocaËion maËching. Thus matching rnay

simply be a by-product of the organism maximizíng the overal-l

reinforeçment rate, unfortulatel-y, Rachlin et al do noË

describe how total obtained reinforcement decreases wifh

deviations from matchíng. In partícular, it would be

interestlng to know the degree of deviation allowable before

reinforcement rate decreases.

Sraddon arrd MotheråL (1978) used an anaLytlc gPProaah

Ëo shon thAU Lf We aBcume a êonstanE overålI re8ponäe tst'e

(c. f . HerrnsËefnrs Lglo, parameËer E: Secülon 2,9) fnatchÍng

can be derived from the principle of reinforcement

maximization. A note of cautÍon ehould be added, hohrever,

since the same approach faiLed to predict the behavfour

generaËed by coÛcufrent VI FF. schedules, as revea].ed in

Bacotti's (L977) data.

TtrefactthatmaËchinginconcurrentVlschedulesís
associated wíËh optimization of refnfofcement rate gives

reason to consider Equation 1.1 as a standard. ResuLts which
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show considerable dewiation from matching must be questioned

because they violate our basic assumptions about behawiour.

However, ín order to understand such deviations we must

r¡rdersÈand the means by which organisms come Ëo detect

maximization, and for this rire must returrì. to detailed analyses

of concurrent Performances .

2.9 ABSOLUTE RESPONSE RATES

2.9.L Herrnstein' s Equations

IË is clear that there are orderly relaÈÍons beËween

relaÈive response rates and relative reinforcemenË rates.

Such reLaËions may be considered sËatements of the way in

whích one measure of response strength covaries with a

parameËer of reinforcement. Herrnstein (L970, L974) has

reasoned that if such regularity exists at the level of

relative measures, order should also be found when absol-ute

rates are consldered. The search for a reLation exPressing

the order must be circumscribed by the necessity of conformity

to matehing. ltrUs ah equation rel-ating absoir¡Ue response

rates to abeoluÈe raþes of reLnforcemerit must be tholen Eo be

tn accord wl"th Equauton 2.1.

Ttre Equations

One such relation, EquaËion 2,2, was proposed by

Herrnstein (1961). It required a direct proportionality

betl¡een resPonse rate and reinforcement râ'te for each

alternative. Responding in each componenE is independent

of both the response and reinforcemenË rates of the other

cotponent. However a 1-arge ngmber of e>çerimenLs have shorn¡n
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an inverse relation between one comPonenLrs response rate

and the other's reinforcement rate. Thus, Herrnstein (1970)

suggested the following paiï of equations to account for

absolute response rates

ktl
11*tZ*t"

kt2
+r r (2.23)2 e

Rt

V=t1 +

d

r

with parameters E *d r" being measured in the same r¡rits as

the resPonse rate and reinforcement rates respectively.

This equation expresses a Proportionality betrvreen response

rate and relative rather than absolute reinforcement rate.

Note Ëhat Equation 2.23 iuplies that Equation 1.2 will be

correct when toËal reinforcemenË rahe is constant across the
ìri rdiffereàt conditions, as it was in Herrnstein's (1961)

e>çeriment.

Herrnstei-n (19?4) has interpreted the parameter E as

"the ámount of behaVLor that Èhe observed response would

dfspLay lf there were no soi¡rce oü reinf,orcement oËher than

the one assoclaüed wlth the observed response". It is

obvious frorn Equation 2,23 Èhat if rt \^lefë the only

reinfotcement rä,te to be considered, Rl - þ. Thus & t.

the asymptotLc rate of respondÍng for the parÈicular response

r¡nder eonsideratfon. I,lith mulËipIe soufces of reinfofcemenË

b is Uhe total" åmor¡nt of behaviour, measured in rmlts of the

observed resPonse. Its val-ue is r:naffected by changes in

reinforcement. Rather, it characterLzes the parËicul-ar

response urder consideration.

Ttre parametef re denotes the amount of reinforcement

the organism obtains from sources outside those e>ç1icitly

i.
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arranged. For example, activities such as grooming and

sctatching have clear reinforcing value for the organism'

and their rate is outsj-de the control of the experimenËer'

In the u.sual environments in which we observe the effects

ofvaryingtheparametersofreinforcementsuchextraneous
sources are minimized. The denominator of the right-hand

sideofEquatLor-2.23represeÏftsthetotalamountof
reinforcement present in the situation'

IËisc].earthatifEandr.alethesameforthetlnio
responses , matching follows from Equation 2 '23' I^Iith

concurrent schedules the total reinforcement conËexÈ will be

ËhesameforbothresPonses.SinceEcharacterizesthe
pafticular response form, matching will follow as long as \¡7e

havesy[metryofresponsetyPeacrossthealternatives.
BehaviourgeneratedbysimpleVlschedulescanbe

accol'trltedforbyanequationsimilarto2.23.Hereonly
one réspofrse ls being exPticiËly reinforced so Èhat we have

R = =ts= e.z4)rrfè

Becauee behaV:loUr Ís alv,l4yg seË ln ê GÉneËxt of srher

behavloufs, each with tte oû7n souf,ce of reinforcement, the

single schedule situatton represents choice Just âs much as

Èhe coRcurrent schedul"e.

these equations.

This is succintlY exPrêssed Ín

Assessment of the equatlons

Herrnstein (l-970) iested Equat'ion 2 '24 with data

coll-ecÈed by caËania and Reynolds (1968). Six pígeons had

i.
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been elrposed to eíther four or síx díffetent vI schedules with
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reinforcement rates varying from 10 to 300 per hour. For

three of the six subjects and for group data the propor:tiorr

of variance accounted for by the equation exceeded 90%.

The variety of Parameter values obtained from the six birds'

data suggests that values of E and re may be useful in

characterLztng inter-subject variability. The former

indicates the maximum amount of responding that the organism

is capable of, the latter the amount of reinforcement it

obtains from extraneous sources.

Herrnstein used the results of Catania's (f963a)

experiment to test Equation 2.23. In the first phase

of this experiment overall reinforcement rate hTas constant,

and relative rate varied while in the second reinforcement

rate was constant for one alternative and varied on the other.

I^Iith deçg from both Parts combined, Equation 2,23 accounted

for 917. and 90% of the variance in the thTo subjecËsr data.

Rachlin ånd Båum (1972) also assessed Equation 2.23, but

in thÍs case tZ denoted the rate of delivery of non-

contingent reinforceñent. SubJects obtained food according

to both a VI echedule for key-peclcing and 8n indePendenË

VT scheduLe. Equation 2,23 was shoT,IR Ëo gerrerallze well to

Èhis situation.
Herrnstein's fotmulatíon aecounËS n6t onLy for the

reLation betvreen responBê râtë and rêinforcement rate on sf"ngle

and concurrenÈ VI scheduLes, but aleo for relations betr¿een a

variety of measures of response strength and Paramêters of

reinforcemenÈ. de Villiers and Herrnstein (L976) reviewed

approximately forty experiments employing a rangê of species.

Measures of response sËrength included response rate, latency

I
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to respond, running speed in an alley and swiurning speed.

The parameters of reinforcement varied T^7ere frequency,

magnitude and immediacy of food reinforcement, magnitude of

brain stimulation and iumrediacy of negative reinforcement.

For both individual and grouP daËa, Equatiorr 2.24 accounted

for over 907" of the variance in at least 75"/" of cases.

Neither exponential nor po\Árer functions proved to be

better predictors of the behaviour.

lrlhat is surprising about these results is that such

a sÍuple equaËion coul-d be so pol¡Ierful a predictor. In

particular, no rescaling of the independent variables was

required Ëo obtain good fits. de Villiers and Herrnstein

suggesËed four reasons why this was so! (1) the ranges of

the independen¡ variables 1^Iere relaËively smalL i (2) ex-

perimenters tend Èo pick the more imporËant parameters of

reinforcement (e.g. concentration rather than viscosity of

soluLions); (3) no attemPÈs have been made to modify

reinforcement by manipuLaËion of deprivation staËes; and

(4) matehlng has been for¡nd with several of the iridependent

variables ubed. Neveftheless , HerrTtsteinr s s.cëoirnt of,

absolute rëSponqê raÈes has been sho!'tn Eo be å pofderful

analyt{c tooX. vtith great. gênerality.

As menttoned åboye, a cruel-al queetion WþlAh must be

Ërnsweréd le !ühEther E is dependent onLy upon tlre response

form ltself . In partlcular, k must not vafy r,ülth Eype or

quanÈigy of refnforcemênt or with deprfvatÍon sÈôÈe. de

Vil-liers and Herr-nstein (L976) anaLysed pertinent daÈa from

several studies,with equivocal resulËs. I^Ihile some

experimental data supported the constancy of E, in a few cases
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E varied substantially across different reinforcement

conditions. Further e>cperimentation involwing strict

control of response topography is needed to verify or refute

the assumption.

In some instances Èhe problem may be avoided by

considering time allocated to a particular behaviour rather

than its rate. This yields Lhe equation

t (2.2s)

where t is the amount of time allocated to the behaviour

of interest and T is the total length of the period over

which measurements are taken. Again, other Parameters

of reinforcement may be substituted for raËe, or value may

be used as a shorËhand means of denoting the combined effects

of thèse variables. One difficulty associated with the

use of time allocation is the means by n¡hich exaeË

rBasurements c€n be teken. tùf Uh .only one resPonse of

interest the e:<perimenËer ls required tÒ determine when Ëhe

subJect is eNhibitlng Ëhe response and when not. MeasUfement

by observåtiÕn wf Ll thetef,ore be requlted. I^ltrlle use Of

time allocation avoídg the problem of the constancy of &,

the poÈentf-al- difficultles involved in taki.ng exêct

uÌeasuf,êments will be a stËong drawback ítl some inStancee.

2.9 .2. A1rernatives tÓ Herrnstelnrs Equatíon

SeveraL aLÈernative formulations of the effects of

reinforcemenË orl absoLute response Tates have been proposed.

Most embody assurnptions similar to llerrnstein's, but wÍth

slighÈly different mathemaËical- forms and im¡rlications. I'le

will firsËly consider a precursor of Equatior¡ 2.25,
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Catania (1963a, L966, L969) suggested the following

relation between response rates and reinforcements rates in

concurrent schedules:

Rt

where the val-ue of the parameter n is slightly less Èhan

l-.0. Herrnstein (1964) had disagreed with Catania in
suggesting that n = 1.0. In both cases response rate is
proportional to reinforcement rate and inversely related to
reinforcemenË fron other sources. No account was taken of
unprogramned reinforcement, but Èhis value is usually smal1

in concurrent VI schedules.

However, Catania (L969) proposed that the reduction in
rate of one response produced by an increase in the rate at

which a second response is reinforced is due to an l-nhibiÈory

process. Ihat is, reinforcement of a response inhibiLs the

rate of all other responses. Catania (l-973) extended this
concept in arguing thaË each rêinforcer has an inhibitory
effect on altr behavlout, while lts excitatory effect ís

speclflc to rèoponses tn the eame clasd áe the fesponse ËhaÈ

produced fË.

Using these a5sumptions Catanla was able to detl-ve a

quantitatf\iê account. He suggested that the excltatory
effect of ref.nforcémËnt f (rr) ,' f s Lùnearly releEed to f ts

rate, Èhus

f (rr) =

Similarly the inhibitory
XE, can be expressed

s(xr)

Krl (2.27)

fr¡nction E, of all reinforcers

c

(2.26>

C*Ir (2.28)
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where the value of C depends upon the magnitude of the

inhibitory effect. Multiplying these two equations together

and setting KC = k we obtain

Rt (2.2e)

i{hen there are trltro programmed sources of reínforcemenL So

thaË Xr = tL * tZ this equation is mathematically equivalent

to EquatLon 2.23, with Ç = re. Clearly both equaËions will

make similar predictions about concurrent performances 
'

particularly with regard Ëo matching.

Staddon (L977b) showed that two other sets of assumptions

could be used to derive equations similar to Herrnsteints.

Firstly, he assu¡ned that the effect of reinforcement is simpl-y

to inhûþit all behaviour excepË those responses in the same

class as the reinforced response (c.f. Staddon and Siurnelhag,

1971), By also uraking the assumptions that rate of

respoirding is proportional to momen¡ary probabÍlity of

reinforcement and that the probabilitieo of responding and

not rêspondlng sum to zexo, he was able to derLve Herrnstein's

equaEíon fot' absolute raËes of respondf"ng.

The eecond set of, essumptlone and sseocfaeed eñalynús

r¡ras dlscussed in Sectlon 2.8 as ån âttempË to f,otmalize Èhe'

momentáry nraximf zhng hypothesls. The two princlple

assurnptiorre wete thåË An animal does not resPond Unlees the

probability that a reinforcement has been set up exceeds a

certain value, and that there is a constanË ceiling on

response ra¡e. An equation similar Èo Equatíon 2.26 was

derived using these assr:rnPtíons.
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Both the second of the equations derived by Staddon,

and Catania's (L973) equation imply a proportionality between

Herrnstein's parameters E and r.. Evidence which supports

or refutes this contention may be used to separaEe the various

formulations. Some such data vTere described by Staddon, and

although they were generally corlsistent with the proposal that

k and r_ are correlated, they cannot be regarded as definitive.
e

AnoËher alternative to EquaÈi-on 2.23 was proposed by

Davison and Hr¡nter (L976). Thís is simply a modification

Èo that equaÈion which provides a basis for r¡edermatching

or overmatching in Èhe fr:nction relating absolute response

rates to reinforcement rates. IË can be e>çressed

Rl =k I t1 a

t1 t2 t e
(2. 30a)

R2=þ I tz a

=L* =z
+ e (2.30b)

The value of a obtaíned by fitting this pair of equations

shoul,d be the samê étB ËhaË obt¿ined uslng Equatfon 2,2. Some

evldence ln supporÈ of thló oonËenülon !û$s Presenued by

Davtson and Hr.mter. Hol'rever suoh a modlffcaufon of

Herrnstein'6 equatlon does not lead us afty further toward

r¡ndetstanding the afitêêêdents of devfaElons from tnaËchLng

and can serve a descriptive PurPose on1-y.

The fact that several different approaches Èo an

r¡nderstanding of the relaËion between absol-ute fesPonse

rates and reinforcement rates have converged on sÍmilar

equations adds weight to HerrnsËein's original formulation.

However, several difficult problems remain. In partÍcular,

t



the issues of the constancy of b and the degree of

correlation between E and r" have yet to be resolved.

These difficulties present a barrier both to a more comPlete

understanding and to the extension of Herrnstein's equations

to behaviour generated by other schedules of reinforcement

(e.g. see Timberlake, L977, for a discussion of the application

of Herrnstein's equations to ratio schedules).

2. LO. MULTIPLE SCHEDULE PERFORMANCE

Matching provides a reasonable description of behaviour

when two alternative sources of reinforcement are simultaneously

available. However we would e>çect Ëo find a similar

relationship between relative resPonse rates and relative

reinforcement rates when the sources are made available

successively. Herrnstein (1970) has extended his analysis

to include urultiple schedule performance:

Reseafch on this topic has centred on a phenomenon

termed behavioural cöntrast by Reynolds (196La), This

wlll be dieeussed fir detaft ln ChapÈer 6, whtle we wlll
be cdncêrnêd here wÍth an appráieal of Ehe sudéess of
Herrns tein' g approach. Brief ly , when one corrponent

of a multiple VI VI sêhedule \rr¡Js changed to extf,nction,

Reynolds for¡nd that response rate 1n the other (urrchanged)

componenÈ rose. Clearly such a result is consistent with

the principle expressed by Equation 2.23: Ëhe raüe of a

response will increase when its relative reinforcement rate

increases.
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ResulÈs from further experiments (Reynolds, 196lb-,c,d,

1963) suggested that the important varíable for the production

of a contrast effect was the reduction in reinforcement rate

rather than response raËe in the changed component. Such

support indicated that an equation similar to Equatíon 2.23

nay account for contrasÈ effects in multiple schedules.

Herrnstein's equation

The effects of variations in relative reí-nforcement

rate on relatÍve response rate are considerably smaller in

multiple scheduLes Ehan concurrent schedules. Herrnstein

(1970) suggested that this was because of the (usually) less

rapid changes from one component to the óther, and the

presence of discriminaÈive stimuli. Thus, in multiple

schedules there is a lesser degree of interaction betweôn

response raËe in one comPonent and reinforcement rate in the

other. Mathematically, the sinpl-est way of expressing this is

by the equauions

R1 = ktl
' E-@-Fq (2,3r)

Rz
krz

É

mr1+r,*t"

where 0 ( m S 1. As Ëhe degree of in¡eraction between

couponents is increased (by reducing component duration) m

wilI increase. Concurrent schedule performance may be

considered a special case with m = 1.0.

This formaLLzation of Reynolds' analysis has been tested

on some exÈant data. Herrnstein (1970) used the results
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from e><periments by Lander and l:r¡in (1968), Nevin (1968,

L974) and Rachlin and Baum (L969). In each of these one

VI component rnras constant while the value of the other was

varied, and in each case a good fit was obtained. de

Villiers (L977) reported fits of Equation 2.3L to data from

Reynolds' (1963) e:çeriment and one by de Villíers (L972)

which euployed multiple RI RI schedules of shock avoidance.

Values of m varied over the range 0.1 to 0.5 for these

experiments.

Equation 2.3L may be used to describe how Lhe ratio

of response rates varíes with changes in the tT^ro

reinforcement rates of a multiple schedule ¡

IR t1
t2u (2.32)

As before, wê are assuming that the degree of interaction
is the same whichever dlrection of influence is considered,

and thau Èhe amount of reinforcement the organism obtains

from unprograrnured sources ("") is Èhe 6amë whichever

conÏponênt ls in operatLort. A pl,ot of EquatLorr 2,32 shows

Ëhat f&spönáe fstfo8 r¡ridermaËch fefnfoicement raËtoë r¡nløss

in r L.0, The degree of r¡ndermaÈching i-s Lnversely re1sted

to thë Ëlsê Þf m. llerrnetel.n (1970) Ehowed that Reynoldsi

(1963) data was well described by a relatíve raËÊ vèrsion

of thf s equaÈion.

The interpretaÈíon of m

The status of Equations 2.3L and 2.32 as accounts of

multiple schedule performamce depends principally upon whether

m truly represents the degree of interaction between response
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rates in one component and reínforcement rates in the other.

This can be easily tested by seeing whether the value of m,

as determined by some curve-fitting procedure, covaries

with conponent length. Alternatively, we may note whether

matching is müre closely approximated as component length

decreases.

Both Shimp and l,Iheatley (L97L) and Todorov (L972)

adopted the second approach and obtained similar results.

Shimp and l{heatley varied component duration over the range

2 - 180 secs and for¡rd that matching T^7as most closely

approximated with 5 sec components. As component duration

increased beyond 5 secs the degree of r¡ndermatching also

increased. Todorov used coÍponents of 5 - 30 secs length.

Matching was most closely approximated with 10 sec comPonents,

and the greatest deviatíon \^Ias observed with the longer

componenÈ durations. Notably, in both experiments matching

r,fas not mosÈ cl-osely approximaËed when component duration was

lowest. This suggesÈs that m may equal 1.0 at some critical

duraËion and decrease as duration deviates on either side of

thts v¿lue,

tr4enLove (1975), uufng compönenË duratlons of 5 and 180

secs, for¡nd greaEer devfatl-on from matchl'ng wfth Èhe larger

duratlon. In addition, Menlove showed that wíth the 5 sec

coÍponents Local pattênts of respondlng ttere more llke those

observed Ín concurrent schedules, buË wfËh 180 sec components

they \^rere typieal of multiple schedule patterrrs. Further

research may reveal that m also reflects the pattern of

responding, whíle both are deperrdent upon component duration.
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de Villiers (I974) verified the relation between m

and the degree of undermatching using rats responding on

multiple VI VI schedules of shock avoidance. I/üith unequal

VI schedules component duration was varied over the range

13.3 secs - 6 mins. MaÈching of relative response rate to
relative reducËion in shock frequency r¡üas closely

approximated at the lowest durations of 13.3 and 40 secs.

The degree of deviation increased as component length was

increased beyond these values.

Both de Villiers and Shirrp and l,Iheatley varied relati.ve
rei-nforcement rate with componenË durations set at values at

which matchíng had been closely approxímated (S secs and 40

secs respecÈively). In neither case r^ras any consistent
deviation from maËching revealed, suggesting thaL m r^ras very

close\tp 1.0 with these durations. It therefore seems as

though Ehe value of B accurately reflects the degree of
interaction ln multipLe schedul-es. As rhis is decreased by

lengthenLng coryonent duretl-on the degree of undermatching

increases.

However, Edniorr (1,978) h¿s demonsttéted uhat in one

respêet the daEa of shlmp and üfheaÈley (1971) ånd Todorov

(L972) do not support Herrnstelnts formulatfon, Equation

2.3I predfcts that absol-uÈe rèsponse faËe in each componeRt

should ilectease as n lncreasès. Edmon's reanaLysle of the

data from these two experimenËs showed that as componenË

duration decreased, response ratê l-n the richer component

increased, while it was approxímately constant in the less

lucrative componenË. Thus, while relative response rate

changed in conformity with Equation 2.32 this was not due
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to absoluËe response rates following the prediction of

Equation 2.3L. This finding is difficult to understand in

terms of Herrnstein's formulation, and indeed any other

account of multiple schedule performance (see Chapter 5).

Other tests of Herrnstein's equation

Herrnstein and Loveland (L974) considered another

implication of EquatLon 2.32: the smaller the values of

(tt + mr2) and (mrl * t2) relative to the value of r", the

more closely should matching be approximated. They

manipulated these relative values by changing the animals'

deprivation level (the less deprived the animals the greater

the value of r" relative to the values of r, and rr). Using

a VI 2-min VI 4-min schedule with 2 min components, pigeons'

body wèights r^rere varied from 807" Lo LLO"A of their free-

feeding weights. For all five pigeons relative resPonse rate

matched relatLve reinforcemenÈ rate at either 1007. or 1107" of

free-f,eeding weight.

Neviir (f,974) erplicltly i.nËroduced an altetnâtive
Eource of relnforcemenÈ. Componerita of the multtple schedule

aLÈernaÈed wtth a black-ouu perlod durfng whlch nod-eontf.ngenÈ

reÍnforcement r^ras delivered. By the same logíc which

predicted Herrnsteln and LoveLand's resulg it is cLear that

matchÍng should be nore eloseJ-y approxÍtnaÈed as râte of

reinforcement ín the black-out irtcreases. Herrnstein (f970)

analysed the daËa (prior Lo its publÍcation) and showed that

this was the case: relatíve response rate changed from

indifference (0.50) to within 0.03 of relaÊive relnforcement

rate as black-out raue increased.
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T\¡o predictions of Equation 2.3L T¡7ere tested by

Spealman and Gollub (I974>. They generated these predictions

in the following \^74y. I^Iith equal VI comPonents in a multiple

VI VI schedule response rate in the first comPonent will be

R
ktl
*t1 (2.33)Te1

r+

t1

If the second component is then changed to extínetion,

response rate in the first component becomes

kr I
1 e

(2.34)

Thus the relaËive increase in response rate in the unchanged

componenË is given by

R
1

1

r1

Rt Rl *=I
R1

T. * rle
(2.35)

This equation implies that with m and r. constant, Ëhe

magnitude of behavioural contrast is greaÈer, the Larger the

value of rr. However Speal-man and Gollub showed the

opposite to be the case r the magnitude of the contrast effect

Was eulaLler l'Ìlth l.ower rel"nfofceutenÈ frequencieg. Even i-f

the perameËers afe fioÈ consÈant, the predLcELon of, EqUatlon

2,35 fs the såme, sínce Lncreastng r, is lfkel"y Ëo decrease

tse, and perhaPs inetease m.

These same equatl,ons may be used to make a seeond

testable predictfon. Rl rePresenÈs response rate ín ofle

coûponenË of a multiple VIx Vfx schedule, whí1e Rrl may be

considered Èhe resPonse rate in a single VIx schedule.
1Clearly, Rl'> R if m Þ O, and r" is Èhe same in both cases.

Thus, responðe f,aËe should be greater on a siurple VI schedule

arranging the same reinforcement rate as a multipl,e VI VI
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schedule. Results from several experiments have supported

this prediction: Herrnstein (L970) cited unpublished data

collected by Terrace, and de Villiers (L974) arrived at the

same cot.rclusion from experiments on rats reinforced by shock

avoidance. However Spealman and Gollub's data indicated

thaË response rates \^rere higher in Ëhe mulËiple schedule.

The reason for this discrepancy is unclear, but may be

relaËed to whether the value of r. is different for the È\nlo

schedule types. Certain procedures may encourage such

variation more than oLhers.

Aversive properties of extinction

One other difficulty, described by Herrnstein (1970),

arises when a slightly different procedure is used to

demonstrate contrasÈ. This was first described by Terrace

(1966). If animals responding on a single VIx schedule

are then e:çosed to a multiple VIx EXT schedule, response

rate is higher in the VI componênt of the multiple

schedule than in Èhe single VI schedule,. However,

Equatl"on 2,34 descrlbes fesponse fate ft¡r both. Hernrstein

(L970) suggeeted ChAt thl-s change ln regÞonge faËê maf l5e

due ro thê åversÍve properties of extlnet j-on, eo that

response råte in Èhe VI component of a ftuLtiple VI EXT

schedule ís properlY

*11 ktl
"*1 fL - 12 * t" (2.36)

where -r2 represents this aversive asPect in negative r:nits

of reinforceiuent rate. ClearlY, response rate will then

be greater in the VI component of the multiple schedule than

in the single VI.
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Some evidence is available to support the fact that EXT

components of niultiple schedules are aversive. Rilling,
Askew, Ahlskog and Kranrer (1969) allowed subjects to escape

from either component of a multiple schedule by responding

on a parÈicular key. They demonstrated ËhaË pigeons will
respond to escape from the stimulus signalling the lower

rate of reinforcement. The rate of escape responding was

greater when the lower valued component üras extinction than

when it was the VI 5-min component of multiple VI 3O-secs

VI 5-min. The responding was to some extent dependent upon

the alternation of the hígh valued component with the low

valued one. Thus, Herrnstein's explanation in terms of the

aversive properties of exËinction is supported by the

available data, but the probl-em of measurement of this
aversiveness remains.

Conclusions

Herrnsteints equaËions have been shown Ëo provide a

goód accolrrrt of multíple schedule performarce within a límíÈed

rå.nge of conclitíons. Thls is despite the fact that matchlng

occurs ln dlfferent ways l"n multípl-e afld coneurrent echedul,ee,

as Rachl-1n (1973) hag pointed out. In concurTenË schedules

the organLsm is free to allocate tlme between aLterrratives

whereas ín nultiple schedules the organlsm can only adJust

response råte wfthln components. Íhat ls , matchlng resuLts

from the adjustment of the proportion of tíme allocated to
responding and the proporÈion to other behaviour r^rithin each

component. Difficulties associated with Herrnstein's
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approach are met in moving outside

considered so far. These will be

the range of condj-tions

discussed in Chapter 4.

2.LL. THE RESEARCH

This review of research on the matching law has been

exhaustive rather than selective. Not every topic discussed

can be related directly to the experiments to be reported in
subsequent chapters. However, in any area of research many

interrelations exist between the topics which comprise it,
and a particular empiri-cal finding has indirect ramificaLions
as well as the obvious implications for which it was desigrred.

The experiments discussed berow' aÍe aimed principally
at establíshing trr verifying some boundary conditions of
maLching. Thís was the subject matter of secËion 2.4. Here

we will be concerned with expanding our understanding of
these limits.

In Chapter 3 experiments wlll- be reported which consider
the extertÈ to whfch bteseed matching ís suffLctent to account

for concurrênr perfdfiìafices whet'l the alternatÍves dlff,er in
the type of responsê requf red for rel_nforcêmênt. Thls

matter has been discussed briefl"y ín Section 2.4.6. A

further íssue which will be examfned ís whether the bias
values obËained are independenÈ of the Eype of reinforcer
used. The results wilL thus have implications. for the

matter of the constancy of HerrnsÈein's paramater &, as

dÍscussed in Section 2.9.L.
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The COR will be considered as an alternative to the

COD in Chapter 4. In addiLion to its effects on matchirg,

general properties of the coR will be reported so as to
establish some basis for undersËanding its rore in
concurrent performances. The restriction on the generality
of matching imposed by the need to employ a coD of appropriate
size was discussed in Section 2.4.2. Exploring an alternative
is one means of extending Ëhe generality of matching, or at
least gaining a better understanding of why a coD must be

emp loyed.

Unlike the experiments described above, Ëhose in
Chapter 5 will be concerned with multiple schedule performance.

The topic of interest here will be recent evidence which has

suggested that under some conditions behavioural contrast may

be due, at least in part, to reflexive rather than operant
responding. such behaviour is obwiously outside the
ptrrwiew of the matching lannr. This ewidence will be

evaluated and further investigations carried out. The

inplicatiorrs of thts hypothesis extênd to the linríting
conditfons of both multiple añd concurrent schedr,rie,

performancê. Becautse muLtfple schedul-es èrè eagler to usê

fn LnvestLgatlons of Èhís hypothesLs, ctrey wtLl be employed 
.

here.

rn tha ffnal experlmental chapter some ídees emergfng

from the research in Chapter 5 will- be extended. In
parËicular, a suggestion will be made as to how

Herrnsteinfs equation for absolute response rates may be

modified so as Èo accor¡rt for patterns of local- response

rate, as exemplified by Fr performance. This approach may
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be valuable in gaining a better urtderstanding of some aspects

of multiple schedule performance.

One inportant theme through all this work is the concern

with 1ocal response rates. In SecËion 2.4-3. mention was

made of how locaL response rates ofËen differ in a systematic

way betÌ^reen components of concurrent schedules. For

exatple, responding is often faster to the less Lucrative

alternative of two concurrent VI schedules. In each of

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 factors which influence this dífference

will be Lhe Èopics of the research and discussion, while in

Chapter 6 the patterrls r:nderlying such Local response raËe

differences will be discussed.

:.,
r\rr,.\\
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CHAPTER 3

CONCURRENT PERFORMANCES hIITH

DIFFERENT RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS

3.1. INTRODUCTION

The tvro experiments in this chapter will be concerned

with several issues which are critical to the generality of

matching. Both address the problem of whether biassed

matching is sufficient Ëo account for concurrent performances

when the alternatives differ in the resPonse form required

for reinforcement. Several possible outcomes of varying

rel-aÈive reinforcement rate in such a situation can be

considered. FirsËly, bias may be the only systemaËic

deviation from matching. Such a parsimonious result would

extend the generality of matching considerably, and enable

scales of preference for different responses to be established

(c.f . Miller, L976, and Section 2.4).

Secondly, bias val-ues may reveal minor or üisysÈematic

preferenceô¡ but with surong devLati.ons from matehíng of

enother kind, Thé thlrd possibtllty ie Lhat boEh bias and

other dev{atLons may be sysÈemátic. fn thís cdge, bíaa may.

be consídered Uo refleet pteference for Öne response over

another, with rl¡tderrnatchtng or or/ermatchlng åpPeå,ttng

characteristfc of concurrent perforTllânces wíth dlfferenÈ

response topographÍes. These l-ast t\^7o cases comprise the

T¡¡ays in which matching may be violated. However, the second

of these retains some of the implications of HerrnsÈein's

accor¡nÈ, since preference is reflected in the bias parafneter,

and the possibility of scaling is preserved.
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In the second experiment a further issue will be

examíned: whether preference for one response over another

is affected by the particular reinforcer used. As long as

preference is reflected in part by Ëhe bias parameter, we

can see if Ëhe degree of preference varies according to the
nature of the reinforcer maintaining the thro types of
responding. rf reinforcer type has an effect, then scales

of response preference will be different for each type of
reinforcer. rntransitiwity of response preference with
respect Ëo reinforcer type would clearly limit the uÈility of
such scaling. rn addition, Ëhe degree of undermatching or
overmatching may vary with reinforcer type, making sÈatements

about relaËive preferences more complex.

3 .2 . E)(PERIMENT ]-

ïn Section 2,4,6 some er<periments rnrere described in
which qualitaÈfvely difflerenÈ reinforcers r^rere associated r¿ith
the uwo altei.naËives of a concurrent schedule. The review
of the results of these eïperLmênËs ËuggêsÈed thår biaseed
metehúng prov{dee a good deaerlptfon ae long eE fhq reLnf,orcera
are not Ëoo dfssÍmiLar and no moËLvätional intêfêctions are

fnvolved. sfnce Ëhlð laËter f,aetor ie lrreLevanL when we

consider chofce betlueen f,GrsponÉes of, dffferent topography,

we night reåsonably e:çect biassed matching to be suffictent
to accounË for the dfstributíong of ti.me and reoponsès in
such sltubtlons.

rndeed, this is inpl-ied by Herrnsrein's (1970) equation

for absolute response rates, and his interpreËatÍon of the
parameÈer k (Herrnstein, L970, L974). For two concurrent
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VI schedules vrTe have the pair of equations
kltl

Rl = rt * r, + r (3.r)e

k2t 
2

R2 rL + T2 *r4 e

and therefore
Rt kr =1

K2 t2 (3.2)

According to this analysis, the dif ference in respon'se

requirements across the alternatives should be reflected as

biassed matching when rela¡ive reinforcement raEe is varied'

Thus, the rate of any response can be rescaled in r:nits of the

rate of another by use of a simple multiplicative coefficient'

Note Ëhat E i" the only parameter which can reflect the

difference in the tr^ro responses, since t. is part of the toËal

reinfo.trCement conEext and therefore coulmon to both al-ternatives '
,.. t.,...

Herrnstein (Lg74) has interpreted k as the asymPtoËe of the

rate of the resPonse in question.

However, the fesults of experimenÈs by t{heatley and

Engberg (1978) and Davison and Ferguson (L978), discussed in

SectiOn 2,4,6, suggesËêd that a gËeater degree of r.rndermatching

rnay be for¡nd t¿shen chOlce is between dífferenf feBponse

topographl-es than when there ts $yr[neüry of røðponae form.

The degree of i¡ndetmatching wao approximetel-y the same whether

Èime or ïesponge ratlos $lere fitted Uo rêinfÓrcêmênt ratios.

This cÖntråsts hrLth thê Ï'è6ults 6f, mosÈ experfnents tn Which

a COD ls ernployed, where undermagching ie stfongê¡, for

ïesponse raËios (see section 2.4.3>. Preference for one

response over Èhe other was revealed in Ehe values of the

bias parameter obtained from both time ratio and response ratio

fitting. In both e>çeriments more extreme preference 'was
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shor,vn in the allocation of responses than in time allocaËion.

Ttrese results suggest that loca1 response rate r¡las faster f.ot

the more preferred response, but independent of relaËive

reinforcemenË rate.

Some additional data which may clarify these findings

are presented in this experimenE. Rats rather than pigeons

r^rere used and the responses üIere bar-pressing and chain-

pulling. The use of a different species and different resPonse

types may help to establish wheÈher Ëhe finding of the two

experiments mentioned above are general Ëo concurrent

performances with different required topographies. If this
is the case, some doubt must be cast on the ability of

Equation 3.1 and 3.2 Ëo account for such performãnces.

Method

Sub-jects. T\¡o male l,Iistar hooded rats, experímentally

naive and approximaÈely 6 monÈhs olcl at the statt of the

experiment served as subjecËs. They were alLowed access to

food for l- hour áfËer the end of each session, with free accèss

to vråter. Hoüslng was l,n índivfdual- èages in å Eêiúperature

arrd ht¡mtdÍuy contrËlled room with a, 1"2-hour dayl 12-hour nlght

cycle.

Apparatus. The experirrenÈal chamber measurè d 22 cm :t 22' cm

x 2L cm htgh. A 5 cn löng bar, whfch coul,d be operâted by â

force of 0. l-0 N, protruded 1 cm Lnto the chamber. Thf s r^lae

sitr¡ated in the uriddle of one panel and below it was a food

magazine into which 45 mg food pe1-lets could be deposited.

A l-4 cm sÈainless-steel chain supporting a 2.3 cm diameËer

ring hr:ng from the ceiling 10 cm from the bar. This could

be operaËed by a downward force of 0.26 N. The chamber,
I

"r{
I

J
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together with a buzzer and a white noise generator for masking

external sor¡nds, T¡ras enclosed in a sound resistant shell with

an exhaust fan in one wall. Control of the experiment and

recording of data hrere performed by a PDP-11 computer.

Procedure

Each animal was exposed Lo a continuous reinforcement

schedule on each manipulandum r¡ntil aE least 1-00 responses

had been made. For each manipulandum a further session of

VI 2-min reinforcement r^ras programmed.

Following prelirninary training subjects r,rrere rtl::r on the

schedules indicated for the nurnber of sessiotrs indicated in
Table 3.1. These râ/ere all concurrent VI VI schedules with

a 5 sec COD. The íntervals cornprising each schedule were

determined using CaËania arrd Reynoldsf (l-968) forrnula with
r\,..

N=10. '" The fírst VI schedule in each paít arranged

reinforcements for chain-pulling and the second for bar'
pressl-ng. Houselights $¡ere on for the duretion of each

Session (60 rnin) and rel-nforcemenË \,ras signal-led by a 0.5

sec buzz. Session$ Ì^7ere rurl séVen dayø per week.

Tl.me alioceeed to each ålÈe1.nåttve hreá reê6rded Èrom

the first respÒnse efter a changëover ufltil Ëhe flrst response

(on the oEher mantpuLandun) after Ehè néxE changeover.

TerrninaËion of elrpoðure to each echedule occurrêd when, for
each alternatlvê, response rate and ållocated tlme showed no

conslstent directional change ovêr 3 consecutíve sessions,

with a minimum of 5 segsfons for each schedule.

Coeffícients of variation for the response and time

proportions calculaËed over the lasË three sessions of each

condf tlon did not exceed 0.18 for R51 and 0.1"7 for R52.
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TABLE 3.1: Sequence of schedules, number of ses5ions
of exposure, response rates, al-located
Èime and reinforcement rates.

Subject

VI Schedule
(sec)

chain bar Sessions

Responses
per min
chaÍn bar

Time (mín)

chain bar

Reinforcements
per hour

chaín bar

R51

R52

L20

180

240

300

L20

90

80

75

780

65

t20

90

80

75

I20

180

240

300

65

780

7

7

13

t4

7

13

17

23

8

16

7

I
T2

7

7

9

7

7

16

7

L20

90

80

75

I20

180

240

300

ó5

7ð0

L20

180

240

300

L20

90

80

75

780

65

5.27

5,94

9 .88

8.43

4.42

3.89

3.03

2,97

11 .69

1. S1

14 .8

r4:8
9.34

8.79

L6.L4

L4,44

27,7

38.9

8.67

33 ,6

53.5

55.6

76.6

89.4

51.1

43.4

27 .7

31 .7

113.7

19 .0

24.3

3r.7
44.3

4s .3

27.O

17 .O

12.3

10. 0

5!+.3

/i ,0

3. 13

2.7 r

2.5r
2.85

5.58

8.91

12.5

14,7

2.06

17.9

32.2

33.4

33.7

27 .9

26.2

22.3

L6.6

13.9

35.5

7.O7

36.6

26.L

18.7

23.r
39. 1

62.6

78.7

82.4

13.3

126.9

r43.4
153.9

161. 3

156.9

140.8

Lt7 .4

101.3

97.6

L66.7

53.1

126.4

r24.2

103.4

90 .6

L28.9

136.6

L52.3

148 .3

ó6. 3

loi.o

L3.7

13.7

10.0

10.0

23.7

3r,7

44.7

45.7

3.33

54.3

30.0

25.7

49.0

47 .3

31.0

17 .7

13.3

10 .0

56 .3

4.00

29.O

L7 .7

I3 .0

10.0

29.O

35.0

45,7

46.0

4.00

54,0

I

Results

Sums over the Last three days of each condltiorl r^rere

used to caLculaÈe fesponse rates, alloeated tlme and reinforce-
ment raEes, all of which are shown in Table 3.1. IÈ Ís cLear

that while Èhe rate of reinforcement for bar-pressing c1ose1-y

approxímated thê schedul-ed rate, substantf ally fewer

teinforcerð !üere obtaÍnêd from chain-pullÍng than were

scheduled. üIhen the Ëwo VI schedules r¡rere equal, the chain-
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pulling reinforcement rate \^ras always greater than that for
bar-pressing. This was a consequence of the strong preference

shown for bar-pressing in Lerms of both allocated time and

response rate. Although the schedule values r^rere chosen so

ËhaË overall reinforcement rate would be approximately

consËant, this strong preference caused consiclerable variation.
Using the data in Table 3,1, response, time and

reínforcemenË ratios r^rere calculated and used Ëo plot the

graphs of Figure 3.1. For each animaL theise are of 1og

response raËio against 1og reinforcement ratio and 1og time

raËio against 1og reinforcement raËio. Lines v/ere fitted
by the method of least squares to obtain values for the two

parameËers of Equation 2,2. The line of best fit and the

proportion of variance accor¡nted for by this line are shown
-\iwith eà-eh graph.

All fítted lines show good agreemenË Ì,lith the data in

accoulEing for over 907o of Èhe variance ln the response or

time raÈLos, Strong r.urdermatchfng is evident ln each case,

with gfeatér devl"atLon from rnaËehlng ln the fits öf tlme

tatio$ to retnforcetËnü ratfoe, Velues of log h åre all
lesE than 0.0, denotlng preference for bår-prëðatng, Fot

both arriur,als preference was more extt'eme in Èhe aLlocation

of responses than ín tlme allocatlon.

Dis cussion

f,ftrile Uhè bias pårámeËef, of Equation 2.2 mey accurâtêly

refleet prefererrce for one response over anoËhet, undermatchíng

appears to be a characteristic of concurrent performances with

different required topographíes. In thís experimenË, and those

of tr{heatley and Engberg (f978) and Davison and Ferguson (1978)
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strong deviations from matching in the direction of under-

matching r^rere for:nd. Of all subjects in these three

erçerimenËs only two of the five used by Davison and

Ferguson showed slight overmatching. Although values of a

T¡¡ere very similar for the two subjects in this experiment,

Èhere was considerable inter-subject variability in each of

the other two experiments. Thus, it does not apPear as if

there is a standard degree of undermatching for each

particular pair of responses.

Theoretical errplanations of the results

A conclusion that undermatching is characteristic of

concurrent performances with different response topographies

is difficult to rationalise with Equations 3.1 and 3.2.

Only if r" is different for the two responses, and these

values change w:ith relative reinforcernent rate, can under-

matching be understood in terms of Equation 3.1. However,

as mentioned above, (=l * tZ + re) represents the total
reinforcenent context and by definition does not vary

according to the resportse under cdnsideration.

In Secrton 2,9,2 Steddonrs (L977þ> end cef;ånl.a's (1973)

anêlyoes of the reX.atl.on between abso:.ute reåponsé rEÈèB and

reinforcement rates trère descríbed, Both Ínterpreted the

paraútéters k and r" of, EquatÍon 3.1 dl-fferently Ëo Herrn3Èein,

and sugtêEted f,urther th¿È these valuêts of these t\,vo parêmetêrê

should be positively correlated. If these values also covary

with relative reinforcement rate, then some understanding may be

gaíned of the undermaËching observed here. However, this

additional assumption does not form part of either account and

would require considerable revision of the two analyses.
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Donahoe's (1977) derivation of matching from the

principle of reínforcement relativity was discussed in

Section 2.6. His equations suggest that undermatching will

occur if at least one of the responses has a non-zero operant

level, and bias if Ëhe operanE level-s of the trwo responses

differ. It is reasonable to assume ËhaË $tith tI^Io toPo-

graphically different resPonses both of Ehese pre-conditions

may hold. The dÍfficulty ís in determining whether the

operant level of either response is large enough to have a

pronounced effect on the sensitiviËy of the organism to

differences in reinforcement rate. Of the Ëu7o resPonses in

this e:çerÍment T¡Ie would expect bar-pressing to have the

higher operant ]evel, and índeed this is required if

Donahoe's accot¡nt is to predict the aPproPriate direction
ùir

for bias. l{ol¡ever Norman and Mcsweeney (1978) for:nd that

reLatlve rate of bar-pressíng closely approximated rel-atÍve

refnforcetrènt tate túhen UhsU reÉponse was rëquLrêd ln both

alternatives of the concufrênt schedules, It is therefore

unlikely tháÈ bar-préssi.ng's oPêtant level 1s a eufflcient

e¡¡planétÍon fror the ündermaËchfng observed ln thfs expefirnenE.

In eddttfon, Lhe r€Éults of the nËrt expêrlment wfll show

that underinatchfng gEfLL occgrs When cholce is between fwo

responses with vLrtually zero opèfsnt Ievels,

None of the aêèounts of the baels of rnaÈchlng deeeríbed

f.n Clrapt er 2 is able Èo ptedLct the strong urrdermatching

which seens characterLstLc of concurrent pefformE¡nces wft'h

different resPonse requirements. In extrapolating from

the standard ercperimental design with response syumetry

we seem to be going beyond the limits of the utility

of these equations. However, other e)(PlanaËions
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for this strong undermatching should first be examined.

cle villiers has suggested that use of a coD which is too
small and hysteresis or order effects are the most coilìmon

reasons for deviations from matching in the direction of
urdermatching.

Order effects and the COD

The coD used in this experiment üras 5 sec in duration.
using rats, shull and Pliskoff (L967) varied coD size in
concurrent VI schedules. Their data suggested that matching

should be c1-ose1y approximated with a cOD of 5 sec, although
a larger coD vaLue may have reduced the degree of r¡nder-

maLching. tr{heatl-ey and Engberg used a cOD of 1 sec, and

reported that this may have been too small, a1-though a pigeon

responding on schedules requiring treadl-e pressing in both

components closely approximaËed matching with a CoD of this
size. Davison and Ferguson used a coD of, 2 sêc. coDs of
this duration have been employed in e>içerimenËs using pf-geons

which have foi¡nd rnatchíng wirh the same regponsè requirement

for the Ètüo al"ternaÈûves (e . g, HertrnE rein , Lp 6 L) .

It thereforg appears as Í.f COD duration eannoË be

lnvoked aa an errplên¿tLon of rhe r¡ndermatchlng in thts
experlment or those of ültreaÈJ-ey and Engberg arrd Davison and

Ferguson. However further rêåearch shoul-rj be conducted to
determine wheÈher larger coDs are requfred when there ls an

asynmetry in response requiremenLs. trIhil_e there are no

g priori reasons for supposíng this to be the case, the

possibiliËy deserves some ínvestigation.
de Villiers (1977) has described how order effecrs may

increase the probability of obtaining r¡ndermatching. Results
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from the one schedule repeated in this experimenÈ, concurrent

VI L20 secs VI I20 secs, mây be used to assess any such

effects. As Table 3.1 shows, the interveni-ng schedules

progranmed higher rates of reinforcemenÈ for bar-pressing

than for chain-pulling so that any order effecËs should be

revealed as a decrease in response and time ratios from the

first to the second presentation.

For R51, while the reinforcement ratio increased from

0.46 Eo 0.76, the response ratio increased from 0.1-0 to 0.21

arid the time ratio from 0.26 to 0.28. Thus order effects
may have influenced the time ratio but not the response ratio.
For R51 the values r^rere 0.84 and 0.93 for reinforcement

ratios, 0.36 and 0,27 for response ratios and 0.42 and 0.40 for
time ratios. There is some ewidence of order effects for this
subjecL, although noÈ very powerful. the undermatching.

observed here nay have been due in part to order effects.
An e:tamination of I'Iheatley and Engberg's (1978) results

suggests order effects, 'but with considerable variation
between subjecÈs. Thê èffects tvere v¡êêk for two of the three

subJeets, but pronotimced for the rhlrd, Stnce no eondfÈlon

tÁras repeaËËd ln Daviaoil ênd Ferguóonts (1978) êxperfmenË order

effects $refe fnpossJ.ble Èo assess.

It therefore áppeårs as if Èhe factörs whfch proTnoté

undermatchlng when fesponsê requlremenÈs ârê syrmetrl"cal åre

not suffícient to accou¡lË for Ehe t¡ndermatchfng tn these three

e><perimenËs. I,'lhile some variaËion from matchÍng may have been

due Ëo the action of the facËors, it is the very considerable

degree of r¡ndermaËching observed in the Ewo subjects of this
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experiment, and several subjects from each of the others

which remains unexplained.

Local response rates

In this e:çeriment bias values obtained from response

ratios ürere only slightly more extreme than those obtained

from time ratios. The magníEude of Èhe difference between

the Ëvro r,rras greater in both l,rlheatley and Engberg's and

Davison and Ferguson's experiments, particularly the former.

The direction, the same for all subjects in Lhe three

experiments, signifies that Local raËe of respondíng tends

Èo be greater for the more preferred response. Thus, with
reinforcemenË rates equal across the Ëwo alternatives, more

time will be spent responding on the preferred manipulandum,

and a.t-..,..3 higher rate.

Results from Davison and Fergusont s experiment reveal

no coflsístent dffference between g values obtafned from time

ratios and those from responge rat{og. For alL subJects in
this e:<perl"rnenÈ and in lùheatley and Engbêrg's a vaLues öbtal-ned

from response fåtioet wefè grêatêr. Ttrl,s resul,Ë 1s rarêIy
for¡nd t{hén the response requLrernenË le the samê for the Ë!üo

êlternåt{vee, and tndLcatee a têndency Èo respond faeter fn the

alËernative yielding Ëhe higher reinforcement rate. The

discupsion fn Seetfon 2,4.3 arrd the results in Chapter 4

suggest Ëhat a higher local- response rate in the legs lucratLve

alternative is a property of concurrent performances when a

COD ls used. Itlhy this generalÍzaElon should be violated when

there is an asyrmetry ín response requirements is unclear.

However, wê can staÈe that the local response rate for each

alLernative depends upon both relaËive reinforcement rate and
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whether the response for that alternative is the preferred
or non-preferred one.

Conc lu sion

the results of this e>çeriment rargely substantiate
those reported earlier. I^Iith <lifferent response

topographies required for the tvro alternatives of a concurrent
schedule undermatching is more l)ronounced and more frequent
than with syrmnetrical respónse requirements. This suggests

that animals may show greater irrdifference to the

distribution of reinforcements ¿rcross alternatives when the
response requirements differ. Such a conclusion ís difficult
to understand in terms of e:<tant accounts of matching.

varÍations in the values of the parameters of Herrnstein's
equations for absolute response rates are not sufficient to
account for this lack of sensitÍwity.

rt is f-ikely that different degrees of r.¡ndermatching

will be obtained wíth different response pairs. The more

similar the topography of ttLe responses the less will be the
deviatlon from matchfng, rn thfs Benee the resuLts from
concurrent schedulee with different response requÍremenËe may

resembl"e Ëhose from êoncurrent schedules wíth dffferent
reÍnforcers, discussed in sectÍon 2.4. Because of thís
variability in the effects of relative reinforcement rat,e,
research may be best directed toward ordinal scaling of
responses and reinforcers rather than obtaining exacË measures

of preference (c.f. Navarick and Fantino, l-974).

hlhile bias values reflected the preference for one

response over the other, the degree of bias varied according
to whether time allocation or the response distribution was

used as the measure of behaviour. This difference indicated
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a tendency for the local resPonse rate of the preferred

response to be faster. !üe can therefore include response

preference aS a factor influencing local response rates.

3.3. E)PERIMENT 2

In the previous section it was shown that the bias

parameter of EquatLon 2.2 ref'lects preference for one response

form over another. Here, we will be concerned with whether

the degree of bias is influenced by the tyPe of reinforcer

used. Herrnstein (1974) has stated that the critical

assumption underlying the matching law is the constancy of k

with variations in the type of reinforcer, niotivational state,

etc. The value of k should be dependent solely upon the

form of the response in question and is the asymPtotic rate

of that response. Clearly then, bias for oile response ovef

another should alsó be independent of the type of reinforcer

being eÍployed.

The smalL amount of evidence which can be used to

evalUate Hetrnsteinrg assumPtion, mentioned ln Sectíon 2,9.1,

has proved inconclusfve. In some insÈances k haS been shown

to vary little, while in oÈhers the value of k has aPpeared

to be critíCally dependent upon factorS othet than respoflse

form. A more exact test than previously used may be to

offer each subject choice between two different responses

under successive conditions differing in the type of

reinforcer used. This was attempted in this experiment.

The basic schedule employed was multiple (concurrent

VIx VIy) (concurrent VIx VIy). The two components of the

multiple schedule T^rere associated with t!üo different

reinforcers: milk and food. The VIx schedules arranged
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reinforcements for biting and the VIy schedules for licking.

Scheduled rates of reinforcement \^rere such that the overall

rates of food and milk reinforcement remained approximately

constant as relative reinforcement raLes varied. For each

response the same rate of reinforcement was scheduled in the

tlvo components, reducing the possibility of response rate

changes due to generalizatLon between components (i.e.

induction, see Section 5.1).

Multiple schedules with concurrent VI VI components

have been employed in previous experiments, but with complete

syilmetry of response and reinforcer type. The results of

varying relative reinforcemenË rate in such schedules,

reported in Section 2,4.4, show matching to be closely

approximated within each pair of concurrent VI schedules.

Any dewiations from matching observed in this experiment

should therefore be due to the asymmetries in the design.

From the results of tt.e previous experiment we may

expect both bias and undermatching within each component

because of the difference in the rêsponse topographies

required for reinfotcement by Ëhe two coñcurrenË VI schedul-es.

Data from this experiment shouLd valÍdate this ftndtng ánd,

in addition, demortstraÈe whether the vålues of the tvüo

parameters þ and a &re dependenÈ upofl thê type of reinfôrcer

used. As mentioned above, Hernnstein's accoun! predÍcts

that Þ should be invariant with respect to reinforcer tyPe

because itisthe ratio of the two k values. Since a has

also been shown to deviate subsÈantially from 1.0 when

different response topographies are required, its valuê may

also change with the reinforcer used. Unfortunately,

because of limitations on the length of the computer program







FIGURE 3.2: Dlagram showing the maln features of the apparatus used
in Experíment 2. See ÈexÈ for descriptlon.
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dispensed by a Lafayette liquid feeder. Drcip size was set

at .07 ml.

Adjacent to each of the feeders was a L.7 cm diameter

plexiglass disk.which could be illuminated by a 3 trri globe.

AlÈhough tr^ro 3 l.I houselights \^/ere provided ínitially their

use r¡/as terminated afEer l0 sessÍons as both animals spent

much time biting them. Since one of the stimulus lights

r^ras always illuminated the chamber was never dark during

sessions.

The chamber was placed in an individual, darkened

cubicl-e with white noise to mask any external sor:nds. Control

of the experiment and recording of data T¡lere performed by a

PDP-lL computer.

Procedure

Since both animals were experienced in this apparatus

no prelíminary Eraining was necess ary, Through alL

conditlons of the experiment the reinforcer avail-able, and

therefore the component in operation, ütas indicated by

the stimul,us f-ight pattern. I,[hen fêsponses ü/ere reLnfOrced

with food uhe llghË nèârer the food mâ,gaàLne lr7åÊ on and that

nearer the mf Lk magazÍne $las off , and lilce. Vêrâ&. Deltvery

of a reinforcer, either a slngle food pellet or mllk drop,

vras denoted by a 0.5 sec soundlng of the buzzer.

The schedule used in al-l- conditions was multiple

(concurrent VIx VIy) (coneurrent VIx VIy), with the VIx

schedules arranging reinforcements for biting and the VIy

schedules for licking. The four VI timers \^/ere independent,

and each ran continuously unless it had set uP a reinforcement

or the other componenÈ of the multiple schedule was in

operatíon. The intervals conrprisi-ng the VI schedules \^7ere
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determined using Catania and Reynolds' (f968) formula with

trl=10 and were arranged in varyíng orders. A 5 sec COD was

used throughout. This meant that a reinforcer for a bite

could not be delivered within 5 secs of a lick, and vice

veqsa. The operation of CODs vlas not affected by component

changes.

The values of x and y r^rere varied across the different

conditions of the experiment. Each condition was maintained

r¡ttil for each of the four possible response tyPes (biting

for food, licking for milk, etc.), the ratio of responses

made to reinforcements obtained from that responding showed

no consistent directional change over three consecutive

sessions. For each subjecu the values of x and y employed,

Èhe order of conditions and the number of sessions for which

each condition \^tas in operation are shown in Table 3.2.

Sessions T^rere of 60 min duration and were conducted 7 days

per week.

Results

Sums over the Last three days of each condition of

ïespohses filade and teínf,orcefs ObËained are sho\,m in Table 3.2,

In cofi[non rdÍËh the pfëVlous experl-nenË the substanËial bias

toward one f,eaponeê (fn this cage, blting) meant thaÈ

obtafned relnforcement rátios dfffered substantíally from the

ratios of scheduled reinforcement rates. Consequently,

overall reinforcement rates in each component varied across

conditions, rather than remaining constant.

The data in Table 3.2 were used to plot the graphs of

Figure 3.3. For each animal these aTe of 1og resPonse ratio

against 1og reínforcement ratio for each comPonenL. Lines

of best fit, Lheir equations, and the proportion of variance
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TABLE 3.2:

Sub ect Sessions

R21 24

L4

I4

11

1.6

11

10

R22 2L

B

2B

7

I
22

L2

VI size
( secs)

Bite Lick

ResÞonses

Sequence of schedules, number of sessions of
exposure, and numbers of responses made and

reinforcers obtained.

Reínforcers
Food

Bite Lick
Milk

Bite Lick
Food

Bite Lick
Milk

Bite Lick

r20

65

69

BO

780

480

240

L20

240

480

780

80

69

120

780

480

240

65

69

80

r20

80

69

65

240

480

780

2ro7

830

689

678

3921

3 143

2607

3097

2TBL

3394

3437

L265

LOg2

15 16

742

39

228

172

1630

L403

1028

987

L929

L566

155 1

318

45r

269

47

86

78

64

9

L2

24

45

t,

1I

5

62

75

84

33

L2

15

1B

66

63

53

35

5B

70

73

24

1s

L2

47

76

7T

66

11

L2

22

47

L9

4

6

61

74

81

23

2

I
I

53

51

4L

36

5B

64

75

22

11

965

5922

6394

8242

698 1

3779

307 L

3866

6960

7869

4389

IB22

9708

IL?17

10240

L228

2548

2663

2543

15 16

893

665

49 10

3932

2280

865

266I

5028

4938
r¡
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for which they accounË are shö\ÀIn hrith each graph. The

equatíons of these l-ines ulefe obtained by the method of least

squafes. In each casê the line providêd a goÖd fit, accounting

for ovef 90% of the Variance in the regponce råtlos.

Strong undermatching 1s evf.éent tn each Of the graphs 
.

of Figure 3.3, substantiating the suggestÍon made in the

previous section that undermatchíng characterizes concurren't

performances when the alÈernatives díffer in the response

required for reinforcement. The degree of undermatching uras

not systematieally related to the type of reinfofcer used'

For R2l the value of a was slightly greater for the food

conponent, while f.ot F(22 it was greater for the milk component '
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Both animals exhibited a pronounced bias toward biting
in the triüo conponents. conparison of the pair of bias
values obtained from each animal reveals that bias toward
biting was stronger in the food component than in the milk
couponent. The difference rÀras proportionally greater for
R21. Thus, in this experiment bias was influenced by the
type of reinforcer used, and the direction of change rnTas as

predicted from theories concerning differential associability.

Discussion

trühile bias values indícated that preference for biting
\^Ias more ext,reme when the reinforcer r^7as food, Lhe

distribution of responses in a concurrenË schedule is arso
influenced by relative reinforcemenË rate. The value of b

characterizes the response bias and of a, the way in which

response ratios are determined by reinforcement ratios. In
thÍs experiment the a value varied, in an unsystemaÈic wây,

according Ëo the reinforcer maintaining the behaviour. A

comPlete statemenÈ about relative preference for one response

over anoËher should íncli,rde the eff,ects of both blas and

relative relnfotcement tate. I^Itth equal reinforcement ratÍoe
in the two conponentê, the ratl-o of bftes to rÍcks wÍJ-l be

greaÈer in ehe food êorrtponent onLy for cëftain valires oË

these ratLos. These val-ues may be determfned uelng the
equations of Flgure 3.3.

Letting the subscripts B denote biting, L licking,
F food and M milk, w€ have

¡
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if and only if
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tBF 
"

"F tBM "M
F b

LM (s.z¡

!'/e wish to consider the situation where reinforcement ratios
are equal in the two components. Substituting x for the

reinforcement ratios in Equation 3.2 gives

,âF,aMof x , bM x__ (3.3)

This may be solved for x by inserting appropriate values for
the b and a parameters. For R21 the solution is x < 1.55 and

for R22,x > .036.

Thus, with equal reinforcement ratios in the tl^ro

components R2l wil-1- show greater preference for biting over

licking as long as the reinforcement ratio does not excèed

1.55. For R22 the statement trolds when the reinforcement

ratio is greater than .036. Each of these val-ues is, of
course, the intersection of the lines of best fit for the

food corponent and the milk component shown in Figure 3.3.
By this means a statement about relative preferences can still
be made when the degree of r¡rdermätching or overmatching varÍes
wiÈh reinfotcer type, rn thís case both blas and rel-atlve
refnforcement råte must be considered.

I^lhfle Èhe polnt has been made that degree of preference

for one responge ovef ênother må,y change accordfng to the

reínforcer used, with many pairs of responses preference is
likely to be fairly constant across a wide range of reinforcers.
Consider the Ltnro responses employed in the prevÍous experiment,

for example. There are nc clear reasons for predicting that
the degree of preference for bar-pressing over chain-putling
will be influenced by whether the reinforcer is milk or food.

b
LF\r M T

{
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In this experiment, the responses l^7ere chosen specifically to

maximize any chance of preference change, and yet the

difference in the bias values in the tr¡Io components r¡las

relatively small for both animals. Further research will

reveal whether more significant preference changes occur with

different combinations of responses and reinforcers.

Nevertheless, the fact thaË a preference change did

occur,and in the predicted direction, suggests Ëhat the concept

of differential associability may be extended to ínclude

maintained behaviour. hlhile much research has been directed

toward finding differences in the rate at which different

behaviours are acquired with different reinforcers (e.g.

Hinde and Stevenson-Hinde, L973) litt1e attenÈion has been

directed toward maintained behaviour. The ability of the

theories of Boll-es (1973) , Seligman and Hager (L972) and

oEhers to predíct preference shifts will be more exactl-y

determined by fuËure research. The resul-Ës of this

experiment have supported their predictions.

Conclus ion

It vrâB ßho!'ñl ËhaË white blee refLec,ts preference for

one responbe form ovêf, another, undermaÈchíng appearg

characteríetlc of concur.fent perfonnaneês with different

response toPographfes. ![hf!e thÍs does noË exc]-ude the

possibilíty of scaling resPonse preferences, degree of

preference \,vas shown to change with reinforcer tYPe,

suggesting that only ordinal scaling will be feasible.

However, t1^Io comPlicating factors must be consídered. Firstly,

the degree of r¡ndermatching may change with reinforcer tyPe so
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that both bias and relative reinforcement raËe effects must

be considered. A means of e>çressing preference so as to
include boËh these factors was considered here. Secondly,

future research may reveal instances in which Ëhe direction
as well as Ëhe degree of preference changes according to

reinforcer type. If this is the case then even ordinal-

scales may be limited in their generality to certain
reinforcer classes.
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CHAPTER 4

CHANGEOVER RATIOS

4.L. II{TR.ODUCTION

As was noted ín Chapter 2, relatively little attention

has been paid to possible changeover contingencies other than

the COD. Some means of maintaining the independence of

concurrent operants is required to prevent concurrent

superstitions developing. lf such a means is not employed

the behaviour may be insensitive to the particular reinforcement

contingencies employed. For example, the organism may constantly

switch from one alternative to the other, emitting only a single

response betüreen changeovers. A COD or some other changeover

contingency is required if the patterns of responding generated

by each schedule are to more closely resemble those obtained

from Èhe schedules prograümed separately (Catania, L966),

One means of assessing the degree of sensitivity of the

organism to the particular contingencl-es is by varying relatíve

reinforcement frequency and examinlng consequent changes in the

distributlon of time and reÉpondês across alternatfves. Wíth a

COD of sufffêiént Lenguh Ëhe famillar matchlng relation ls closely

approximated. However, the COD ls the only éontfngeney whieh has

been shown to rel-iably produce matchíng (or a close approxitnation)

across a wide range of values. Other procedures, such as

punishment of changeovers by shock or T0 seem only to result in

matching across a small value range: undermatching is obtained

if the value is too small antl overmatching Lf it is too large.

The generality of the matching relationship is somewhat

limited by the necessity of employing a COD. Vtith any other

changeover contingency it seems as if any of. a whole family of
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functions may descríbe the relation between the distribution

of reinforcements and the response and time distributions.

It is useful then to explore Possible alternatives to the COD.

This may help extend the generality of matchitg, but may also

lead to a better understanding of the basis of matching in the

fine grain of behaviour: local patterns of responditg, change-

over rates, etc. For example, the COD generates an

idiosyncratic Pattern of post-changeover responding which

Silberberg and Fantino's (L970) data suggest may be critical

for the occurrence of matching.

The alternative to the COD examined in this series of

e>çerímentÈ r,rTas the COR. An attempt Inlas made to explore the

properties of the COR in order that its effect on relative

reinforcement rate be best understood. The COR is of

particular interest for several reasons. Firstly, the

evidence described below suggesËs thaÈ in contrast to the COD,

deviatlons from matching obtained with a COR tend to be in

the direction of overmätêhing. Secondly, the COR is simply

a rêqufrement for svritchlng, whèr@âs the COD ls lrnposed after

the requlrement for s*7!têhíng has bêen met. trn addition

the COR more closely mfmlcs contl-ngenc|e5 for changlng from

one source of reinforcement to another observed outside the

laboratory. Such requirements usually involve a certain

amou¡tÈ Of "\nrork" rAther than time constraints Ôn the

availability of reinforcement.

The effect of the COR on matching has been examined in

four different e>çeriments, all employing pigeons . SLubbs and

Pliskoff (Lg6g) scheduled relative reinforcement raËe at 0.75 ,

with the COR set at I or 20 responses. Matching of time and
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response proportions to reinforcement Proportions was closely

approximated with COR : l, but overmatching was obtained with

COR : 20. The response proPortions showed Stronger over-

matching than the reinforcement proPortions. Guilkey, Shull

and Brownstein (1975) used a COR of 2 responses and varied

the reinforcement proportion across Ehe values ,75, .50 and .25,

Results from the three subjects shohred that matching was closely

approximated but with some tendency to overmatching in the

response Proportion data.

Two recently reported experiments have provided more qomplete

information on matching with a COR. Pliskoff, Cicerone and

Nelson (f978) set the COR at either 5 or 10 responses and

varied relative reinforcement rate. Their data have been

reinterpreted in terms of Equation 2,2 and are presented in

in Table 4.L. Caution should be exercised in generalízíng from

any single curve since only 4 points $tere involved in each of

the fitted lines. Hor¡rever, the data do reveal a strong tendency

to overmatching. The deviation from matching Ì^7as more

pronounced when the COR was l0 responses and when response

rather than Él"me data vJefe considered,

In the Becond Õf Ëhese expefiments, Marcucella and Margolius

(197S), â sltghrty dlfferent procedure was empLoyed. In the other

three experiments VI timers \^Iere halted during the time

between the first and last changeover fesponses, while in

Marcucella and Margolius' they \^/ere not interrupLed by change-

overs . I,ühile these authors neither used Equation 2.2 nor

presented raw data, it is clear from the grâphs in their report

that matching \Áras closely approximaËed with both COR values used

(l and 10 responses). There was some tendency to overmatching in 1
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TABI,E 4.1:

coR

10

5

Values of the pararneters and the proporÈlon Of variance
accounred for (r2) by fits of Equatfon 2.2 to the data
from Pliskoff, Cicerone & Nelson (1-978).

b

Response

a
2r b

Time

a
2tSubJect

1

2

3

A

B

c

L.L7

0.83

1 .03

1.08

o.97

o.97

1. 81

t.L4
2.03

L.45

1. 13

l. 16

o.92

0.85

1.00

0.96

0.99

0.9I

1. 16

0.69

1.10

L.L2

0.96

o,97

1.50

I .10

1 .63

1.3s

L.O2

0.90

0.88

0. 83

0.98

0.96

0.98

0.96
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response data of 2 of the 3 subjects, but not as strong as that

obtained bY Pliskoff et al (1978) '

Itremainstobedeterminedwhether,asthedataSuggest,

overmatching is more likely when the VI timers are halted during

changeovers. Also, the range of coR values over which matching

can be obtained is noÈ revealed by these experÍments ' Ii'Iith

COR = 1 we would expect undermatching since this is equivalent

toaCODof0.0secsusingthechangeovermanipulandum
procedure. However, stubbs and Pliskoff's (L969) data do not

agree with this prediction' There may therefore be an

important difference between the rwo áethods of programming

concurrentoPerants.AstheCoRisincreasedfroml

response the likely outcome may changé from matching to over-

matching. This tendency appears to be stronger with response

rates rather than time allocation as the dependent variable '

several other erçeriments have e>çLored the effects of

coR síze on concurrent perfofmances. stubbs, Pliskoff and

Reid (Lg77) described a study with pigeons ín which coRs of l'

2, 5, 10 and 20 responses were used in the different conditions '

Equal- VI schedules \^Iefê concurrently progfamned and vI tltners

\^/ere halted duting changeovers, Ttreir deperrdenË variable was

interchangeover time ¡ Ëime allocated to Óne alternative divided

by the number of changeoVers from ÈhaË alternaÈive to Ehe other'

ïnterchangeovel time Íncreased as a pot'7er function of COR eLze

overtherange5-2oresponses.Theírreanalysisofthe

results of several e>çeriments showed that power fr:ncËions

also described the effects cf COD size on interchangeover Lime'

Thus changeover rate seenìs to decrease in the same fashion

with increases in either COR size or COD length'
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An e arLy study by Findley (1958) used progressive ratio

(PR) and progressive interval (PI) schedules. In such

schedules the number of responses required for reinforcement

(PR schedules) or the interval length (PI schedules) increases

with each successive reinforcement, while a pause in responding

of predetermined length resets the values to their minimum

level. Findley found a decrease in the rate of switching

betr¡Ieen PR schedules when the COR was increased. He also

examined preference for concurrent PR and concurrent PI

schedules with asytnmetrical CORs required for switching in the

two directions (that is, the COR for switching from schedule A

to schedule B was different from that requited to switch from

B to A). Pigeons edribited a strong preference for the

schedules with a lower switching-into (and therefore higher

switching- out) requirement .

!,lhile the effects of COD size on concurrent performance

have been extenslvely researched (results from varyíng

symmetrical COD siae have been reported by Allison and Lloyd,

L97L; Catania, L966; Pliskoff , L97L; Shul-1 and Pliskoff ,

L967; Silberberg and Fantl"no, 1970, and Stubbe and Pll-skoff ,

L969, while effects of, asymmetrlcaL CODg have been repoftêd by

Plfskoff , L97L> such ls not the case with C0Re. In addttLón,

the only experimenË to use CORs which dtd not interrupt VI

timers was Marcucella and Margolius (1978). The preseRt

experiments examined Ëhe effects of COR stze in a procedure

usíng Ëimers uninterruPËed by execution of CORs. Under such

condiËions the pattern of iocal reinforcement rate following

a COR should be símilar to Ehat following a COD.
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4.2. EXPERII"IENT 1

The first experiment \nras designed to examine the effects

on changeover rate and local resPonse rate of increases in COR

slze. A range of symmetrical CORs was employed r^7ith equal VI

schedules concurrently programmed. Stubbs and Pliskoff (L969)

showed that local response rate tended to increase when the

COR was changed from 1 to 20 resPonses while Stubbs et al

(1g77) found that changeover rate decreased with increases in

COR size.

In both of these experiments VI timers \Àrere halted during

changeovers. I¡Ihile the fr¡nction relating changeover rate to

COR síze may not al-ter v/ith Lhe alternative procedure employed

here, there may be an effect on loca1 response rates. If

larger CORs take longer times to execute, local reinforcement

rate will increase with COR size. This should then be

reflected in associated changes in local response rate '

Method

Subjects. Fout male l,iistar hooded fats, experimental-ly

naive afld approximatel-y 3 rtronths old at the staf,t of this

e>çerlment \^¡êïe mal-nUained on a 23 hour food deprivation

cycle. Housing was ln tndtvidual cages l"n a ternPerature end

humidity controlled room with a 12 hour dry/12 hour night cycle.

Access to watêr \^7as free.

Apparatus. The experimental chambers measured 22 cm x

22 cm x 2l cm. In each a 5 cm long bar, which could be

operated by a force of 0 . lQN, \^7as located in the centre of

one panel and protruded I cm into the chamber. A food

magazine into which 45 mg Noyes pellets could be deposiLed

by a Gerbrands pellet dispenser v/as situated direcr'ly below
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this. Above the bar was a circular plastic disc, 2.5 cm in

diameter, which could be illuminated by a 3IrJ stimulus light.

T\¿o houselights, also 31,I, I^7ere on the oPPosite side of. the

chamber. Situated 10 cm from the bar was a chain which fell

14 cm from the ceiling and supported a 2.3 cm diameËer ring.

A pull of 0.41N in a downward direction on the chain operated

a microswitch. A buzzer was mounted on the plate supporting

the chamber, and the chamber was enclosed in a sound resistant

shell with an exhaust fan in one wall. Control of the

experiment and recording of data \^7ere performed by a PDP-11

comPuter.

Procedure. Subjects h/ere hand-shaped to press the bar

and exposed to a schedule of continuous reinforcemenL for

three 50 min sessions. The chain was not in the chamber

during this stage. Throughout, delivery of a reinforcer

$ras signalled by a 0.5 sec sounding of the buzzet,

Following this prelíminary training the animals \^rere

immediately e:çosed to a coitcurrent VI l-rnin VI l-mín schedule

$rith COR=I, Rel"nforcers could be obtelned acöOrdlng to the

VI scheduLes by bar-pfèssing, while chain*pulXs were requiied

for ev¡ltchlng between sehedUles. The ft{þ sehedules were

differentiåted by Ehê stimulus light above the bar being on

or off. Dutfng this stage a slngle chafn-pull was requited

for switching and the sËimulus 1-ight aLÈered T^lhen the chain

T^7as pu1-led. No shaping of the chain-pu1-l respollse vlas

required. In later stages, when the COR was greater than

one, the first chain-pull turned off the house-lights, and

the stimrJlus light if it was on. Houselights came on again,
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and the stimulus light if appropriate, when the required

number of chain-pulls for switching was met. Timing for

the VI schedules was continued during the houselights off

period but reinforcers could only be obtained when the

houselights \trere on.

Five values of the CORwere used: L, 2,5, 10 and 2O

responses. E>çosure to each of these continued until all

animals showed no consistent directional change in response

or changeover rates over 3 consecutive sessions. Respectively,

the number of sessions taken to reach this criterion rnras L6,

36, 13, L6 and 19. For each animal coefficients of

variation (the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean)

computed for each component from these 3 sessions did not

exceed 0.20 for either local response rates or changeover

rates. Sessions lasted 50 mins and were conducted seven

days per week.

The VI s'chedules used throughout each consisted of an

arithmetic series of L2 intervals ranging from 0.5 sec to

2 min. The t:wo sehedules involved the same íntervals but

in a different, itregular order.

Results and Discussion

In Table 4.2 srirns over the last 5 days of each condition

are shown for the nunbers of responses, changeovers,

reinforcers and the time spent in each schedule. Because of

the decrease in changeover rate and the increase in the amount

of time taken to complete each changeover, the nurnber of

reinforcers obtained decreased as the COR was made Iarger. No

c onsequent differential satiation effect was revealed by

inspection of cumulative records
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TABLE 4.2: The disËributions of reinforceïs ' responses and tíme
between the stimulus-light-on (ON) and the stimulus-
light-off (OFF) schedules and the number of change-

otãt" made. The data are sunìs over the final five
sessions of each condiÉion. Numbers of responses
made and reinforcers obtained when the stimulus-líght
rras on as a proPortion of the Ëotal nurnber (prop) are
also included.

Reinforcers Responses Time (secs)

Subject COR ON OFF ProP ON OFF Prop ON OFF Changeovers

R1

R2

2rL
199

198

183

156

211

208

L79

181

r22

225

226

209

184

80

229

230

2L6

186

158

0.50

o.49

0.5 3

0.50

0.s6

2L64

4023

4954

4459

557 r

2257

3947

395 1

4347

339 9

o.49

0.51

0.56

0 .51

o.62

0.50

0.52

0.54

o.47

0.65

70 10

6566

6409

486r

60 19

70 10

6654

5209

47 37

3984

15 19

778

37L

305

139

27tL

2L98

1118

394

37

3078

306 3

1558

1s58

337

2666

L222

756

327

72

1

2

5

10

2ô

1

2

5

10

20

R3

225

222

2r4
L82

L42

0.50

0 .50

0.51

0.50

0.64

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.49

3022

2s99

22t3

3131

6954

297I

2429

1880

359 3

37 43

67 49

5772

5004

4s06

7 454

6337

5s 33

4429

s45s

4T9I

2s67

239r

1995

1708

Lgt+4

2556

2395

19 15

t632

24L2

0.50

0.50

0.51

0 .51

0.45

6326

4463

3637

3637

300 1

6669

446L

3575

3575

3690

R4

1

2

5

r0
2,0

229

227

278

186

151

230

224

2t5
r83

157

1

2

5

230

227

2L9

191

100

0.53

0.5 1

0. 48

o.44

0.64

4933

6852

6237

6094

8958

4472

6536

6789

7647

5 107

0.53

0.5 I
0.48

0.44

o,64

6763

6552

s470

5L70

7 655

644L

6t44

5894

6207

4515
10

20
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The number of responses made when the stimulus light

r¡/as on as a proportion of the nrunber in both schedules, and

the proportion of reinforcers obtained from that schedule

are also shown for each animal in each condition in Table

4.2. Matching was closely approximated throughout,

parallelling the results of Shull and Pliskoff (L967), who

for:nd little variation in the proportions of time spent,

responses made, or reinforcers obtained in one of a pair of

equal VI schedules when the COD was increased from 0 to 20

SECS.

Increasing the COR had the effect of. decreasing the

changeover rate. This is shor¿n in Figure 4. 1 where change-

over rate is plotted against COR size on logarithmic co-

ordinates, with lines fitted by the method of least squares.

R2 and R4 showed a sharp drop in changeover rate, not evident

in the data from Rl and R3, when the COR was increased from

l-0 to 20, The data reported by Stubbs et aJ- G977) showed

a similar power rélationship when replotted ín the form of

Figure 4,!, except Ëhát f,or tvro of Èhe ihree pf"geons the

êhangeovef, fåÈe l,ncréased when Èhe COR was l,ncféåsed from one

Èo Ë\^tO regPonseg.

Hr.¡ntet and Davlson (1978) derived êQuations relatlng
changeover rate to 00D slze and eíther reÈponse rate, tf"me

all-ocation or reinforcement raEe Ín the two alternatlves.

For response rate Lhe equation is

where

i, co

co. .rl

I.orj = b 
[<coo.. 

+ c)(coDj, *.r]" + (4.1)

is the changeover rate from component i to component

the COD for that changeover and COD,. the COD forD..rl ls
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FIGURE 4. 1: Changeover rate as a function of COR sÍze'
Nat,ural logarithmfc coordinates are used
and lines of best fit are shown htith thelr
equatlons. (ln X denotes Ëhe natural
lágaríthm, or logarlÈhn Èo base e of X' )
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the changeover in the opposite direction. Ri and R, are

the response rates in the tl^/o components. The parameters

b, G and e are empirically derived by a curve-fitting

procedure. They suggested that G may represent the time

required to make a changeover. Stubbs et al's (t977)

analysis of changeover rates also suggested that there is

an effective COD of 1 - 2 secs operating in most experiments

because of this time period.

Equation 4.1 may be applied to the COR data here. Let

CO, represent the changeover rate from the light-on to the

light-off component. For a first approximation G may be

set at zeTo, parti-cularly since CORs are defined by nu,mber

rather than time. l-Iith symmetrical CORs \^te then have the

equation

co = b (coR)
L2 (4.2¡

This was fitted to the data in Table 4.2 and the resuLts are

presented in lab1e 4,3, Values of the parameters Þ and e

fa11 within the range obtained by Hunter and Davison in

ËheÍr appllcatton of EqUation 4,1, to Ëhe results of a ntrlber

of experlmenÈs. EclueËlon 4,2 aleo Provídes a f,alrly good

fi.t, accoufltlng for over 9Ô% of the varlance lrr üwo of the

four cases. üIhen G was added Ëo EquaÈlon 4.2 the varianee

proportíon Ì^ras only slightly higher and values of G were

very smal1 (Iess than 0.10). The reasonably good account

of changeover rate provided by Equation 4.2 shows that

Hunter and Dawison's analysis is applicable to performance on

concurrenL schedules in which either CORs or CODs are employed.
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TABLE 4.3: ValuesoftheparanetersandtheproporÈíonof
variance accor¡tted tor (t2) by fíts of
Equation 4.2 to the data of ExperimenÈ 1'

2rebSubj ect

R1

R2

R3

R4

0.66

1.01

1. 35

0.54

-0. 75

-0.37

-0.2L

-o.64

o.92

o.79

0.87

0. 95
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Local response rate, the number of bar-presses

divided by the amotnt of time that the houselights r¡leIe o0,

tended to rise as the COR was increased. Figure 4.2 shows

the line fitted by the method of least squares to the points

obtained by plotting local response rate againsË the COR in

logarithmic co-ordínaLes. This increase may reflect an

elevated post-changeover response rate, corresponding to that

which occurs when a COD is employed. Catania (1962)

suggested two explanations to account for this elevation. It

could be a compensation f.or Ëime spent responding in the

other schedule, of a reflection of the increased local

probability of reinforcement following a changeover. Thus

increasing the COR, because it reduced changeover rate r^7ould

also have the consequence of increasing loca1 response rate.

This effect could be magnified by a second effect. Because

the VI timers conËinued to rr-n during the houselights-off

period, Lehgthening this period with I-onger CORs increased

the possiblLity of lunnediate reinforcemenË after a chartgeover.

The behË,vÍôur of R3 provides evldênce f,or Ëhe âeêond ef,fect

alOne. IË showed negJ"igible change ifl changeoVgf fate, bi.rt

a sharp drop in housellghts-on tl-me when the COR was increased

from 1 to 2 ( see Tabl"e 4.2). For thís arrimal local responsê

raÈe increased significantly between these tù7o conditions.

Such an effect will not appear when VI timers are interrupËed

by changeovers.
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4.3 . BXIE_RrIENI__L

In the first experiment higher 1oca1 resPonse rates

followed longer CORs. This observation suggests that the

matching relation may not hold if asymmetrical coRs vTere

employed. If the higher local response rate is dependent

on the length of the immediately preceding changeover period,

during which probability of reinforcemenL is ze1o, then

responding is likely to be faster during the schedule with

the higher switching-into coR. However, Ehe consequent

increase in the number of reinforcers obtained would be small'

Because the VI timers continue to oPerate regardless of the

schedule in effect, reinforcement rate is highly dependent

on the changeover rate, So that with a constant total nr:mbef

of changeover resPonses required, but differentially assigned

to the two directions, the distribution of reinforcers should

remain relatively constant \^7ith manipul-ation of the assigned

CORs. In this e>rperiment the sum of the two CORs was kept

@nstant at 10 chain-pul|s, but aL1- possible å'sylnnetrical-

combinations vrere e><plored.

Methp¡!

Subl ect s and Apparatus, ALl anlmaLs ffom E>çeriment 1

began this experifnênË but R2 was excLUded after 2 weeks

becar¡se 0f lllness.
been used.

The results obtained ftom R2 have not

The apparaËus üIas the same as that used in Experiment 1.

Procedure. The five possible pairs of coRs with a sum of

10 are 5/5, 614, 7/3, 812, and 9/7' Data pertaining to the

first of these had already been obtained in the course of

d
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performing Experiment 1, so that this conditíon T^7as not

repeated. Each of the others was employed for each subject

on five consecutive days, with the oPposite pair for the

following five . Thus the order of conditions \^Ias 6 / 4, 4/6 
'

7/3, 3/7, 8/2, 2/8, g/L, L/g, where the first number of each

pair indicates the COR required to move from the VI schedule

associated with the stimulus light on to that associated with

the stimulus light being off. All other aspects of the

procedure replicate those associated with Experiment 1'

For each animal coefficients of variation computed for

each componerìt from the last 3 days of each condition did not

exceed 0. 14 for local" resPonse rates and 0.22 for changeover

rates.

Results and Discussion

lable 4.4 gives the total nr:niber of changeovefs made

and the number of reinforcers obtained, responses made and

the amounË of time spent in each of the schedules. For all

COR pairs these are sums over the last 3 days of each

condítion, lncluding Ëhe data for 5/5 whích I^Iere derl-ved frorn

the ïesults obtained tn Elçeriment 1. fhe only consistent

change ln changeover r4te evldent for any of the anlnals l-s

a tendency to a l-Ow raÈe when Ehe COR pairs were 9 /L ând tlg''

Confl"rmatíorr of the predicËl.ofi thåt loca1 fësponse rate

would be higher for Ehe schedule assocfated wLth ehe higher

switching-into COR is provided by Figure 4'3' The ratio of

the two local response rates (stimulus-light on/stimulus-1ight

off) has been plotted against the COR required for switching-

into the VI schedule associated with the stimulus light being

on (the second figure in the coR pairs of Table 4.4> ' All
{

.4

I
i
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Èhree sessions of each condiEion'

ReÍnforcers Responses Tíme secs

SubjecÈ COR Pair ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF Changeovers

TABLE 4.4:

R1

R3

R4

515

614

416

713

317

812

2/8

elr
rle

t2L

113

r25

116

t27

110

t26

82

110

103

124

109

L2l
109

tr4
104

TL9

62

3338

2692

3976

3249

3839

3076

5455

t7 48

6787

2L86

3790

236L

3780

2IO9

3255

2271

6505

L644

4L70

3020

3755

3257

3972

3039

4328

t7 16

4838

2842

3781

2552

3606

2533

3040

2282

49L6

L4T9

22r
268

28L

25L

323

326

287

206

I46

515

614

416

ll3
317

131

L29

130

I29

L28

L29

r31

128

I32

130

131

t28

I30

L29

r28

L28

134

123

t267

L434

1356

1304

t546

Lt46

r 317

L2LL

2649

tt97
L72T

1310

L597

L326

L427

1107

2537

LO42

23L6

226I

2L60

199 9

2287

L956

2287

L939

3349

2228

2577

2 115

2472

2175

2 580

L926

34AZ

1643

914

791

991

807

784

743

836

14e

646

8l
zl

2

B

t
t

elL
rl9

515

614

4/6

7/3

317

812

218

e/r
rle

L29

125

L26

r20

L2B

L20

r32

99

128

t32

114

L20

t20

120

LZ7

t12

118

90

3568

4495

4896

5029

5825

347 t
6750

4t46

8342

3997

3723

3908

5285

3934

5137

3603

69 10

3L7 3

4475

348s

3695

3696

3976

27 Ll
4687

3103

5252

35 43

2987

3080

3958

2860

3665

2654

4662

2282

454

382

375

295

394

398

320

225

230
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points except three (two in the graph of R4 and one in that

of R3) indicate that the local response rate rrtras higher

following the longer COR. The deviation from equality showed

some tendency to increase as the difference between the t\nlo

CORs increased, although this was not entirely consístent fot

ar.y of the animals.

From these results it would be expected that as the

difference in the t\^lo CORs became Latger, the Proportion of

responses made in each schedule would deviate from the

proportion of reinforcers obtained from that schedule.

Figure 4.4 shows for each animal the proportion of reinforcers

obtained and responses made in the stimulus-Iight on schedule

as a fr:nction of the required switching-into COR. The

variation in the proportion of responses is much greater than

that for reinforcers. Both increased as the switching-into

COR becatne greater, but the deviation from indifference was

more exaggerated fOr Èhe proportion of responses made. The

resul-Ès for aLl, animals show the dlfference between the 2

proportions to be htgh when the COR pairs v/erë 9lL or I/9,

Thus theïê Wâs a sËf,ortg drLft frBm mêËohlng êÉ ühe aeylrunetry

ln the twô eÖRe waS f.nereased, wlth a greatêt proportion of,

responses being made ln the schedule assoclated with Èhe

larger switchlng-into COR.

Tühether the deviation from maËching rlIas due solely to

the differential local response rates can be ascertained

from an examination of the way each animal aPportioned time

to the ttltro schedules, which is also shown in Figure 4.4.

The proporËion of time spent in the stimulus-light-on schedule

shows a símilar functional relationship to the COR required

f.or switching into that schedule as does the proportion of
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responses. However, all animals tended to apportiorr the

avaLlable time so that the matching of propor,tion of time

spent to proPortion of responses made was closer in almost

all conditions than that derived when the proportion of

obtained reinforcers l^/as considered. This indicates a dual

effect of asyrmnetrical CORs : tendencíes to spend more time

in the schedule associated with the larger switching-into

COR and to respond faster in that schedule. The fact that

proportion of time rnatched proPortion of responses more

closely than it matched the proportion of obtained reinforcers

suggests that the former effect is the stronger ooê¡

These findings contrast with those of Pliskoff (1971)

who employed synnnetrical and asynunetrical- CODs. Longer

sr^ritching-into and switching out COD9 tended to increase the

time allocated to a schedule, but the latter was the more

poT¡rerful. The pigeon in that expefiment extribited a

deviation from matching, but in the direction of assigning

more responses and time to the scheduLe associå.ted with the

shortef of the Ël4to GQDg, Furthei, thére was 11o consl-stent

dl-ff,erenee in loca1 rêsponse rates aàÉoc1aËed wlth dtf,ferênce$

l"n COD length.

4,4, EXPERIMENT 3 .

It has been shovm that local response raËes tend to be

htgher after longer CORs and if asynmetrical pairs of CORs

ane employed more tj-me and responses ate apporËioned to the

schedule associated with the longer síwthing-into COR' It

is possible Ehat a coR pr:nishes the responding which precedes

iË, so that with asynrnetrical CORs the punishing effect is

smaller for the schedul-e which has a Larger switching-into

and Ëherefore lower switching-out COR.
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TodetermineifthesizeoftheCoRcanfunctionasa

punisher,oneCoRwaskeptconstantwhiletheotherincreased

in sLze as more time was spent in Lhe schedule for which this

variable coR was the switching-out requirement' The schedule

associated with the variable switching-out CoR also arranged

reinforcements at twice the rate of the other' If l0nger

CoRshaveastrongerpunishingeffect,lesstimeshouldbe

spent and fewer resPonses made in this schedule Lhan would be

e>çectedatthebasisofitsrelaEivereinforcingvalue.If

Lhe s1ze of the switching-out COR is of minor importance then

it would be e:çected that its sLze would be large, as a

Larget Proportion of time would be spent in the schedule

yielding a higher reinforcemenË rate'

Method

Subiects an d Apparatus. R1, R3 and R4 \^7ere used again

inthisexperimenË,andtheaPparatuswastheSameasthat
employed in the previous tlvo e><periments '

Procedurê. f\so VI schedules $lere arranged concurrentlyr

the first a vI 2-min and the second a vI l-min' The cÖR

required f,or swítehlng from the first to the second had a

constant vaLue of 10 chain-pu1Ls, whlle the coR for a sltítch

in Èhe opp,osLÈe direcÈlon had an adJusting value' ImmedÍateïy

after the animal swltched into the vI 1-min eomPonent the coR

Ëo switch-ôut tìras 2 chaJ-n-pulls, but êvery 5 secs spent ín

thatschedulecåusedtheCORtoincf,emenÈby]..Thts
schedule was associated with the stimulus tight being off'

AllotherproceduraldetailslvereËhesameasËhosefor
Erçeriment2,!ühileeachanimal.srateshowednoconsistenÈ
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trends in either resPonse rate, changeover rate or mean

adjustingCoRbetweenthefifthandtenthsessions,the
schedule was run Í.or a further 5 sessions to ensure stability"

For each animal coefficients of variation computed for each

component with data from these last 5 sessions did not exceed

0.17 f.or local response rates and 0.23 for changeover rates'

Results and Dis cussion

Table 4.5 shows the mean of the adjusting coR, the

distributions of responses, times and reinforcers between

the E\^ro schedules, and the total nr¡riber of changeovers made'

ÏhesedataallrefertoËhelastfivedaysofe:çosureto
Èhe rjchedule. Values for the proportions of responses måde,

time spent and reinforcers obtained in the vI 2-min schedule

and the 1oca1 response rates T¡7efe derived from these ahd are

also shov¡n in Table 4.5.

Al-1 animals exhibited strong deiriation from matching

bythèirassignmentofproportionsoftimeandresponsesto
the VI 2-mfn schedule grea¡ef than the proporËion of

reinforcers obtained from that schedule' All obtained fewer

Ëhån half of thetr reinfotcers f,rotn thls schedule, but RI and

R4 assLgned more than half of Ëhelr reðponses and tlme Èo lt '

For ä11 anl-nral,s the devlatlon is stfoûÉer when responseg ti"

êonEtdered than when the tfme distríbuUlon íe ÖoÏnpared to the

reinforcer distribution. This is further borne out by

consideraËion of the ].ocal resPonse raËes : a].1 anl-mals

responded faster in the VI 2-min schedule'

SinceadjustmentofthevariableCoRwasdependentonly

on apportioned time and not resPonses made ' it might be

e:<peeted that the local resPonse rates would be approximately



ïhe distríbutlon of reinforcersr reE¡ponses and time

between Ëhe stimul-us-1ight-on (ON) and the stimul-us-

fiãii:.ff (oFF) schedules, the ntrmber of changeovers

made stmnned over the final five sessions' The COR

means were calculaËed from frequency distributíons
taken during ttti"-pãrioa' Nr¡mbers of responses made'

rei-nforcers obtaínäa and tÍme spenL in the stimulus-
light-on conditÍon as a proportion of the respecÈive

to[als are shornm in brackeËs; local response rates
were calcul-ated from these daËa'

L6La

Local response raEes
Rs

I"lean value
of adjusting Re inforcers Responses Time ( secs )

Sub ect COR ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON t

Rl 5.66

R3 3.14

R4 4.95

99 134
(0.43)

113 209
(0.35)

118 171
(0.41)

8124 2688
(0.74)

22tL 2373
(0.48)

10630 5733
(0.6s)

628s 3114 77.5 s1.4 298
(0.67)

3473 3775 38.2 37 -7 862
(0.48)

6870 4304 98.8 79,9 506
(0. ó2)
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equal, oT Lhat Some compensation Íot the lesser amount of

time spent vrould be made. In the latter case the local

rate in the VI 1-min schedule would be greater than in the

VI 2-min, but the opþosite was true. One interpretation is

that the COR has a rate-depressing effect on behaviour which

precedes it, even though that responding does not affect COR

sLze.

4.5 . EXPERIMENT 4.

This e>rperiment T¡Ias designed to provide data on local

patteïns of responding and reinforcement while confirming

the results of the first two e)<periments. Experiment 2

established that more time and responses Ì^/ere allocated to

the schedule with the Larger switching-into COR. This

preference could not so1e1y be accounted for ín terms of

differences in reínforcement rate. In additíon, a greater

degree of preference t^ras revealed by response proportions

than time proportions, indicatl-ng that local regponse ráie

$ras fastet 1n the schedule with Èhe l-arger sr¡Iitëhíng-into

COR. Otre poastbl¿ êxplanetlon for thle fact ls that CÖRe

generate a p4tËefn Of tmmedÍate Post-changeover responsè

bursËi-ng as the COD does, and thåt this burstíng 1s morê

errtreme, oï lasts for a longer Períod, fol"lowing Larger CORs'

Such a pattel1l may be understood if local reinforcement

rates are higher írunediately after longer CORs. Thus , tvTo

questions in particular l^tere addressed in this e>rperiment:

does the COR generaÈe the pattern of innnediate post-changeover

response bursËing that the COD does, artd how do pattelrrs of

response and reinforcement rates change as a function of COR
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sLze? These problems r^Iere examined by looking at changes

in patterirs of responding and reinforcement following vatyLng

switching-into coRs, with the switching-out coR held constant

Method

Subi ects and Apparatus. R3 and R4 !'7ere used ín this

experiment and the aPparatus hTas the same as that employed

in Ëhe Previous exPeriments.

Procedure. Local- resPon'se and reinforcement rates r^rere

derived from data Eaken from the schedule associated with

the stimulus light being off. The têrms switching-into and

switching-out a7je thus used with reference to this schedule'

T\^ro switching-ouE coR values of 5 and 10 chain-pul-ls

T¡7ere each paired with switching-into coRs of 2, 5 , 10 a¡.{ 20

responses. For each switching-out COR the sylrnnetrical- palr

vras presented first followed by the other three in random

order. The ordef for each animal is shown in Tabl-e 4'6'

The criteríon for a change of conditions tras absence of

consistent directional change in the nurnbers of responsêst

made ånd tlirte ePent lti each of the schedules over flve

coflsecuËive sessLone. For each anlnial coefficlents of

Veriatlon c6ûputed f,Ot each component vüith data f,rom these

5 segs{ons dtd not êxceêd o,2o for local reBponÉe rates and

0.17 for co rates. All other aspects of the procedure \^7efe

Èhe same as those in the first tl^lo expefimenËs. In

parÈicuLar, concurrent VI l-min schedul-es r^rere again

emp loyed.

Patternsoflocalresponseandreinforcementrates
\^/ere derived from data obtaíned by counËing the nr-rniber of

secondsspent,responsesmadeandreinforcersobtainedin

each of 6 bins. The first five of these sunmed events in



TABI.E 4.6 :

Subject COR

Paír

The number of sessÍons for each condition a¡rd the

ãi"ttrUrrtlon of reinforcers, resPonses and time

beÈureen the stlmulus-light-on (ON) and the

stimulus-llght-off (OFFj schedules and Ëhe number

of changeovers made. The fírst number Ín each COR

paír inãícates the COR requlred for switching from

the oN to oFF schedule, "tit"hing-ínto 
coRr -the second

the COR for switching from OFF Ëo ON switching-out
COR. The data "t" ã"*" over the fína1 three sessions

of each condítion.

r222

936

783

1335

LO77

1035

667

1098

2808

3083

4838

3397

3569

4025

2565

2873

r292

IO22

1041

1005

1013

836

922

1 134

3408

4872

337 I
2879

3278

3060

4L75

2486

2348

1859

1647

2633

2L12

r954

L364

1690

2685

2 108

L965

2L20

2LT4

L62L

t693

zû03

L63a

Change-
overs

708

477

293

978

390

552

242

560

286

158

254

288

342

399

248

118

Reinforcers Responses Time(secs)

Sesslons ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF

R3

R4

16

t4

L4

8

5

I4

31

33

sls
rc15

2015

215

10/ 10

5lLo

20lLO

2lt0

10/ 10

20lLO

zlL0
5lLO

515

215

10/s

2015

t29

TL7

103

131

1.23

\20

93

1le

L27

119

109

126

118

115

101

TLI

L4

20

11

24

IO

I
6

51

119

r02

L23

r20

126

130

L20

103

r20

LL7

113

LT7

T2L

L24

123

88

3368

2644

3726

3500

36 18

41ó0

2928

3862

35 13

3852

285 1

3045

3462

3492

4394

3033
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successive 4-sec intervals of the first 20 secs of post-

changeover time, while the last summed events following

the first 20 secs of post-changeover time. Response and

reinforcement rates r^rere then calculated separately for

each bin from sums over the last three days of each

condition.

Results

In Table 4.6 are presented sums over the last three

days of each condition of the number of changeovers and the

numbers of responses, time and reinforcers associated with

each schedule. In agreement with the results of the first
e>çeriment lower changeover rates are generally associated

with higher switching-into and switching-out CORs.

In Fígure 4.5 the proportions of responses, time and

reinforcers in the stimuLus-light off schedule have been

plotted against the switching-into requirement for each

animal under each switchíng-out COR (logarithmic scale).

Except for the resulÈs of two conditions, the same general

patÈerrl as that sho!'tn fn Flgure 4,4 cân be obsefVêd here.

In 2/f0 for R3 and 20/5 f,ot R4 Ëhere was a sudden preference

change fot which Ëhe onLy errçlanatton ls the age of the

animals. Each of these conditions was the last presented

to the respectlve anfmals. Both \ñIete åt this time show!.ng

considerabl-e signs of aging as welL as increased beÈween-

session variabil-ity in behaviour.

The ratio of loca1 response rates is plotted against

the variable COR value (logarithmíc scale) in Figure 4.6.

The same general pattern as that for¡nd in the second

e>çeriment is evident here. That is, local resPonse rate
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required for switchÍ-ng out of that schedule.

FIGURE 4.5:
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tended to be greater in the schedule associated with the

larger switching-into COR and the difference in local rates

increased with the difference in the t\¡/o coRs.

Figure 4.7 Presents the pattern of local reinforcemenË

rate for each condition, grouped according to subject and

switching-out COR. For all conditions a high ra:ue in the

first 4 secs is followed by a much lower rate which remains

relatively constant. Excepting the case of R4 with a

swiÈching-out coR of 10, the reinforcement rate in the first

4 secs following a changeover increased as the switching-into

COR became greater.

PatÈerns of l-ocal response fate are presented similarly

in Figure 4.8. In three of the four sets of data Èhe highest

rate in the first 4 secs is associated with the lowest

switchíng-inÈo dOR, although in each case the difference

between the four val-ues is relaÈively smalI. ThuS there is

no differential in lmmediate Postrchangeover response rates

which can be attributed to the corresponding reinforcemenË

ïates. The trnro anl-må.]-s showed dif ferent Patterns of change

!.n x.esponÉe rate with pogÈ-changêover tLme. R3 étlhibited

a hlgh fnltlal rate f,ollowed by å decllne, and ln moet

LnsÈances rêsp6nge tate then Lncf,eased. The 1.êsponse råËe.

of R4 generå],ly increased wÍth post-changeover tlrne' For

both animale the tendency to exhtbit a reLatively high raËê

after 20 secs of post-ehangeover time was most pronounced

following the larger switching-into coRs, parÈicular1-y when

Ëhe requirement ráIas 20 responses'

Discussion

unfortr:nately the data here are not directly corrparabl-e

with those obrained by pliskoff er al (l-g7s). They recorded
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local response rates only in the first 5 secs af:uer each

changeover. However, their results do suggest that

response rate will be higher in Lhe first than in the second

t\,fo second post-changeover period. The data collected here

\üere originally in 2-sec bins but these l^lere collapsed for

clarity. Inspection of the original data showed that while

R3 had a higher resPonse rate in the first 2 secs, R4

exhibited a higher rate in the second. The only contrary

instance was the COR pair 201L0 for R3 where response rate

vras higher in the second two seconds of posË-changeover time.

Thus the ewidence from Ëhis experiment neither supports nor

refutes the hypothesis that the post-chahgeover resPonse

rate patterrl obtained by Pliskoff et ¿1 applies also when

VI times are not haLted during changeovers.

It can be concluded from the results of this experiment

that the greater loca1 response rate associaËed wlÈh the

schedule wiÈh the larger switching-into COR, observed in

both ExperLnents 2 and 4, was noË due to greatêr resPonse

t'burst3" foll-owing longer CORs. The elevated resPonse Éate

which has been obsef,ved dutíng CÓOs (e,8. Silberberg and

Fant!.no, 1970) waa ñöË fognd to oceu1. follow!.ng GORð. trn

moÉ¡t lnstances thê fnttlal pos¡t-êhangeovet' rête r'tae êt leasÈ

matehed by fesponse råtes at longer post-éhångeover tímas,

From thls and the fitet three experf"mênÈs ft can be

concluded that an Lncrease ln one or both CORs produces a

decrease in changeover rate and an increase ín loca1 resPonse

rate. If only one COR is increased the extra time and

responses a1:e apportioned more Èo the schedule with the

larger switching-into COR. This appears not to be solely a
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result of changes in local reinforcement rate but may be due

in part to the COR acting as an aversive stimulus, affecting

the behawiour which precedes the changeover. This

differential depressive effect does rÌot arise when

symretrical CORs are erPloYed.

IË is possibl-e that the hígher local reinforcemenL rate

immedíately followíng the Larget COR may direct preference to

thaË schedule, even though this preference is not reflected

in innrediate post-changeover resPonse tahe. Results from

this experiment showed Ehat differences in local resPonse

rate produced by variaËÍons in COR sí-ze Ì{ere princípa1-ly a

result of differences arising after long post-changeover

Èimes. Even allowing for this díscrepancy it is difficult

to account for the results of the third e:çeriment in terms

of local reinforcement ra¡es. A pattern of lncreasing

local response rate wlÈh post-changeover tíme may e>rplain the

response preference observed in the third e)<Pefiment, but it

was the scheduLe with Èhe Lower Local refnforceflent rate

which maintalned the higher local rêÉPonse råtê. Tlrus there

ere dtfflcr¡ltlês asgêetêÈed r^r1Ëh an aacot¡nË relyfng solely on

local feinfOrCemênt taËêS, and it seeflts necegsariy to ÍnVôke

the aversf,vë propertf.es of COR ef¿e Ëo glve a c6¡¡¡plete

erç lanaÈiori.

4.6 . EIGERIMENT 5

Silberberg and Fantino (1970) showed that if post-COD

responses only r¡lere coïlsídered, overmatching described the

relaËion betr^reen resPonse and reinforcement ratios. I'{ith

COD responses included matching was obtained. The results
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of E:çeriment 4 suggest that responding following a change-

over in which the requirement T^ras the completion of. a number

of responses most closely resembles post-COD responding.

TtraE is, Ëhere is little bursting of responses.

Two inpLications follow from Ëhís similarity. FirstlY,
it is unlikely that the high probabílity of reinforcement

imrediaEely af.ter a changeover is responsibLe for Lhe elevated

response raue duríng COD. The same high probability exists

following completÍon of a COR yet no bursËing occurs. It
Ëherefore seems more likely thaË Ëhe elevated COD response

rate reflects the zero probabiliËy of reinforcement during

ËhaË period. Such an hypothesis needs to be e:<plored further.

The second tmplication is that we would e>çect to find
overmatching when CORs rather than CODs are enrpLoyed. If Èhe

patterns of respondfng and reinforcement fol-lowing CODs and

CORs are simiLar the fr¡rction descrlblng Ëhe relation beÈween

relatLve response and reinforcement raËes should also be

similar. Evidence descrlbed earlier suggests that this fs

the cade. Ìlhen C0Rg erê used devlations ftom ñêËching erè

alu¡o¡t lnverLably 1n Èhe df,recufori of ovoirnatchÛnB. llowevqtr,

thls nay be atrongly lnfluenced by rrhéthêÊ VI tlmere are

fnÈerrupted by cherigeovere or not ¡ ,

Thte erperlment ersplored Ëhls pose{.btlfty further by

eupLoying a design similar to thaÈ of Shull and PLiskoff (L967)

in their investigation of the effects of COD duration on

matchíng: relative reinforcement raËe \úas fixed aE 0.75 and

COR size was varied. As in the four previous experiments

VI tÍmers could conÈinue to oPerate during changeovers.
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Method

Subiects. I\nlo male lrlistar hooded rals, e>çerimentally

naive and approximately 5 months old at the colffnencement of

the experiment rárere maintained on a 23-hour food deprivation

cycle. Housing was in indiwidual cages with free access to

rûaÈer.

Apparatus. Ttre apparatus T¡ras the same as that used in

previous experiments.

Procedure. Preliminary training consisted of e:rposure to

a continuous reinforcement schedule for one sessiorl followed

by 23 sessions of e:çosure to a VI l-min schedule. Sessions

were of 60 mín duraËion throughout, and were run 7 days a week.

Each of the conditions r¡ras then presented in the order

shown in Table 4.7 for the indicated nunrber of sessions. The

basic schedule was a concurrent VI 1-min VI 3-tnin. Each

condition rúas terminated rnrhen the coefficients of variation

for (RL/R2)l(ru12), (TL/T2) l(r1lr2) and the changeover rate,

calculated over five consecutive sessíons, díd noÈ excêêd 0. L5.

A líurit of 40 sesslong vsas lmposéd, but thls was reached dt1ly

once wtuhout the crùterlon beLng Batliif,Led (RL82, COR* ),
All- other aspêcts of the procedure replicate thoee of

ExpetfnentÉl 1, 2 åfld 4. r

Results

In Table 4.7 êre shol¡m the distrfbuËions of responsês

and time between the alternatives, the number of relnforcers

obtained from each and the number of changeovers made.

Overall regponse raÈe Showed some change ovef the course of

the erçerLment. It was relatlvely low wlth CORs of l or 2

responses but then increased suddenly when the COR was
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TABLE 4.7: he distrlbutioos of reinforcers, responses and time betl¡een the VI 1-nln and VI 3-mln
schedules, æd the numher of chægeovers made. The data are suns¡ over the final flve
sessions of each condr.-ti.on. Ttre total number of sessions each conditÍon was f¡r
operation is f¡dícated. rProp-r denotes the proportíon of responses tlme or reinforcersfor the VI. l-loirt schedule,-

Reínforcers, Responses Time (secs)
subject coR sessions vl-l \rI-3 Pro? \¡lI-1 vI-3 prop vl-l \,1t-3 prop changeovers

RIB1 I
2

4

6

I
4

11

31

37

10

L7

26

t6

263

247

255

237

22;6

264

265

260

268

259

269

274

89

85

82

82

69

81

89

87

91

81

46

52

-75

.74

.76

-74

-77

-77

-75

.75

.v5

.,v6

.85

.,84

.5s

.65

.77

.74

.81

.79

.59

.7L

.86

,81

.93

.95

7800

4s56

3823

4047

3068

3575

752L

4304

2700

3040

1355

135 1

.57

.64

.73

.70

.78

.76

.58

.68

.81

.76

.91

.91

1878

L28L

s04

388

203

402

1418

LT52

718

670

2L6

299

7516

5r84

L4568

ILL2L

L3329

I4542

5667

66t6

13421

LLL24

16521

16010

6I92

2779

44tL

3932

3188

3886

395V

2667

2 100

2636

I278

910

10 190

8016

L0204

9669

10804

tL23A

L0479

9030

rr376

9808

L32L2

L323L

R1B2 I
2

4

6

8

6

9

40

9

40

20

ts
ch
\o
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increased to 4 responses. This higher level was approximately

maintained through the remaining conditions. Since the

conditions vrith COR=I or 2 were not repeated, it is not clear

whether this was a direct effect of COR size oT a practice

effect. It seenx¡ likely that both factors were involved.

Changeover rate is plotted for each animal against COR

size in Figure 4.9. In this and the remaining figures the

result from the repeated condition (COR=4 for RlBl and C0R:6

for R1B2) is indicated by a point not corurected with the others.

The relation shown is similar to that obtained in the earlier

experirnents, with changeover rate decreasing in an exponential

fashion as the COR is increased.

Ttre proportions of Èime, reinforcers änd responses in

Table 4,7 are plotted in Figure 4.10. The Proportion of

reinforcers obtained from the VI l-min schedule remained

approximately constant at about 0,75 throughout for RlBl but

vras substantÍalLy greater when RLB2 was e>çosed to C0P.:8 and the

re-exposure to C0R=6. In these Lnstances resPc,nse and time

proportions were grêêÈêr Ëhan 0.90, Clearly the small amount

of tiülê erid responsêB alLoêåted to the VI 3-min echedule

eubstantfall"y reduced the number of relnforcers obtafned from

ft.
Both subJects ehow clear undermaüching of both Ëtme 

"tt¿
response r¿tios Èo reinf6t'cement ratios with CORs of I attd 2

responses. For RlBl matdhl-ng !,tå.s closel"y approxÍtnated when

the COR was 4 and 6 resPonses, mof,e so for response than Èime.

This changed Ëo slight overmatchtng with COR=8. R1B2 showed

overnâ.tching over the ïange COR=4 to C0R=8, except Ëhat on the

first exposure to COR=6 the tíme ratl"o matched the reinforcemenÈ
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ratio. Behaviour under the re-e><Posure to COR=6 did not

differ much from that recorded with COR=8, suggesting that

the effects of exposure to this latter conditl-on had noË

disappeared when e]í)osure to COR=6 had termirrated.

For boËh animals response ratios tended to be greaber

than Ëime ratios. The magnitude of Ëhe difference \das on1-y

sma1l with COR=L or 2 responses, and the one contrary instance

r^ras R1Bl's exposure to COR=I. The difference in ratios
j.ndicates a tendency to respond faster in the VI 1-min schedule.

This is illustrated more clearly in Figure 4.11 where the ratio
of local response rates (rate in VI l-min/rate in VI 3-min) is

plotted against COR sLze, For RLBl the ratio rose as the COR

was increased from 1 to 4 responses and was approximately

constant thereafter at abouÈ L.20. The picttrre is more

complicated in Èhe casê of R182, where the greatest ratios hTere

for¡nd wíth C0R=4, parÈicularly on re-e)rposure. Hor¡Iever, the

same rise through CORs l, 2 and 4 is evidênt in the data frorn

this subj ect.

Dl-s cus sLon

The regults clearly LndLcaÈe that ã, range of reLatfons

beüween respoRse and Ètme ratloË end refnforcernent ratfos, r

from r¡ndermatching üo ovêïmatching, måy be obtained according

Ëo the gLze of the COR. Both subJêcËs showed r¡ndermaÈchlng

with CORs of 1 and 2 responses, wiÈh RlB1 closely approximaËing

matching at larger values and R1B2, overmatching. The r:nder-

matching obtained contradicts earlier studies: Stubbs and

Pliskoff (1969) fognd matching wíth COR=1 and Guilkey et al

(L975) matching or overmatching with COR=2. However, both
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of these studies halted vr Ëimers during changeovers. The

overmatching at higher COR values in this experiment accords
with the results of other studies employing larger coR values.

rt has been a consistent finding in stud.ies employing
the coR ËhaË response ratios tend to be greater than time
ratios so that the former overmatch Ëhe reinforcement ratios
to a greater degree. This was confírmed in this study, but,
in addition, when subjects r^7ere matching or undermaÈchíng,

response ratios generally exceeded tíme ratios. As revealed
in Figure 4.11, local r:esponse rate r,ùas, wiÈh a single
exception, faster in the schedule yielding the higher
reinforcement rate. such a resulÈ is directly opposite to
Èhat almost invariably for¡rd when a coD is employed (see

Section 2.4,2),

silberberg and Fantino's (1970) data make it difficul_r
to decide r¡hether post-coD responding is generally higher in
the schedule yteJ.ding the higher reinforcement raÈe. Ttrere

was considerable inter-subject differences and Ëhe issue ls
complicated by the fact that post¡coD response ratè on the
lower valued echedule was arrificlal-l"y lnflaced þy the
oonËfnuåc!.on of bur¡ÈLng efrer ühð OoD h¿ú terd.neted.
Respondlng followlng completion of a coR and after a coD

has elapsed could be seen to be more simÍlar if it Ìüere

eho!,m uhat post-cOD respondfng was greater ín Èhe richer
schedul-e.

4,7. SUMMARY AND IMPLT CATIONS

E><periments 2 and 4 demonsËrated that the coR cannot
merely be regarded as a means for maintaining the independence

of concurrent operants. If the tr^ro CORs ín a concurrent VI

ü

I
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I
I
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¡

I
ll
I
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schedule aTe independently varied their síze can profor:ndly

affect the distribution of responses and time betT¡leen the

schedules. This effect is not due to COR size influencing

relative reinforcement rates but is a property of the COR

itself. Thus, while the COR is not a Parameter of

reinforcemen!, âD equation purporting to describe the

distribution of responses between Èhe alternaËives, such as

the matching relation, should include COR size íf it is to

be regarded as comPlete.

In Chapter 2 iE was shown that variables such as

magniturde and irmnediacy of reinforcement should be incl-uded

in a generaL matching relaÈion. If we include COR size in

the same manner r^7e can write

I

ì

Rt

u
ü

r

with all varl-ables other than reinforcement rate and GOR

síze equal across the alternatives. C0R21 denotes the

COR for switching from schedule 2 Ëo schedul-e L, and wíce

versa for eORrr. the nature of f,, hes been erGtênsively

df.souesed l.n Ghaptêr 2¡ ênd f,or pfeseÉË pùrposes ft wi1L be

eufff clent Ëo asstune inetchl-ng, i,ê. EZ is the identity

funcËlon. 
.

Since PóÌùer functlons have prèvlousLy been for.rrd to

closely approximate the relaËion beËween response and

reinforcement variables, we mêy assu¡nê fl a po\iter function

as a first approximation" !üe can then rewrlte Equation 4'3

(4. 3)
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As before the parameters c and d must be empirically

derived, and c is a measure of the bias to one alternative
or the other. If d is equal to 1.0 subjects are matching

their response allocation (modified to account for any

differences in reinforcement rate) to relative COR size.

Ttrr¡s , if Ëhe COR raÈio is 2.0 , twice as many responses and

twice as much time will be allocated to schedule 1, with the

larger switching-into COR. Similarly, if d is less than 1.0

the response raÈio ís noË as extreme as the COR ratio, and íf
it ís more than 1.0, the response ratio Ís more extreme.

Equation 4.4 was applied to Ëhe data of Experiment 2,

where COR12 * CORr, = 10, but the ratio COR2'/COn' varied

across the range 0.11 to 9.0. The results are presented in
Table 4.8 together with Èhose from fítting the time allocation
version of Equation 4,4, There is sorne bias to schedule 1,

but this is not particularJ-y strong in any instance. Under-

maËching of response and time raËios to COR ratios ís evident

in Ëhe data from all subJects. l,lhile dÍfferences ln the EvTo

CORs Ínfluenced responsê and time a1-locaÈi6n, rêsponse and

time rätùoð tltËe muêh êloeer to lndiffererlce Èhen the CÖR

rdtLoÊt.

The proporÈfon of varLance in the Ëeaponse end tLrne

râtios accornted for by Equation 4.4 was rêésonably high, 
'

0.90 or over in hal"f of the cases. This proportlon may have

been greater if we had not assumed matching but fitted a

power fr¡ncËÍon to the reinforcement ratio as well. However,

ín E><periment 2 no atËeûrpt was made to directly infLuence the

distribution of reinforcemenLs across the alternatives, and

the "naturally" occurring variation was very smal-l. Because

of this an accurate value for the reinforcement ratio exponent
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TABLE 4.8:

SubJect

Response Ratios

2r

Time Ratlos

F1Ès of EquatÍon 4.4 xo the data of E:çerlment 2

using both response ratios and tfme ratíons. c
and d are the tlro parameters and x2 tt,e ptoporEion
of vãriance accounted for by the equaËíon.

cd cd 2r

R1

R3

R4

1. 1.6 0.37 0.88 l.L2 0.26 0.86

1.00 0.28 0.88 o.97 0.22 0.90

l. l0 0.23 0.92 1.13 0. 18 0.93

{
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could not have been obtained. A more comPlete experimental

investigation of Equation 4.3 would include variat:'-ons in both

reinforcement and COR ratios.
rf the values of d obtained using response ratios are

coryared to those obtaíned with Èime raËios ít can be seen

that the degree of r¡nde:matching is greaher f.ox time than

responses. This implies that the schedule to which more

Ëime is allocated will also have the fasËer response rate.
This point can be demonstrated mathematically. For siûp1ícity
we wilL assume thaË there is no bías and that reinforcemenË

raEes are equal across Ëhe tr^ro al-ternaËives. tJe Ëhen have

the Ëwo relations
R1

u and

where æ > A

Therefore

T1 
=T2

r/æ

and R1

rî
q
Ft2

where Rl/T

s cheduLes
1 and RrlT2 are local rêðponse ratê6 ln
L and 2 respectively. Now (TL/T2)x/r-1 >tif

and only if T1 , TZ. Thus if more time is allocated to
scheduLe 1, Local response rate in schedule 1, (RI/T1), will
be greaÈer than local response rate in schedule 2, (Rz/Tù.

Ttris statement about e general, property of concurrent

performance wÍth CORs as the changeover contingency rrnites

resul-ts from E>rperirents 2, 4 and 5. In the first thro of

t
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Èhese preference for one schedule over another was modified

by varying the sizes of the two CORs, and it was found that
local response rate \^ras greater in the schedule to which

more time was allocated (compare Figures 4.3 and 4.4 in
Experiment 2 and 4.5 and 4.6 in Experiment 4). In

E:çeriment 5 preference r^ras directed by employing VI

schedules of different value for the tr^ro alternatives and

local response rate was almost invariably faster in the

alternaËive with the more lucraËive VI schedule (Figure 4.11)

Èo which more time was allocated (Figure 4.10).

E>çeriment 4 also presented some information as to the

basis of this local response raËe differential in the patterns

of local response raËe (Figure 4.8). R4 showed a strong

tendency to increasing response rate with longer post-

changeover times. Thus the more time that is allocated to
an alËetnative, the greatef will be the mêän local response

rate. Ttre pl-cture is not so cLear for the data obtained from

R13, but in nost insÈances there is a Èendency for response

raËe to rise after 10 ðècs of post-changeovêr Èime,

In Exþerl-ment I Lt was for.¡nd that l"ocal reðþonse råËè

f.ncreased wLth incrêâËês Ln the symmêËf,iêëi'l coRs, IleÑn¡evè?,

tJ.me allocated to resPondlng on Èhe two echedules (as opposed

to time spenË switching) did not lncrease with increases in
COR síze, as would be expected from the above hypothesis.

However, if we rephrase the hypotheele and BËate that loca1

response raËè increages with mean inter-changeover tirne the

results from Erperiment l- clearly concur. Íhe totaL time

allocaÈed to an alternatfve is equaL Ëo the mean inter-
changeover time for that alternative multiplied by the number

of changeovers from that alternative. The original hypothesis
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T,ìras derived from Experiment 2, where changeover rate was

approximately constant, so that mean inter-changeover time

and total time allocation could not be separated.

Thus Ëhe results from E:çeriments 1, 2 , 4 and 5 concur

with the hypothesis that loca1 resPonse rate in an

al-ternaEive increases with the mean ínter-changeover tíme

for Èhat aLternatíve. In addition, resulLs from E>cperimenÈ

4 suggested that the basis for this may be in a tendency to

high response rates after long post-changeover Ëimes. Ihe

results of E>çeriment 3 agree, but in this instance the

preferred schedule neither provided a higher reinforcement

rate nor had a higher switching-into COR. Preference l^/as

based siuply on Èhe fact thaË increased time allocation

caused an increase in the sLze of the switching-out COR.

Thus the local response rate difference need not be dependent

on a difference in local reinforcement rates.

4.8. coNCLUsroNS,

Concuf,renÈ pcirf6f'mances di-ffer noË4bly accördfng Ëo

whether a COD or COR fs efnployed as the rneans of nalntaíning

the lndependence of the operants. In partlcular, prefetençe

is directed to the sehêdul-è wÍth Ëhe larger switehlng-into

COR vaLue, and Local rêsPonse rate is greater ln the

schedul-e wiUh the larger mean inter-changeover tlrne. In

concordance !,riËh thís, Lt was found that if reinforcement

r¿rtes differ across Ëhe schedules, response TatíOs show a

greaEer degree of preference for the more lucrative schedule

Èhan time ratlos. In addition,matching is not reliably
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for¡nd across a range of COR values as iE ís across a range

of COD lengths. The reason for this and the degree of

sÍmiLarity betr^reen concurrent responding with CORs employed

and posË-COD responding remain to be fulLy researched. Ihe

generaliËy of matching is strongly questioned by Ëhe

differences in concurrent performances with the tlúo different

changeover contingencies .

.

I
I

L
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CHAPTER 5

BEHAVIOURAL CONTRAST

5.1 DEFINITIONS

Multiple schedules consist of tT¡7o or more corp6nent

schedules whose oPeration is índicated by discriminative

stimulÍ. Each discriminative sÈimulus signals one reinforcement

contingency. Of particular interest are the interactions between

componenËs: by holding one schedule constånt and varying

the other we can examine the effects on the behavíour in the

unchanged component of the modification to the other schedule.

Such interactions are customarily defined in terms of the response

rates maintained by each of the schedules. ,They fall into two

types, according to whether the effects are seen in the overall

response rate maintained by the component schedule or in the local

response rate pattern. Accordingly, the following definitions

will be used: (see also Table 5.1).

l. If the changed component maintains a lower rate of responding

because of the alteration to the schedule then

(a) an increase Ln response rate ln the unchänged component,

is termed poðltive (behaviöura1) contrast

and (þ) a decrease Ln response raÈe ín the undhanEed coniponent

is termed negåtive inductlon.

Z, If the changed component maintairrs a híghet fåte of respondíng

because of the alteration to the schedule then

(a) an increase in response rate in the unchanged component

is termed positive induction

and (b) a decrease in response rate in the unchanged cornponent

is termed negaÈive (behavioural) contrast'

3. If the immediately prior component maintains a lower overall

response rate then
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(a) an elevation in response rate in the beginninçJ of the

component is termed local positive contrast

and (b) a depression in response rate in the beginning of the

component is termed 1oca1 negative induction.

4. If the immediately prior component maintains a higher overall

response rate then

(a) an elevat.ion in response rate in the beginning of the

component is termed local positive induction
(b) a depression in response rate in the beginning of the

component is termed local negative contrast.

These definitions may be made clearer by considering Èhe

mosË counnon method of demonstrating multiple schedule

interactions: change from multiple VIxVIx to multipLe VIXEXT

and back to multiple VIxVIx. Since VI schedules produce a

relatively constant response rate, loca1 response rate will not

vary within the components of multiple VIxVIx, thus providing a

good baseline for assessing any local contrasÈ or induction effectr

Tn addition, the use of extinction ensures a considera.ble change

in response tate in that component.

ContràÉt effects are illusÈrated in Figure 5.1. The A to

B transition show3 Þositj-ve contt'ast and the C ùo D transitioh
negative cont,rast. elearly if baseiíne ís recôvered followlng

a demonstration of posítive contrast, negat,ive oontrasÈ will also

be observedl, ând viee versa. If, negative contrast was not

observed (i.e. if response rate aL D was the aalne or greater than

that at B and C) then the A-B rate increase could be at,tríbuted

simply to a longer length of exposure to the unchanged VI

schedule. As Rachlin (1973) has noted, this suggests that

positive and negative conÈrast may exemplify the same

phenomenon.
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Local contrast effects which may be observed when multiple

VI EXT is in operation are also shown in Figure 5.1. Response

rate is initially depressed in the EXT component f':llowing

transition from the VI, but then increases (negative local

contrast) while VI response rate is initially high preceding a

decrease (positive local contrast). It is imporËant to n'ote

that local and overall contrast effects ate logically

independent. However, contrast may be solely due to a change

in response rate early in the VI component, so that loca1 and

overall contrast reflect the same change in the pattern of

responding in the VI comPonent.

Induction effects could be illustrated similarly, but the

erphasis in both current research and the experiments to be

reported here is'on contrast. The procedures required to

produce conLrast effects have been outlined more exactly, and

contrast is of greater theoretical significance, r¡7ith a number

of rival accounts of the phenomenon. These will be discussed

firs t .

TABLE 5.7

OWRALT' EFFECTS

DirectÍon of tëg¡onse ratë change
in unchanged camPonent

Response ¡åte ln
change component
teTative to ràte
in unchanged
component

Response tate
Ín prior
component

TþWER

Hf G¡IER

T-OCAL EFFECTS

LOVIER

tÕWÊa

NEGATTl/E
TNÐUCTTON

NEGATTW
CONÍRAST

är6rf8R

POSXMW
ctrvTRåsr

PÔSTTTTìE
TNDUCMON

LOCAL POSTTTW
CONTRAST

T.OCAL POSTTTW
TNDUCTTON

Ditectíon of tesPonse rate change
d.uring comPonent

DECREASTNGTNCREASlNG

I.OCAL NEGATTW
TNDUCTION

T.PCAL NEGATTW
CONTRAST

HTGHER
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5.2 RIVAL ACCOI]NTS OF CONTRAST

A detailed review of the contrast literature will not be

atteûrpted here since a number of rerriews, to be mentioned below,

already exist. Rather, the principle theoretical positions will

be outlined and Ëhe ewidence for each discussed. Each will be

compared \^rith Herrnstein's account, which has been described in

Chapter 2.

Re inforcement FrequencY

As a result of his early research on contrast Reynolds

(L96La, 1961b, 1961c, 1961d) proposed that the change in

reinforcemenË rate in the altered coÍponent was responsible for

the contrast effects observed in the unaltered conponent'

,,The frequency of reinforcemeftt in the presence of a

given stimulus, relatíoe to the f,requency duTing aLL of
the stímuLí that auccessíOeLy contYoL an organísmts

behauàot,, in part determines the rate of responding Èhat

the given stimulus controls. A change in the relative
frequency associaËed with one of several successive
stinuli changes the rate of responding duríng Ëhat

stimuLus; an increase in ËèlatiVe frequeney produces

ån increase ln Ëhe rate of responding.i' (Reynolds, 1-96La,

p.70, hte ltaltcs)
Thís hypotheais wae suBported by data r^lhtch ehowed that changes

ln response faËe dld not affecË fate in the unaltered comPonent,

whíle atl- of a nr¡riber of means of reduclng reinforcement raËe

were succesgful in producing contrast.

Such an account ts ln accofd with the posftions of bofh

Caranía (L969, 1973) and HerrnsËein (1970). The equations

derived by both authors may be considered fotmaLizations of the

hypothesis first proposed by Reynolds (196la). The principal

dif ference between the t\,{o is Catania's focus on inhibition as

the mechanism of interaction. Thus positive contrast results
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from the removal of the inhibitory effect of reinforcements

in the altered conponent on responding in the unaltered I

coûponent. As noted in chapLer 2, the mathematical

f.ormaLizations of Catania and Herrnstein are very similar'

Resp onse Suppression

Terrace (L963a, 1963b) shorøed that when a discrimination

râras learned without errors (i.e. with few or no responses during

the EXT component of multiple VI EXT) contrast failed to occur.

He concluded that suppression of responding in one comPonerÌt

vras necessary for contrast to occur in the other, unaltered

coryonent. I^Ihile his initial emphasÍs was on the reduction in

response rate as the conËrolling variable, Terrace (1972) has

more recently suggested that response rate reduction is

sufficient but not necessary for contrasÈ to o¿cut:

rrContrast could be defined simply as an increase

in the strength of Èhe response to S* that

results from alternating S+ with an inhibiËory

s timul-us . 
tt

(Terrece , L962, P,255)

Responee SupÞreeBLoil vB RelnforcemeriË Ffequency

A nunrber of aËteflpts have baen mede to separate the effects

of response rate and reiaforcemenÈ rate reduction. In thé.usual

paradlgm for demonsùration of contråðt these two eirè petfectl-y

confounded. A proper test requires that the changes made to one

schedule preserve the constancy of one whíle varying the other.

A¡tempts at this have Íncluded adding el-ectric shock (e.9.

Brethower and Reynolds , 1962), changing the schedule to DRL or

DRO (e.g. lleisman, Lg6g) and changing the schedule to VT (e.g.

Halliday and Boakes, L972) . MosË of these studies have been

reviewed in detail by Freeman (197f).
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Conclusions aTe difficult to make from this body of

research, not least because of methodological difficulties and

contradictory results. However ' the exPeriments show that

both reSPonse tate and reinforcement rate reduction can produce

conËrast in the unaltered component, but that neither account

is able to provide a cofiPlete exPlanation. Some alternative

hypothesis is required Lf a statement of the necessary condiÈions

for contrast i", to be made. One possible candidate will be

discussed: that contrast results from a change in the overall

value of the altered conponent. That is, positive contrast

occurs when the altered component becomes more aversive,

negative contrast v¡hen it becomes more reinforcing.

Contras t and Preference

The víews of both Terrace and Reynolds can be seen to

converge if the concept of reinforcement is generalized from that

used by Reynolds. clearly, if electric shock is added Ëo one

component the value of that coûponent (the atrgebraic sum of

reinforcers and pr.rnishers associated with ít) will decline,

A generaLLzed reinforeefnefiË rate reduetlon hypothesis woul-d

therefore predfct conÈrêet i.n the unatruêfed eoffrponÞnt, s{mtl,arly,

Sfnce the added shock Will elso suppres3 resPÕndíng, conËrast

vrould be e:çected on the baefs of lerracerË¡ trypoehesfs. But.

schedules thêmseLves nay be more ot lees aversfvê, sÒ ÈhaË the

reinforcenenÈ áOcoünt musÈ aLso corrsl-der the reLatives values of

the schedules lnvolved. For exanple, á change from a VI E0 a

DRL schedule which arranges the same relnforcemenL raEe is llkely

to increase the aversiVeness of that cofrponent, since VI schedules

are preferred over DRL schedules (Fantino, 1968).

The hypothesis that a change in a component's value is the

necessary condition for contrast has been proposed by Bloomfield
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(Lg6g) and Premack (1969) , but has received rela¡ively little

attention. One difficulty is that the same data which yielded

contradictory conclusions in separating re$ponse suppression from

reinforcement reduction must be used to evaluate this hypothesis'

I{hile much of the data are supportive, some remain contradictory'

In addition, independent evidence is needed on anímals' relacive

preference for the different conditions experienced ín the altered

corfponent, and such ewidence is not always available.

In terms of Herrnstein's (1970) equation this account

suggests that positive contrast occurs when the reinforcing

value of one component is reducedr So that the total amount

of reinforcement is less. If *i is the response rate in

tLre unaltered comPonent

kr-a

^r, - -!- (1)
LM,T.a7

where the m,. are multiplicative coefficients. The value:
f,ri"j r the total reinforcement context is ínterpreted in the

broad senser so that a change in schedule which maintains the

reinf,OfCe¡nent, ratê Gan áIter Em, t* . R€lative ptreferences

f,or differerit scheilule tlrpes may be eetabl-ished bV means of

ëondurrent chal,ng ðehedu1eB (e. g. Fant,Inö ¡ 196 8) . IrLlce

othêr accounts of ëontrast this hypothesls neêds to be more'

completely tested, Ho\n¡éver, it offers promise of

quantifícation¡ thereby allowing precise testÍng.

We will now consider another set. of contrast data which

have presented difficulties for the theories described above,

and have ted to a further account. This "addiiivity theory"

reu,es heavily on the results of studj-es of autoshaping which

are reviewed in detail by Schwartz and Gamzu (L9771. These

authors also describe the evidence for and against the

additivity theory in more detail than will be attempted here.
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Addi tivitY TheorY

If we consider the standard procedure for demonstration

of positive contrast, changing from multiple VI VI to multiple

VI EXT, it can be seen that the VI corlPonent stimulus becomes

a predicÈor of food (or whatever reinforcement) and the EXT

couponent stimulus a predictor of its absence. Thus both

response-reinforcer (operant) and stimulus-reinforcer

(Pavlovian) contingencies are imposed by the multiple VI EXT

schedule, while the multiple VI VI schedules irnpose only the

former. If the behawiour engendered by the excitatory

Pavlovian contingency is both direcËed at, and measured by,

the manípulandum, more responses will occur in the unchanged

courponent during multiple VI EXT than during multiple VI VI'

Ttrese additional respônses will thus be responsibLe for a Positive

contrast effect. This is the basis of additivity theory' -

According to the theory, observations of contrast are

to corne extent fortuitous since the subjects are most frequently

pigeons, the discriurlhative stimuli are USualIy located on the

key, and the opêrant and reflexive responses (key-pecking) are

recorded as betng exaetly the eame, If etther the scfmulf åre

located avtay from the manlpulandum or the behaviouf engendered

by the PavlovLán contfngencles fs nÓt meåsutred as oPerånt,

contrast will not oecur.

Confirnration of the predictions of, sdditivily theory is

clearly demonstrated ln Keller's (L974) study. The subjêcts

r^rere pigeons, Ehe rel-nforcer food ånd the oPerant key-pecking'

However, the discriminaËive stímul{ were located on a second

key, and pecks on this key were also measured. No responding

occurred on the stimulus key during multiple VI VI, but pecking
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hras maintained at a substantial rate on this key during the VI

coûponent of multiple VI EXT. Responding on the other key

during the unchanged comPonent did not alter significantly '

Thus behawioural contrast could only be shown if both operant

pecks (on the operant key) and reflexive pecks (on the stimulus

key) \^7ere sunured. I^lith the usual arrangement of stimuli on

the operant key this will occur automatically. This e>çeríment

and a large number of others employing pigeons key-pecking

support the predictions of the additivity theory (see Schwartz and

Gamzu, L977 , for a review).

Further suPport for this account comes from failures to

obtain contrasÈ. For exauple, neither Hemmes (L973) nor

lrlestbrook (1973) obtained contrast effects with pigeons bar-

pressing, as additivity theory would predict. Such evidence

must be regarded as less reliable than positive demonstrations

of the occurrence of reflexive behaviour, such as Kell-er's

(Lg74). In this instance, some contradictory evidence is

prowided by Mcsweeney (l-973) 1¡7ho obtained negative but not

positive behawioural contrasL in Éin e)<pefiment sitrrilar to Hemmesl

and flesrbrookte. Procedural dLfferencee suggeBt that eonÈrasÈ

may not have been obeerved tn the other experLments simPly becauoe

of failure to obtatn enough discrlmlnetfon between the corrlPonents.

Other recent evidence has suggested that contrast effetts

can be obtained in síEuaÈlons where addittvity theory would

not predict it. Bouzas and Baum (L976) defined a response of

standing on a platform, and measured the time spent on this

platform J.n each component. Diffuse overhead illumination

signalled the components. Contrast was reliably obt'ained

despite violation of the requirements suggested by additivity

theory. similarly, Gutman (L977) employed rats with a bar-

pressing response. Contrast was obtained with either a

doorlight or white ¡roise as the discriminative stimulus '
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Hearst and Gormley (I976) direct.ly compared contrast effects

obtained \^Iith on-key and off-key (houselight or clicker)

stimuli. While the effects were more plîonounced with the

former, Some contrast was obtained hlith off-key stimuli'

The evidence against the additivity theory is even

Stronger for negative contrast (e.g. Schwartz, 1975) , and

there are results which suggest that positive and negatÍve

contrast are independent phenemona (e.g. Bernheim and Williams,

Lg67\. The conclusion of a number of authors has been that

behavioural contrast is not a unitary phenomenon- While

additivity theory correctly predicts the results of many

éxperiments, the number of contrary instances suggests that

it is only a partial explanation. Rather than discard

additivity theory altogether it may be more fruitful to

discover the conditions under which it is valid.

schwartz, Hamilton and silberberg (1975) showed that

reflexive key-pecks mainly occur early in the vI component

of multiple VI EXT (reflexive and operant pecks may be

distinguished on the baSís of their duration: Schwartz and

üli|llams, Ig72). From this thêy concluded that the Pavlovian

contingeneles may êccount only íior LocaL positÍve contf,ast.

supporÈlng évfdence comes from spealman (1976) and Schwartz

(1978). The latter author suggested that i'local contrast

effects, ånd that portlon of overall cOrrtr¿sË Èhat can be

atÈríbuted to local contrast' may be the proper province of

additivity theorY".

PositivecontrastmaybeduetoalocalcÖntrast

effect, to an increase in response rate throughout the

component or both. The Pavlovian contingencies may be

assigned a role in producing thís contrast ¡rccording to the
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are required to decide this issue. This has been attempted

in the experiments to be described in this chapter. Using

rats, results will first be obtained from procedures analogous

to the standard methods for obtaining contrast with pigeons.

We will then examine the dependence of both local and overall

conÈrast, ef fects on st.imulus reinforcer contingencies. A

final experiment wiIl exarnine one type of control which should

be used in assessing the role of stimulus-reinforcer

contingencies.

To maintain comparabj-lity between experiments, many

aspects of the method employed were kept constant. These will

be described first.

5.3 GENERAL }GTHOD

Sub i ects

A total of 10 male Ï¡üistar hooded rats served as sr:bjects

in these e:çeriments. Their ages at corunencement of the

e)<periment in which Èhey served varied from 4 to 6 months.

They were maintained on a 23-hour food deprivation cycle for

one week prlof to commencement, and during running t^¡erê

allowed free feedíng for t hour after the end of each session.

Accesg Èo wåter $rag free . '

Housing was ln individual cagês l"n ä temperatu¡e ál1d

hunridtty cöRt,rolled room wíth a t2-hour day/lZ*hour níght

cycLe.

Apparatus
One experímental chamber was used for all subjects in alL

experirnents. IÈ measured 22 cm x 22 cm x 21 cm high. A 5 cm

bar protruded 2 cm into the chamber and could be operated by a
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I

downward force of 0.03N. The middle of the front of the

bar consisted of a 4 cm wide x I cm high perspex section,

which could be illuminated by a lW globe directly behind it.

The bar was situated 9.5 cm above the floor in the middle of

one pane1.

A stainless steel chain 14 cm long could be hung from

the ceiling, 10 cm away from the bar at the closest point.

The chain consisted of0.5cmlinks and supported a 2-3 cm

diameter ring. It could be operated by a downward force of

0.5IN.

Directly below the bar was a food magazine into which

could be deposited 45 mg Noyes petlets by a Gerbrands pellet

dispenser. On the opposite 14rass was a single 3W globe which

could be used to illurninate the chamber. A white noise

generator which masked external sounds, and a buzzer were

mounted on the plate supporting the chamber. This was al-l

encl-osed in a sound resístant shel1 with an exhausÈ fan in

one wall. The ambient illumination, measured facing the rear

of the chamber¡ wâs .028 foot-lambert,s r¡/ith bar-light only on,

arrd 0.32 foöt lambert.s with only the houselight otr.

ConÈröI of Èhe experiment and recOrdlng of dAt,a t^¡ere

performed by a ÞDP*Ll computer.

Procedure
sevêfal aspect,É of the procedure were common t,o aI1

experiments. Reinforcement consisted of delivery of a single

pellet and was signalled by a 0.5 sec sounding of the buzzer.

Sessions lasted 60 minutes, and were conducted 7 itays a week.

AIl VI schedules had a mean .'-nterreinforcement interval

of I minute and were composed of 10 intervals derived from

fi
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Catania and Reynolds' (1968) formula. For

multiple VI VI the intervals were arranged in different

orders for the 2 component schedules.

The discriminative stimulus used to signal the

component of the multiple schedule in operation was the

bar-light. For each pair of component schedules the first

schedule operated while the bar-light was on and. the second

while it was off. The bar-light was always off when a

single VI schedule was in operation. Multiple schedule

components lasted 100 seconds and were strictly alternated.

Vthich of the component,s was in operation at the beginning of

each session was determined automatically according to a

random process.

To obtain local response rates each of the components

$ras divided into ten 10 second segments, and the number of

responses in each segment recorded.

5.4 E)GERTMENT 1

The firsÈ experifüênt hras d.esigned to measure both Iocal"

and overali oontrast, in an experitnental Situation anal.ogous

to that empJ.oyed wlth pigeons. Reports of locaL contrast

with rats are rare: Bernhe{m and Williams (f967) found evidence

of local poBltl"ve cóntrast in the behavíour of 2 øf. their 4

srdcject,s, whLLe all subJectE showed tocal negátlve contrast'

as díd Èhose of Williams (1965) . Bernheim and Will-iams (1,967)

employeil a somewhat åtypical experímênt,al procedure in that the

reinforced response was wheel runníng. The effect of

reinforcement contingencies on this response do not always

match those obtained when Èhe response is a discrete one such

as bar pressing (e.g. Skinner and Morse, 1958).
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Local contrast effects have been more reliably obtained

when pigeons are used. This is consonant with additivity
theory since the response reinforced is customarily key-pecking

and the stimul-i are l-ocated on the manipulandum. In this
e>çeriment the stimuli were placed on the bar.

According to additivity theory, behaviour induced by the

stimurus-reinforcer: contingencies should be directed at the

bar, and if ít causes closure of the rnicroswitch, positive
local contrast should be observed. That thís will occur is
suggested by the fact that in an initial study bar-pressing

was successfully autoshaped and maintained under an omission

contingency (vüilliams and Williams I L969) in the same apparatus

to be employed in the series of experiments described here.

The contribution of local contrast to any overall contrast
effects may be assessed in this experiment. Most authors

have suggested that local contrast effects cannot fully account

for overall contrast. For example, Nevin and Shettleworth
(L966) reported persistent contrast, but, only transient tocal
contrast ef,fects. As mentioned abover,if additivity theory

can accurately predlct the occurreñêe of local pésitive contrast,
the extent to which Ëhis is responsible f,or positlve behhvioural

contrast dêtenmines the provLnce of addit.tvity theory ln
expJ.aining ovêtall dÕnÈraot, ef f,ects.

METHOD

Subj ects

Two rats, R61 and R62 began the experiment, but R62

died during the course of running.

Procedure

Pretraining consisted of a session of continuous

reinforcement fo1lowed by 6 sessions of exposure to a VI 1-

minute schedule. The bar-1ight was off during this preliminary

{

{
I
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training. The reinforced response was bar-pressing and the

houselight was on for the duration of all sessions.

R61 was exposed to multiple VI VI , muJ,tiple \II EXT,

multiple VI VI, multiple EXT VI and multiple VI \II. The

respective lengths of exposure were L9, 46,18, 40 and 30

sessions. R62 was exposed to multiple VI VÏ for 43 sessions

and multiple EXT VI for 38 sessions.

RESULTS

Figure 5.2 shows response rate in each component f.or

each animal. This was averaged over blocks of 5 sessions,

except for the last blocks of multiple VI EXT and the second

e)q)osure to mult.iple VM for R61, which represent averages

over 6 and 3 sessions respectively. For each ani-mal averages

over the last two five-session blocks only are shown for the

first exposure to multiple VI VI. Although in both cases

response rate appears to have been increasing when the first

schedule change was made. response rates as high aS or higher

than that, in the last block had been attained during earlier

perlodÉ of exposure Èo multiple Vr VI.

The rflost striklng aspect of these data is the absence

of êny large difûefenoe ln resportee rats bet!.fèen SXT cÕmFÞR€ntå

and the VI cofnponênts with whích they were páiréd. No marÈed

decrease 1n rêgpontse rate vtas observed ln coÍlponents changed

from VI to EXT. Thls fail"ure to discriminate the two

components is surprísing considering the salience of the

discriminative stimuli used to signal Èhe components.

Neither contrast nor induction are evident, in the dat,a

from R62. If only the first 25 sessions of R61's exposure

to multiple VI EXT are considered there is clear evidence of
{
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positiye behavioural- contrast. Response rate was lower in

the EXT component, while rate in the unchanged component

increased from that in multiple VM. However, the picture

is confused by the increase j-n rate ín both components over

the last 4 blocks. The reason for this is unclear.

The transition back to multiple "frI VI yielfled some

evidence of negative contrast. ResPonse rate in the bar-light

on component dropped sharply, while response rate continued to

rise in the bar-light off component. The results of the final

t1fo transitions, in which the bar-iight off cotrPoneät w¿s constarl

were negative and positive induction resPectively. Changes in

response rate in the bar-light on component \^rere paralleled by

changes in the bar-light off component'.

Evidence for local contrast is presented in Figure 5.3.

For each animal response rate in each of the 20 segments has been

averaged over the last. 5 sessions of each condition. In each

casê response rate showed no particular directional change as

a function of elapBed. Èime in thè component when Èhe schedule

was nl¡ltiple VI VI . However, sirong lOca1 con{:fasÈ eff,ecÈs

wetr6 obtaingd vJhcri One of, ühe õÖùPOnqnbE was Et(lt', moËt

parttculafLy in tho ôata from R6i. Rèsponsê Ëate decreased

through Vf components (Iocal poÉLtj-vè cÕntrast) and l.norea9êd

ttrrough EXT comporrent,s (local negatlve contrast). The 
"rr.nges

were erratíC rather than smooth, but, in each dase there was a

distinct trend

In order to assess the development of local contrast

ef,fects with elq)osure to each schedule, average response rates

in the first and second halves (the first and second groups of

5 segments) of each component were calculated from R61's data

and are shown in Figure 5.4. Session blocks are the same as
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in Figure 5.2. Local negative contrast appeared after 10

sessions of exposure to multiple VI EXT and loca1 positive

contrast after 20. After these points response rate in the

first half of the VI component and the second half of the EXT

component rose with continued exposure. Response rates

remained relatively constant in the other two halves, sud.denly

increasing when multiple \II VI was instituted. Throughout

exposure to multiple EXT VI response rate remained relatively

constant in the second half of the EXT and the first half of

the \II cômponents. In the other halves there was a gradual

decline.

DISCUSSION

That local positive contrast can occur independently of
positive behavioural contrast has been conclusively demonstrated

here. Indeed local positive contrast may be associated with

induction tather than contrast. Vte may therefore discuss

two types of st.imulus control which aie irnposed by a multiple

schedule: the control exerted by the stimuli themselves and

that exêrtêd by thê díscriminative stimulus changes. Differences

Ln overalL reÈponse rate are prlrtrarlJ.y contreilled by the former

and loeal räte varlåÈion ís primaríl-y éont,rolled by the latter.
Two aËpect,Ë of the result ÉuggéÈtÉ that cóntröl by thç

discrimi,naËtve stimuli was relatívely weak in thfs experiment,.

Most obvtouely, Lr¡ eaah case the Íntroduction of EXT f,afted to

reduce reBponse rate tn that compoftent to any considerable

extênt. Thíg was despite up to 46 sesÉÍons of exposure to

multiple schedules with ExT componênts. Secondly, evídence

for inductLon was gtronger than that for contrast' suggesting

that the components may not have been adequately discriminated.
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However, the control exerted by the changes from bar-

light on to bar-light off and vice versa, as reflected in the

strength of 1oca1 contrast effects, seemed relatively strong'

This follows if we regard local contrast effects as gradients

of response rate determined by temporal location with re'spect

to Ëhese changes. Figure 5.4 showed that sharpness of the

gradients tended to rise to an asyrrytote with increased e:<posure

to the multiple schedule.

!ühile both l-ocal positive and local negative contrasE

1nrere obtained, it is not clear whether they reflec¡ the

action of both excitatory control (by the change from a

stimulus signalling EXT to one signallin9 W), inhibitory

cont,rol (by the VI to EXT change) ¡ ot both. Although the

focus of additivity Lheory has been on excitatory stimulus-

reinforcer contingencies, Schwartz and Gamzu (19771 noted that

many of the results explained by the action of excit'atory

conÈíngencíes could equal.ty well be explained by the act'ion of

inhibitory ones. The evidence from Figure5.3 is somewhat

contradictory. Efioítatory effects seéni most important in

multiple VI EXT, whila wltf¡fn-coftiþon6nu råté dÍf,ferences

appêár tö bê due mainly tó inhibltory influencêS in multipl-e

EXT VI . The confoundlng of these tWo ln the usual mult'lple

schedule arrangement makee them relatívely difficult t0 sêparate'

5 .5 E)GERIT,,IENT 2

The results of the first experiment suggested that the

discriminative stimuli themselves exerted little control over

the behaviour, while response rate gradients about stimulus

changes r^rere pronounced. In this experiment an attempt was
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made to increase the discriminative stimulus control by

increasing the salience of the stimuli. The houselight

was simply removed from the chamber so that the bar-1ight'

\^/as the only source of illumination. By this means the

state of the bar-light should be more doriinant relative to

tÍme since the last stimulus change and until the next one.

Greater changes in overall response rate should be observed

under these conditions than were found in Experiment 1.

METHOD

Sub iects
l\¡ro rats , R6 3 and R6 4 .

Procedure

Preliminary training for both animals consisted of 3

sessions of continuous reinforcement followed by 20 sessions

on a VI l-rninute schedule. For R63 the experiment proper

consisted of e>q)osure to multiple VI VI (21 sessions),

multiple ExT vr (15 sessions) and multiple vr vr (g sessions) '

For R64 it was multiple VI \II (10 sessions), multíple VI EXT

(15 sessionË) and multiple VI vI (tZ sesBions).

The only othéf variat,Íon ft'oih the ¡lrocedure of the

first experJ.ment was the ebsence of, the houselight throughout

runrring.

RESULTS

AdjusÈmènt tO each new sche<lule ocÕUrred relatively
rapidly in this experiment. 'In partícuIar, response rate

quickly dropped to a low leve! when components changed from

\II to EXT. Fewer Sessions of e>tposure to each schedul-e Wëre

thus required ín thls experiment than the firsL. In addltíon,

sínce nel"ther anÍmal dÍed during running and there !'ras n0
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evidence of practice effects as was the case in the first

experiment, each animal was exposed to only one multiple
schedule with an EXT component.

For each animal response rate in each component is shown

in Figure 5.5 as a function of length of exposure to each

schedule in blocks of 3 sessions. The last 2 bl-ocks only

are shown for the first exposure to multiple VI \II. there

is some evidence of contrast in these data, For R63 response

rate in the unchanged component increased over the period when

the other component was EXT and decreased again when the other

component was ret.urned to VI . The evidence for positive and

negative behavioural contrasË is clearer in these results than

in those from R64. For Èhis animal response rate in the

unchanged component gradually increased during e)q)osure to

multiple VI EXT, but to a level only slight,ly above that

attained in multiple VI VI. Reintroduction of the VI schedule

Ín the other corrponent had no effect initially, response rate

then deereased, and finally increased to a value close to the

highest, leVel attained in multiplê VI EXT.

Local responsé râtes in each component, &veraged over

the l-aet 5 eesslons of each condltlon, are ploüted fn Flgure 5.6.

Arr éxcltatory effecù resultlng from sÈimulus change,

particularly when the bar-light cåme orrr $tas apparent in both

exposures of R63 to the mulÈip1e VI VT schedule. fhis

response pat,ùern v¡âB persístent in showing no slgns of

diminishing wíth increased exposure to Èhe schedul-e, and its

origin is unclear. Nevertheless' strong local posit,ive and

Iocal negative contrast were obtaíned. The results from R64

show only local positive contrast although the gradient was

very pronounced..
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DISCUSSION

The principal effect of increasing the salience of the

discriminative stímuli was the lowering of response rate in

EXT. The components r,trere clearly dÍscriminated in thaË the

difference in response rates more closely resembled that

obtained with VI and EXT schedules in isolation.. Behawioural

contrast, of, which there was little ewidence in the first

e:çeriment, Tras also obtained r¡nder the higher salience

conditions of this exPerimenË.

Similar results were obtained by Pear and V'lilkie (f970) .

They employed rnixed schedules (i.e. there were no discriminative

stimuli signalling components). when the vI schedule yielded

a hígh reinforcement rate it was discrirninated from EXT and

contrast was found. If the VI schedule had a high inter-

reinforcement interval discrimination was poor and there was

some evidence of inductíon. In a later experiment (Pear and

Vùilkie, LgTLl they suggested that discriminability of the

components Should also affect negative contrast. Positive

induction ls more likely than negativê contfast tf the

cgmponenÈs are not wel[ discrimínated. Itl Experiment' I

-positlve induction was obtaLned in the Uhird exÞõÊure of R61

to mult,f plê VI .

The tesults also concur with Baum'S (19744) anal-ysis ot

undermatching. He sUggested that thê degree of undermatching

Ls increased by manipulêtlons which decrease the discríminabillty

of the component schedules. For example, the parametef a of

Equation 2.3 typically increases as component duration

decreases in multiple schedules. (see Section 2:t.Ò). A smaller

value of g would also mean a smaller contrast effect: the

organism is less sensitive to the difference in reinforcement
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rates provided by the two components. In terms of

Herrnsteinrs equation for multiple schedules (Equation 2.3L)

the value of m is small-er when the components are discriminated

to a lesser extent. In Experiment 1 the value of m woul-d have

been close to 0.0 since failure to discrirninate the components

!Ías almost complete

Local contrast effect,s were little altered by increasing

the salience of the discriminative stimuli. In both

experiments local positive contrast was obtained for each

subject, while local negative contrast failed to occur only

Ín the case of R64. Thus it appears that under condit.ions

analogous to those employed with pigeons, Iocal contrast of

rats' bar-pressing can be reliably obtained. In particular,

local positive contrast would have been predicted by the

additivity theory since bar-pressing can be autoshaped with

the bar-light as stimulus (see above).

The loca1 contrast effects observed in this and the

first experiirtent showed no signs of dimirrishing as length of

exposl,rre to the sahedu}e ihcreaSéd. Soi,ne studles (e.9.

Boneau and Axelrod¿ 1962¿ and Nevin end ShettlewÞrth, 1966)

have lndÍcated that t,ransLence may be a property of locatr

contrast. Malone and SÈaddon (1973) suggested that t'he

number of different stimuli- employed and their discriminafiìity

may differentiate studies which have found persistence (as they

did) from those which found lransÍence. If only a few

relatively easily discriminated stimuli are used, local

contrast may tend to disappear after extended exposure.

However, this experiment satisfied both criteria and yet there

hras no evidence of weakening Of loca] contrast. Alsor if

average maintained response rates are an indicator, the
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stimuli w'ere discriminated much better in this experintent than

the firsÈ, yet the only noticeable difference between the two

was the more rapid appearance of local contrast effects in

this experiment. Malone and Staddonrs (1973\ account of loca1

contrasÈ effects in terms of inhibitory and excitatory effects

generated by stimuli of different relative values is also

difficult to apply to the first experiment" Overall response

rates would indicate littl-e difference in value of the two

components, but strong and persistent local contrast effects

$rere obtained. It thus appears that a lower reinforcement

rate in one component, aIÈhough producing litt1e difference in

overall response rates, is sufficient for the production of

Iocal contrast.

5. 6 EEBRIMENT 3

WÍth sufficient conditions for both overall and local

contrast èstablished in the first two experintents r ân analysis

may be made of the éontribution of the stimuLus-reínforcér and

reÉponse-reinforcer contingencies maintaining thêse effecLs.

The ¡trethod of topographlcal taggtng (Cát,ania, 1S69) haa been

emptoyed wlth pígeons tö Ëeparatê these thro. In such

experiments, mentioned above, the díscrlminaLive stimull .t:
located on a second key, so that operant and reflexive pecks

may be measured independently.

However, thfs method fails to completely dffferentLate

the roles of the two contíngencies. Since the behaviour

measured by the signal key falls in the same class as those

responses reinforced on the operânt k.y, the rêsponsê-

reinforcer cont,Íngency may be responsible for the topography
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of the behaviour directed at the signal key. rn order to
remove any effect of the response-reinforcement contingency
in guiding the topography of the elicited behaviour, the
discriminative stimuli should be rocated on a separate

manipulandum which records responses different from those

reinforced according to the vr schedules. rn this experiment

the stimuli srere on the barr ês before, but the reinforced
response was chain-pulIing. The topography required for
an elicited response to be measured thus differed substantially
from that required by the reinforcement contingencies.

rf the response-reinforcer contingencies are sufficient
to completely account for overall and local contrast effects
the results obtained in the first two experiments should be

largely replicated in the chain-pull data here. rf they
play some role in guiding the topography of elicited responses

small- contrast effects may be seen in the bar-pressing data.
However, ifr âs a strong version of additivity dreory would

predict, they pray no role, full fl-own overall and loca1

contrast, effect.s should be observed in the bar-prêssirtE data.
The expÊrfmentË were qrrånBed es before ¡ flrsÈly wtth
the houselight and sêeondJ"y with no houselight.

METI{OD

SuÞjSSts.

T\¿o rats, R71 and R72.

Procedure

Preliminary training consisted of hand-shaping of the

chain-pu11 response folrowed by to sessions of exposure to a

vr l-minute schedule. For R71 the experiment prcper composed

exposure to multiple vr vr (r7 sessions), multipl,: EXT vr
(50 sessions), and multiple VI VI (IO sessions) . For R72
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it was multiple VI VI (I4 sessions), multiple \Il EXT (50

sessions) , and multiple VI VI (15 sessions) .

The houselight was on for the duration of each session.

RES TS AT{D DISCUSSION

As was the case in the first experiment, changing one

component from VI to EXT had littte effect on the rate of

responding maintained during that component (Figure 5.7) .

Chain-pull rate in the unaltered component v/as not affected by

this shift either. There \^/as some evidence of induction-like

effects in the chain-puIl data: when the component was changed

from EXT t,o VI both response rat.es increased. Since there was

no difference in the rates during multiple EXT VI this cannot

be termed induction according to the definitions above.

The bar-press data similarly failed to show any induction

or contrast ef fect,s. R71 maintained a higher bar-press rate

when the bar-light was on from the beginning of exposure to the

mulÈiple schedules, but this was unaffected by the changes from

Vf to EXT and EXT to Vï. Again lt appears that a relatively
ealient stlmulue was not, suf,flcfent for adeguate dJ.scrÍmtnat,i.on

between the schedulês ¡ even though expostrre to the multíple
Echedules with EXlt ëomponents was continued for 50 sessl"ons

Èo give sufficient opportunity for discriminatLon.

Unlike the rësult,s of Experiment L, however, thêre was

little evidence of local contrast effect,s here. Figure 5.8

shows the pattern of chain-pulling within each of the

components. Ihere was no particular tendency to an increasing

or decrêasing rate when multiple VI VI was in operation. The

resulÈs from R72 wÍth multiple VI EXT showed some evidence of

l-ocal positive contrast. Response rate decreased through the
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1ll component from about 18 to 15 responses per minute.

Responding in the corresponding EXT component did not reveal

âny gradient however. Again with only a small range, R71

showed evidence of local negative contrast in the EXT component.

Local bar-pressing rate patterns (Figure 5.9) are more

difficult to interpret. The baseline pattern during R7l-,s

first exposure to multiple VI VI was not stable, but decreased

during Èhe bar-light off component. The only trend in
multiple EXT VI was to a decreasing rate during the EXT

component. According to the definitions, since the Vï

component was maintaining the lower bar-press rater this should

be termed local positive contrast. For R72 the tendency was

to an íncrease in response rate through the EXT component

Iocal negative induction. Neither of these observations

should be given much weight, however, sj.nce bar-press rates

were lov¡ and extremely variable.

5.7 EXPERTMENT 4

BecauEe of the compJ-ete failure of the subjects in
Experf,ment 3 to dLsdËiniinate the êomponents an aLternatlve
procedure !{a3 employéËl in thiE expêrj.fiìent. In addltlon Èo

the har-ltght belng the only sourëè of tLluminat,ion in the

chafiber, simple \IJ sehedules were employed in place of multiple
\i.I VI schedules. Thus the 3 schedules to whích each subject

was exposed were VI, multiple EXT VI and VI. Usíng thís
procedure the appearance of the bar-light is correlated with

the introduction of parts of each session in which no

reinforcers are delivered.

This method has been employed in a number of other

experiments (e.9. Pear and Wilkle, 1971), with results that
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do not, appear to differ significantly from those obtained with

usual procedures. Since the stimulus signalling EXT will not

have been associated with a VI schedule previouslY, discrimination

of the VI and EXT components should be more rapid- No

reinforcers wiIl have been obtained in the presence of the

stimulus associated with the EXT component-

As Gamzu and Schwartz (1977) have noted, the multiple

VI VI schedule is analogous to the truly random control for

Pavlovian conditioning described by Rescorla (I967) . Any

differential effects noted when multiple EXT VI is in operation

must be evaluated against the results from this stage. From

earlier experiments it can be seen that there is an occasional

tendency for a higher response rate in the bar-Iight on

component when both stimuli signal VI schedules, and a tendency

to a high local response rate soon after the onset of the light-

Since the bar-light will be associated with EXT in this

experiment such tendencies will oppose the likely effects of

introducing EXT! response rate will be lower fn this component

and the probable patÈêrn ôf respofrding Ís an increase thiough

the êotlipÒnéntr Thus the reeults obtalned are not likely to

be dr¡e to Ehe introduetion of the bar-llght per sê¡ bUt the

correlat,{on of thts stf ¡nulus I'ittth ExT.

ftvo rats, R73 and R74.

Progedure

Following hand-shaping of the chain-pull response the

sub jects $¡ere exposed t,o VI l-minute schedules. This was

for a period of 12 sessions in Èhe case of R73 and 22 sessions i

for R74. Both l^Iere then exposed to multiple EXT Vf : 24 sessions
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for R73 and 23 for R74. Re-exposure to the VI schedule lasted
13 sessions (R73) and L4 sessions (R74) .

There was no houselight ín operation throughout the

period of the experiment, except when the response was being

shãped. The EXT component was signalled by the bar-Iight, being

on.

RESULTS

Figure 5.10 shows the rates of both bar-pressing and chain-

pulling in each component. These were averaged over btocks of
3 sessions, except for the last block of exposure to multiple
EXT VI for R74 (average over 2 sessions), and the last block of
the second exposure to VI for R73 (4 session average) and R74

(2 session average). Only the final 2 blocks are shown for the

first exposure to VI.

Discrimination between the schedules appeared from the

first block. Response rate was extremely low in the EXT

component and changed little with continued exposure to multiple
EXT VI. Thê technique of, íntroducing the bar-1i9ht together

r^/lth the ExlF oömponenù produced dLgcrímlnatlon more rapidly
than waÉ achÍevecl 1n the prevlous experlments.

ëontrest eff,ects t^têre evident, In tha chain-pr.rll dåt,å frortr

R73 and R74. The pattern of resul-ts differs between the two,

however. For R73 the initial effect of the introductlon of
the EXT component was a drop in thê rate maint,ained by the VI

schedule. Response rate then rose as exposure time lengthened

revealing both positive and negative behavioural contrast. The

results from R74 showed only transíent posiÈive behavioural

eontrast with little evidence of negatÍve contrast.

One surprising result was that bar-pressing occured at a

much higher rate during the EXT than the VI component for both
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animals. In addition the rate of bar-pressing during VT

appeared to be lower during multiple EXT VI than VI. In both

cä.ses the rate during the EXT component was much higher than

that maintained by VI alone. These results are in clear

contradiction to the predictions of additivity theory.

Local rates of chain-pul1ing and bar-pressing in each

component are shown in Figure 5.11. Chain-pulling rate was

constant through EXT components for both animals. Similarly,

there was no particular directional change through the duration

of the VI component for R73. In the case of R74, however,

local positive contrasL was evident. The rate of chain-

pulling decreased from the beginning to the end of the vI

component. Again, such a result is ln contradiction to

add.it,ivity theory.

The patterns ín the bar-pressing rates are not so clear.

For R73 the rate at the beginning of the Vr component was higher

than at the middle and end, where it was zero. However, even

the initial elevated rate was only 0.13 responses per mj-nute.

The rate of bar-presä{ng w¿is much hÍgher durlng the VI cöfnponent

for R74 and q clear decrease Ín rate through the componenÈ was

evldenù¡ wlth tåe nöÈable exception of the rate ln thè first, 1Ó

seconde. the redson for this excêption ls uncleåtr. Fots ¡oÈh

anÍmalg bar-preËsing rate tef¡ded tó Èncrease through the EltT

componênt bub varíation from this trend wås hígh, particularly

in the case of R74. Such våriabfllty is due C-n part to the

relaÈively few responses used to calculate the rate ín each

segment.

DISCUSSION

The contrast, effects observed with chain-pu1ling are

consistent with other experiment.s which have demonstrated contrast
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when the discrirnlnative stimuli r^rere located ar^7ay from the

manipulandum. Beninger and Kendall (L975) and Gutman, Sutterer

and Brush (L975) used rats as subjects while Hemmes (L973) and

Hamilton and Silberberg (1978) employed pigeons. There is

thus a considerable body of data which contradicts additiwity

theory's prediction that contrast will not occur under such

conditions.

Even if this theory is restricted to an explanation of

local positive contrast some results from these experiments are

contradictory: local positive contrast \^ras observed in the

chain-pulling of subject R74 and in the previous experiment

one subject (R72) showed a si-milar effect. Although it is

not a reliable phenomenon, local positive contrast can occur when

the stimuli are located off the manipulandum. Additivity theory

thereforê fails to prêdict the necessary conditions for local
positive contrast.

Response rate gradients of bar-pressing within each component

revealed local conttast effects. Bar-pressing tended to decrease

through VI coirponenËs and irrcrease through EXT components. The

gradlenûs wf.thûn W components åre consl8tenË wtth dddfttvley
Èheory, but it makes no predicËions abouÈ local negäËive conËrast.

elthough pat,terns of bar-pressíng withín compohents were.

consistent, with additlvíty theory, overall rates are more

difficult to explaln. In particular, bar-presslng rate wês

much higher in EXT than VI eomponents ¡ and rate durirrg vI tended

to decrease when the EXT component was added. Bar-presses

during EXT cannot be said to be due to stimulus-reinforcer

contingencies since the light, was a predictor of the absence of

reinforcement. SÍmí1ar1y, bar-pressing was rrêVêr reínforced
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according to the contingencies of the experiment. Vfhile

there was a basic operant level of bar-pressing, exemplified

by the rate when the sj-mple VI was in operation, it is not

clear why the rate should be greater in the absence of a chain-

pul.l- reinforcement contingency. One possibility is that with

response competition from chain-puIling removed, the factors

which produced the bar-pressing were able to maintain a higher

rate of that response. If this is the case then the rates and

patterns of bar-pressing observed may not have been dependent

upon the discriminative stimuli being located on the bar. Any

response which can be measured (e.9. by means of a manipulandum)

may show the same patterning as the bar-pressing here.

5.8 EXPERIMENT 5

In this experiment bar-pressing was reinforced according

to Vr and multiple VI ExT schedules and measures were taken

which would allow observation of both local and overall contrast

ef fects. The condíÈions found to be optimal fc'r discriniination

þetween VI änd EXT éomporrenÈs weré eniployååd: the bar-líght. was

the on)-y aource of $l.Ium{nat,lon ând lt vras fntroduced wfth the

EXT componeht. trh6 resrilts should therefore be similar to

those obtaÍned in Experl-ment, 2. In addltlon, Èhe chafn was.

placed in the chaniber, although responses on thle mahipulandum

had no effeut. MèåsürêB of this response allowed

observation of any changes ln overall rate wlth changes ln the

bar-pressing conti-ngencies, and any gradients of chain-pull rate

within the multiple schedule components.

This experiment may be regarded as a control to assess the

results of the previous two experiments. Stimulus reinforcer

contingencies cannot be assigned responsibility for responding
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between VI and EXT schedules \^ras rapid with only very low

response rates during EXT.

The bar-pressing data show both positive and negative

behavioural contrast. In both cases the magnitude of the

contrast effect'initially increased with ext.ended exposure to

multiple EXT \II and then decreased slightly. These results

strengthen those of Experiment 2 where contrast effects of

smaller magnitude were observed. The difference may be

accounted for by the difference in procedure, and the associated

differences in response rate maintained during EXT components.

Chain-pull rates under VI were extremely low for both

subjects. In the case of R7B2 no chain-pul1s were recorded

when the VI schedule was in operation until the re-exposure to

the simple VI . Much higher rates Ì^lere observed in EXT.

These results parallel those obtained in the previous experiment

with bar-pressing.

Local rates of bar-pressing and chain-pulling during

multiple EXT VI are shown in Figure 5.13. Because of the

low rates öf, chain-pittling average$ were taken over alL the

ÉëËËions Of, expopure to that Schêdtller vúhfJ.e bar-preesíng

data arle avefages over the last 5 SessLons oniy. Bar-presslng

shcwed no pårt,f cular påt,ùeËn wtthf n VI éomponents. There was

some tendency for a gräduåI lncrease ovêtr the first, 30-50 sectnds

and a decrease after that, but, with little reliability. If the

rate during the first segment is ignored, bar-pressing tended to

increase through EXT components local negative contrast. The

initially elevated rate, most evident in the results from R7B1'

may have been due to an overshooting effect: a slight delay in

reacting to the stimulus change. Such an effect may also account

for the relatively low rates in the first segment of VT

components.
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1l

Little can be ascertained from the chain-pull data taken

from vI components: R7B2 did not respond at all while R7B1

exhibited a few resPonses which hTere confined to the first 30

seconds. The latter could not be regarded as indicative for

local positive contrast, however, because of Ëhe small nr¡riber of

responses. In both cases there was evidence of local negative

contrast. The data from R7B1 r^7ere more conwincing, particularly

because of the grea:Ler variability in the data from R7B2 ' This

difference may reflect a difference in the nr:mber of responses

used to calculate Èhe results in Figure 5'13'

DISCUSSION

The results of this experiment suggest that the hiqh bar-

pressing rate observed during EXT in Experiment 4 was independent

of the location of the discriminative stimuli. It appears that

any alternative response wí11 occur more frequently during EXT

than VI components. lrfhether Èhis is due to simple response

competition or nÖt v/ould have to be determined by manipulating

response and reinforcemént rate independently (but see

section 5.2 for a dLsoussion of the difflculties) ,

SifniJ.arly a locáil nega€ive contrast ef fecÈ trtas obtalned wíùh

chaln-pulllng even thôugh rêsponses on thle manipulandum had no

prograffined consequencêE I and the dlscrimirtatiVe stimulí t^¡êre

loëated on the bar. There ls much evídence to Suggest that

general actfvlty level increases as time to food delivery decreases

(e. g. on fixed-time schedules) . Killeen ,l975) reported a number

of experiments using pigeons which demonstrated that the amount of

movement withÍn the chamber increased as the time to food deliverlz

r¡as approached, at least for the first pârt of the interval'

Thus Èhe loca1 negative contrast observed in thls e>çeriment

may siurply reflect an increase in general activity level as
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coumencement of the following VI cornponent approaches. The

degree to which local positive contrast is a manifestation of

the same phenomenon is impossible to assess from the results

obtained here because chain-pulling rate r^7as so low in VI components

While there was evidence for local negative contrast in

the bar-press data, Ioca1 positive contrast was not obtained.

The results of Experiment 2 would lead to an expectation of

this effect but procedural dj-fferences may account for its

absence. The subjects in Experiment 5 were exposed to

periodicity of the components for a much shorter time than

those in Ex¡leriment 2. Because the regular alternation of

bar-light, off and on was not presented t.o subjects in

Experiment 5 unt.il the multiple EXT VI schedule, these subjects

may not have received enough exposure to the periodicity. In

contradiction to this is the finding of local negative contrast

effects, ât least, in the chain-pulling data.

5.9 SUM}íARY OF RES ULTS

BEHAVIOURAT CONTRAST

Ithe most obvious conclusíon to come from thls series of
er@ërlmentå ls thÉt thé oööurrenöê oÊ poeitfve ènd negåtlve

behavlourêl contrast Ís hlghty dependent upon the dlscrlmlnabitlt"
of the stitnuli signall-fng the two cornponents. There was sJ"ight

evÍderrce of cont,rast effects in Experíment I and none in
Elqleriment 3. The virtual replications of these, Experiments

2 and 4, showed that wíth bet,ter discrimination between the

components both positive and negative contrasÈ could be obtained.

As mentioned above, such results concur with an aná,lysis.which

proposes that the degree of ínteraction between components in a

multiple schedule increases with great,er discrimínability of the
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stimuli. The results of Experiments 2 and 5 showed that
both positive and negative behavioural cont,rast can be reliably
obtained with rats as subjects if the discriminative stimuli
are located on the bar. Such positive contrast developed by

about the fifteenÈh session, and was somewhaÈ transient in

several cases: Ehe magnitude of the conÈrast effect

diminished with contj-nued exposure to the schedule.

V'Ihen the components are adequately discriminated, positive

and negative contrast can be observed when the discriminatíve
st,imuli are located away from the manipulandum, In Experiment

4 contrast effects were observed in the chain-pulling of R73

and R74, although in the latter case positive contrasL

was largely transient and the negaÈive contrast effect was only

small. Thus, neither stimulus location ngr simÍlarity between

operant and elicited topographies is necessary for the

production of contrast. Discrímínat,ion between the components

(cf. Experiment 3) seems Èo be the critical variable.
Changes in response tate on the mahipulandum on whtrGh

the dlfËcrinrl.native stímuli were iocated (the bar) were also

notcd {n EÍperlmentø 3 qnd 4, Frpm ghp taetofr ber-BtreaÊlhg

rate mtiíntåfned dùrLng VI stíghtly dêcrêased $/herr the Vf was

alternatêd h?ith EXÎ. lùhlLe conËrêst wds oéeurrlng fn
the chafn-puIlfng, bar-pressJ.ng råte dropped slJ"ghtt"y, despite

bar-1lght off being a dÍfferential predlctor of rel-nforcêment,

when VI and EXI $rere paired. ' Bar-pressing rate was much

higher during EXT than eitlrer simple VI or the VI paired with

EXT. These data suggest an inverse relation between the rate

of chain-pulling and the rate of bar-pressing. Because of

the poor discriminationr ro such changes could be observed in

the bar-pressing of Experiment 3. Any changes in response

t'
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rate in one component were paralleled by similar changes in

the other.

Experiment 5, in which bar-pressing was reinforced and

the chain was available, yielded results which suggested that

the changes in bar-pressing rate in Experiment 4 may not have

been due to the location of the discrirninative stimuli on the bar.

One subject (R781) showed a decrease in the rate of chain-

pulling maintained during VI when EXT was al-ternated with it'

In the other almost no chain-pulls occurred in VI. Both

showed a much higher rate of chain-pulling in EXT than VI.

Thus the effects on chain-pulling rate of modifications to the

bar-pressing contingencies in Experiment 5 match the effects

on bar-pressing rate of changes to chain-pul] cont'ingencies

in the fourth experiment. This suggests that' these effects

are independent of stimulus location.

LOCAL CONTRAST

While óverall contrast effects are critically dependent'

on díscrimination between components, local contrast occurred

independently of, sttch discriminat.ion. Both local positíve

and iOcaL fiegatlçe conÈrast were obeerVed ln E#láerdments I and

2, deapite dLff,erencce betf'¡êèn these eîpef,lmênüe ín, the pattern

of overall rate changes. IL rlrras suggested that the tên{pofaL

control which mediates local contrãst iÉ largel"y independent of

the control exerted by the discrl¡ninatj.ve stimuli themselves.

Control of the former type was powerful in both experiments,

while the lat,ter type was weak in the first experiment and

strong in the second.

The results of the second experiment would suggest that

similarly strong local contrast should have been observed in
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Experiment 5. Vühi1e evidence of loca1 negative contrast was

obtained, Iocal positive contrast failed to occur. It was

proposed that. tempora"J- control may have been weaker in

Experiment 5 because of the smaller amount of exposure of

subjects j.n this experiment to the regular alternation of the

stimuli. Such exposure is considerably decreased when the

baselj-ne schedule is a simple VI rather than multiple VI VI.

Extended êxposure of the Experiment 5 subjects to multiple

EXT VI would have been required to cÌarify this point.

Local contrast effects were less relíably obtained in

Experiments 3 and 4 where the discriminative st.imuli were

located avray from the manipulandum (tf¡e chain). In Experiment

3 the chain-pull data showed evidence of local positive contrast

for one subject (R72) and local negative contrast for the other

(R71), while ín Experiment 4 there was only evidence of loca1

positive cont,rast in R74rs data. Again the discriminability

of compônents dÍd not, seem to strongly affect the f,requency or

st,rength of local contrast, effects. The two observations of

local ¡,lositi.ve contraSù are signíficant lh thât, additJ-vity

theory prêdÍÈtg ÈhË åbåense of euëh effegts undÞu tha oenðåt,*sr:s

of these experiments.

The bar-Þrêssfng daÈa from Experfnient 3 t^¡ere undlèãr. 
.

One subJect (nZZ) showed a tendency t,o a decreasing rate ín

the VI component and an increasing f,ate in thê EXT component,

while for R7I Èhe only ùendenoy was to a decreasing rate in

EXT. The data from Experiment 4 were more consístent: both

subjects exhibited a decreasing rate through the VI component

and an increasing bar-press rate through EXT. Such patterns
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are consistent with an hypothesis which proposes that local
contrast effects should appear in responding on the

manipulandum on which the discriminative stimuli are l-ocated.

Additivity theory predicts that this should be so in the case

of loca1 positive contrast.
Pat,terns of chain-pulling observed in Experiment 5, where

bar-pressing was reinforced, suggested that at least for the

increasing rate through EXT, discriminative stimulus location
may not be important. Chain-pu1l rate appeared to increase

through EXT for both R7B1'and F.782. Because of the low rate

of chain-pulling in VI components it was impossible to tell
if the rate decreased through those components. Thus loca1

negative contrast-like effects can be observèd in responding

with no programmed consequences on a manipulandum located ar^ray

from the discriminative stimuli.

5.10 SO},IE IMPLICATIONS OF T}IE RESULTS

ADDITIVITY ÎHEORY

The tesults of, Ëhe flrst two erçefLmenLs conÈradleË

Gamzu and Séhwartzie (L977) assertion thåÉ local posÍtlve
contråst should not be obtaíned if rats áte ëmployed

äs subjects. Howêverr Íf we conËider -the basÍc Þrêiníses of

additívity theory then tt is clear thaÈ such ên åsset'tion is
unwarranted. These premlses state that (a) the discrimlnat,ive

stimuli should be located on the manÍpulandum and (b) that

manipulandum should measure responses elicited by a signal

predicting food (as in the autoshaping-omission training
paradigm). Clearly the former r¡ras satisfied by the apparatus

employed in the first two experiments. Experiments by Atnip
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(L977) and in this laboratory using the apparatus of these

experiments has shown that bar-pressing can be autoshaped.

The latter is therefore satisfied as wel1. The experimental

arrangrement is thus analogous to that usually employed with

pigeons so that we would expect similar results. In
particular, consideration of the results of the pigeon experiments,

in contradiction to Gamzu and SchwatLz, would lead to a pre-

sumptíon of local positive contrast in the flrst two

experiments.

f\¡/o experiments which strongly support addit,ívity theory

are Èhose of Spealman (L976) and Schwartz (1978). In these,

the effects of the stimulus-reinforcer and response-reinforcer

contingencies lrrere separated by locating tlre signal on a

separate key. Responding on the operant and signal keys could

be separatel-y measured. The results of these experiments have

shown that 1oca1 positive contrast occurs on the signal rather

than the operant key, and signal key responrling ls usually

maintained only to the stímulus signalling a higher reinforcement

rate. There is evidehce suggesting Èhat br:havíoural contrast

may bé the È6Ëu1t of extrá responsês to þoth thë slgnat ahd

operanÈ keys.

Ih bößh ex¡rêríñêntã sotne suhjëct,s wêrê expBbed .to

response-independent schedules so Lhat, the only respondlng

rneasured was Õn thê signal key. The frêqueney and pattern of

responding on the signal key was the same ir¡ these subjêcts as

those exposed to response-dependent. schedules. According to

Schwartz (1978), this group controls for the fact that "the

possibility exists that responding on the signal key is in some

way influenced by concomitant responding on the operant key".

However, the removal of operant contingencJ-es is like1y to
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strengthen any Pavlovian contingencies operating in the

situation, as the results of Woodruff et aI (1.977 ) would

suggest.

An appropriate control is not to remove the operant

contingency, but to require different response topographies

for the operant and signal manipulanda. By this means any

influence on the signal response of the operant response will

be minimized. The results of Experiments 3 and 4, in which

the discriminative stimuli \^/ere located on the bar and chain-

pulling was required for reinforcement, differ significantly

from those obtained by Spealman and Schwartz.

Most notably, bar-pressing rate was much higher in EXT

thàn VI, and bar-pressing rate tended to decrease in VI when

gre EXT component was added. Both findings directly contradict

any aôcount based on the stimulus-reinforcer contingencies'

The withín-component patterns of bar-pressing were more

consistent with additivity theory. In particular, bar-

pressing rate tended t.o be higher at the beginning than the end

of VI oompönents.

Cont,radt was obÈai.ned ln chain-prrlllng tlthen the components

were properly discrlminated, Bupporting BrevioUS sbservat'ions

(descrlbed ln the Int.roduction) óf hehðvfoural contrååÈ with

discrlrninatlve sÈimulf located of.f the operant nanipulandum.'

HoweVer, the eVidence of local posítive conttragt' althÖtXgh

obtaíned fron only 2 of thè 4 sgbjects of ExperLments 3 and 4 |

Ís particul"arly damaging for additívíty theory. WhíIe more

evidence needs to be obtained, the data suggest that Pavlovian

contÍngencies are not entirely responsible for t'he production

of local positive contrast. Again it seems as if the same

effect'can be produced by either stimulus-reinforcer or
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response-reinforcer contingencies. Which of these controls

the behaviour wilt be determined by the partj"cul-ar experimental

arrangement. The province of additívity theory may therefore

be circumscribed not by the particular feature or features of

cont::ast which it can explain, as Schwartz (1978) suggests,

but by the conditions under which these effects are produced,

A MATCHIi'¡G ACCOUITT OF CONTRAST

In the sense that the matching law is about operant

rather than reflexive behaviour, the addit.ivity theory can be

seen to conflict with a mat.ching account of contrast. It was

noted in the introduction that an equation of the form of

Equation 5.1 must take into account at1 stimuli in the

experimental situation, including the type of reinforcement

schedule. With such a generalization the matching account

can elrplain a wide range of experimental data. Hol4¡evêrr

the evldence which supports additivity theory is concerned with

behaviour pf,oduced by stimulus-reinforcer räther than response-

reinfotcer contlngeflciês and must therefore fall outsíde the

purvJ.avr of a naechLng êécount.

The rêsults f,rom uhe ertperiments reported here, &nd

from oÈhers mêntioned earl-Ler, suggest thet Èhe operatfon

of st"fmulus-reLrtforcer cont.ingenoies need not be invoked tó

explaln posltfve and nêgative behavioural cont,râBt. Although

with operant contingencies removed the Pavlovian contingencies

may play a role in producing contrast-like phenomena, it, seenìst

as though with operant contingencies prêsent, and wíth no

influence of these contingencies on signal manÍpulandum

responding (í.e. the two topographíes are different), contrast

effects wiIl be observed in operant. raÈher than signal responding.
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Thus, when there is an observable response required for
reinforcement (even allocation of time to one side of the

chamber or the other, âs in hlhite, L97B), a generaLLzeð,

maËching equation should be able to -account for any contrast
effects observed.

The resulËs of Experiment 5 suggested that çesponding
to the bar in Experiment 4 was not dependent on the signalling
properties of that bar. Rather, the same changes in overall
frequency can be observed on any manipulandum, responses on

which are not reinforced. Accordinglry, such responses assume

the status of members of Herrnsteinrs (1970) category of "other
behaviour'r, corresponding to the reinforcement raiue r.. tle

should thus be able to derive equations which accounË for the
changes in rate of chain-pulling in Experiment 5.

Let the rate of other behaviour, of which chain-pull_ing
forms a part, be denoted by R", assôciated wiËh reinforcement
raÈe te. These reinforcers are noË arranged by the experimenter,
but are obtalned by the anf.mal presumably because Èhe behavíours
are self-reinforcing (ef . Premack, 1965). I^Iirh ri símple
W séhedule tlellverlng retnforcers at fate r,

krRu-#fo ,(5.2)

Herrnstefn (1970) suggêsted that to åccounË for contragr ef,fects
wlth a change from VI to multiple VI EXT Èhe aversíve propertles
of Exr must be considered (see section 2.10) . Let the vaLue

of this aversLveness be represented by -f,ext. Then Èhe rate
of the operant behaviour, R, will be

kr (s .3)R =r*r ê rexÈ
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The addition of -r"*. to the reinforcement context will
account for the observation of positive behavioural contrast.
However íf Equation 5.2 is simply modified by adding -rext
to the denominator, r¡re obtain the anomalous resulË that both
Ëhe operant and other behaviours increase ín rate with the
addítion of EXT, rt must therefore be assumed that the

aversive properties of EXT selectively reduce the amount of
reinforcement available for other behaviour, so that in the
VI component of a multiple VI EXT schedule

k(r - r.xt) (5.4)e
r

e
t exE r

A conparison of Equations 5.2 and 5.4 shows that chain-pulling
rate in Experiment 5 should have been lower during multiple
vr EXT than during siûple vr. This was confl_rmed ln the
subject which extribited a rron-zero chain-pulL rate. Ttie

bar-pressing ín Experiment 4 also corif,ormed to Èhj.s paËÈern.

The réttË of chnún-pulrfñg was much grêåGeä ín Erd Éhen

durlrtg sf-mple VI. If we Èepreeelit the degree of lnÈeraetl-on
bettletn componencs by rn, the raËê of chELn*pulllng duríng ExT

should conform to an equati-on of the form

R
e

kr
.e (5.s)Re

T *mr
e

comparíson of Equations 5,2 and 5.5 shows thaÈ these equations
predict such an increase.
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Hinson and Staddon's (L978\ results

Some related findings by Hinson and Staddon (1978)

should be mentioned here. In their experimer:ì.t rats bar-
pressed for food on multiple VI VI and nnrlriple VI EXT

schedules. In different sets of conditions a running wheel

was símultaneously available or not. In agreement wiËh

the predictions of the equations above, the raËe of wheel

running was inversely related to Ëhe rate of bar-pressing

in the same component (i.e. very high during EXT components,

and lower in the vr component of multiple vr EXT than during

multiple VI VI) . Behavioural contrasË T¡ras for:nd in boÈh

seÈs of conditions, but its magnitude was much greater when

the wheel was available.
They see this result as supporting their accoufiË of

contrasË (see also Staddon , L9771): the rate of other
behaviour will decrease in the r:nchanged component, because

of the greatei opporÈunity for iE Ëo occur in EXT, thereby

allowing the rate of the reLnforeed tesponse to increase
(posltíve contrast). However, it is possible that Herrnsteints
equatfone, wfth sonê addttfonal assuurpttone, may be able Ëo

accounË f,or the greâter degree of contfêgË observed when

the wheel was avallable.
Let "", "rU 

r", represent the rron-scheduled sources of

reinforcement obtained from componenÈs t and 2 respectl-vely.
Thus the reÍnforcement context for bar-pressing lrr the

unchanged couponent wÍll include Ëhe term (r^ * mr^ ),- er e2'

l,lhen component 2 changes from VI Ëo EXT r^ will decreaseel
(see above), while r^ wíll increase because Èhere will beez

less competition from bar-pressing in EXT. rf the net change
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in (r^ * mro ) is such that Èhere is a sufficienËly greater'1 "2
decrease or smaller increase in conditions when the wheel is
available, then it can be shown that Herrnsteinrs equations

are sufficient to account for the difference in the magnitude

of contrast.

Proof of such an hypothesís requires ilreasurement of the

values of other behaviours for lhe animals. These may be

estimated by noting relative time allocated to Ëhe varieËy of
responses in which an organism engages (e.g. Roper, L97B) , but

the data are not available for multiple schedule performance.

l'lhile there are differences in Lhe ttnro accounts of contrast,

both consider the role of other behaviour, shown to be important

in the experiments reported here and by Hinson and Staddon,

CONCLUSION

From the results reported here, and the discussion of

Èhese and oÈher experl"mênts, 1t ls reasonable to concl,ude that
rnultiple schedule performances generated under a wide range

of experLmental condfËions can be accounued for by a formulation
sfunllnr to l.lertnetefnre, Fwo polnto J"n parttÊulaf måy be

ñoted. Ff,retly, uhe evl-dence of feflex{ve respondLng under

conditlons ln whíeh relaÈive reLnforcement rate verLes frorn .0 .5

Ls not entfrely corrtradícËory to an accounË relying on operant

behavl"our, eince the operant contingencl-es seem to åü least
influence this 'reflexíver behaviour in some way. Secondly,

the way in which time is allocated to Èhe reinforced class of
responses and to all other behaviour should be more cLosely

examíned. Tlris accords with a view of multiple schedules as

providíng choice between the reinforced clase and other

behaviour under Ëwo (or more) sets of contÍngencíes.
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However, a considerable amount of the data reported here
falls outside the purview of matching: the within-component
gradients of response rate. In the next chapter a means wÍll
be described by which Herrnstein's equation for absorute
response rates may be modified to account for local response

rates. It may then be possible to give a ÈentaÈive description
of Ëhe type of equations which may be used Ëo account for
local posítive and local negative contrast. This formulation
will again emphasize allocation of time between reinforced and

other behaviour.
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CHAPTER 6

QUANTIFYING LOCAL RESPONSE RATE GRADIENTS

6.1. INTRODUCTION

trIhile an account of behavioural contrast b¿:sed upon

relativer rates of reinforced and other behawiours can be

develope,d, loca1 contrast effects remain outside the purwiew

of Herrnstein's equations. Yet it seems reasonabl-e to assume

that a similar type of analysis may be used to explain both

local and behavioural contrast. one irrportant difference
beËween the tvo phenomena, noted in Chapter 5, ÌÀ7as Ëhe

dependence of the former on stimulus changes and of the LatËer

on sËimulus effecËs per se. Local coútrast may be conceived

in terms of gradients of 1ocal response rate centred around

the stimulus changes: an excitatory gradienË around the change

from Exr Ëo vr and an inhibitory gradient around the vr ro EXT

change. The idea theË local contrast is indeed a product of
generalfzation from such changes wiLl be considered later.

Ffret1l, however, litê will consf der how Hernlstein'g
equåtlon for absoLuËe tesÞonse ratês (Sectton 2,9,L) may be

modlffed tn order to åécouriÈ for changes ln local rêsponse

rate. Rather than use data from multlple schedule perform*r""
to deveLop the modeL, we wll-l use the behaviour gênerated by

the siryLer FI schedule. Ttris shares wlth Ëhe multiple
VI EXT schedule the characterLstic of a period of non-

reinforcement foll-cn^red by a period of reinforcement availabflity.
In Ëhe multipl"e schedule írrstance, reinforcers are arranged by a
VI schedule and this perlod is terminated according to eLapsed

time rather than reinforcement. For FI schedules reinforcement
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is arranged by an FRl contingency and the period of
availability is terminated after the first reinforcement.

Although there are considerable differences between

the tr,rro, an equation whích can e>çIain FI behaviour should,

in principle, be able Eo be adapted to accotmt for local
negative contrast in multipl-e VI EXT schedul-es: the

simiJ-arity of the schedules suggests similar controlling
variables. The analysis will be further extended to consider
local positive contrast.

6.2. FIXED INTERVAI BEHAVIOTIR

Following Ferster and Skinner (L957), the fixed-interval-
schedule is defined such Èhat afÈer a fixed period of tíme has

elapsed since the presentation of a reinforcer, the firsË
response is followed by a reínforcer, which begins the next

interval. The most pervading characteristic of responding

r¡nder the fixed-inÈerval schedule le the development of

"scaLloping" ln the cunnilatíve rêcðtrd of, uhe subJ êcts I

behavlour. Thls wae firer Ëeportêd by Slc*nner (1938) a8

ttdevLatlone of e thlrd srder't.

Underlying this pattern is a smooth Lncrease Ín response

îaiue through Ëhe interval Èo a rate cloêe to asymptoËiC 1evel

aE Ehe end. Scall,opfng is independent of the length of the

interval (Ferster and Skinner , L951; Dews , L970) and of the

reinforcer used (Dr:nn, Foster and Hunrit.z, L97L; Morse and

Kelleher, L966) and ls maintained even tf reinforcers are

o¡nttted occåstorrally (Dews , L966>.
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A variant of this pattern which is sometimes observed

is the break-and-run pattern (Cumrning and Schoenfeld, 1958):

a very low or zero response rate early in the interval which

abruptly changes Ëo a high, approximatel-y colLstant response

rate. The location of the point of rransitíon (the break-

poÍnt) within the interval varies considerably from interval
to interval. Consequently, the pattern revealed by

averaging responding over a number of inËervaLs, each of
which shows a break-and-run pattern, ís a smooth increase in
rate through the ínterval. Der,rrs (1978) has presented data

which suggest that even when the pattern would be described

as break-and-rr¡r, there is stiLl a gradual but significant
Íncrease in response raËe after the breakpoint. Thus the

averaged curve may give a reasonable represenËation of
behaviour in individual intervals even when the characterisËic
paËtern is break-and-rr¡n. IË is with the smooth, averaged

curve that we wÍll be concerned here.

6.3. DERIVATÏON OF lHE EÖUATION

HerrnsËéln's ( 1.970) equer:ion deecrtbLng the relae ipn

between absOlute respOnse rates and retnforcement rates

ln eluple varf able-lnterval schedules Ìs¿tÊ dl-seueeed ln
SecÈion 2.9.a, It Ëakes the form

k
R rfr (0. r¡e

where R is the response rate, r the reinforcemenÈ rate and

k and r^ are parameËers interpreEed as asymptotie responsee

raËe and rate of reinforcement for other behaviour, respectively.

r
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Altering this equation in order to account for loca1

response rates within FIs requires that the effects of the

two reinforcement rates be modified according to some function

of elapsed time wíthin the interval. The effects of the

reinforcenent which Ëerminates Ëhe interval should increase

with elapsed time and the effects of reinforcement for other

behaviour shoul-d correspondÍngly decrease. Dews (L970)

provides some information as to the naËure of this function.

He demonstrated that the pattern of responding within intervals
is unaffected by FI size. IË ís therefore relative rather
than absol-ute proxímity to reinforcement which is important

in determining response rate.
The modulating effects of relaËive proximity may be best

expressed noË by the proporLion of the inÈerval which has

elapsed, but by some fr¡nction of thís value. Since a por^rer

firnction wlth coeff,icient 1.0 will add only one parameter and

provide a rânge of relations beËween elapsed time and

reinforcemênt effects lt nray be most appropriate as a flrst
approximation. ThuE with aÍt FI of duration T, response rate
êË tltne t wiLl be

ntr( )k r
Ra

(å)"
0 (Ëd T

r +(1 <$)t) tu (6 .2¡

In accord wíuh Herrnstein's (L974) l-nterpretaÈion of

Equation 6.1. Èhe Èotal amount of behavíour occurrtng at any

time, meaeured on a corfünon scale, fs constant and equal to Ëhe

value of k. ThÍs behaviour is divided into responses which

are members of the class which can be reÍnforced (e.g. bar*

presses) and the class of aLl other behaviours. The former
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increase in rate through the interval from 0.0 to k according

to Equation 6.2. Members of the latter class decrease in
frequency in a manner which maintains the constancy of the

total amount of behaviour over the interval.
Fitting the equation requires a set of local response

rates wiËh corresponding elapsed times r^rithin the interval-.

The value of r may be arbitrarily set to r:nity for simple FI

schedules wÍth a single reinforcement terminating each ínterval
and the values of q, k and r" obtained by means of a non-linear
curve- fít ting procedure .

6. 4. E)PERIMENTAL VALIDATION

Two criteria must be met in order to show Ëhat Equation 6,2,

is a useful- descriptor of FI performance. FirstlÏ, across

the range of differenL curves obtained the equation must account

for a large proportion of the variance in the local respc,nse

rates with no coltsistent deviation of the fitted line from

obtained vaiues. Secondly, the parameters of Equation 6.2

should be lndependerrt of FI duraËion. That ls, ñeither k,
f,e or E should be ê funcrfon 6f, T, elnce Èhfs vüould indlÈate

that I ehould entêr the equatfon elsewhere than to fndÍcete Ëhë

relative proporËfon of the intervaL whfch has elapsed. It is
Èhe aim of thls experLment to find whether these eritetfa are

met and thus whether this equaËíon may be regarded as a valfd
means of describfng the within-inËerval pattern of FI

responding.

Each subject üras exposed to a single FI duration in
order to minimize any transfer effects. Durations ranged



from 5 to 200 secs. Additional data T¡lere

results of an experiment by Dews (1979) in
of much longer duraËion and rhesus monkeys

r^rere used as subjects. The generality of
be extended if it is found to accotmt well
well as those from the experiment here.
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obtained from the

which the FIs were

räEher than rats

Equation 6.2 may

for these data as

Method

Sub j ects . T\oe1ve si x-month old male hlistar hooded rats
served as subjects. Each had experience of continuous
reinforcement, extinction and several sessions of erçosure to
either a fixe<l-ratio or a variable-interval schedule. During
the experiment access to food was limiÈed to the hour after
the end of each session. !üater was freely available in
home cages. Housing was in individuar- cages in a temperature
¿¡d þrmidity control-Led room with a l_2-hour day/l2-hour night
cycle.

Apparatus, All expefímental eharnbers measured 22 cm x
22 cm x 2L cm hÍgh. rn each a 5 cm lorrg bar¡ which cotild be

operated by a force of, 0,10 N, protruded 0,90 crrt fnto ühe

ehamber. Thls vras siÈuated in the mtddLe of one paneL , 9 ,5 cm

above the floor. BeLovr it was a rragazlne fnto which 45 mg bf
food pellets could be deposlted. Each chamber vlas enclosed
Ln a sound reÈisËant shel,l wlth an exhaust fan in one waI1 and

a whf Èe nol"se generator for maskíng external sotrnds. Control
of the e:çerfmenË and recording of daËa was performed by a

PDP-11 computer.
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Procedure

No preliminary training was requireti since all subjects
had previous experience of bar-pressing for food reinforcement.
Tþo subjects hTere assigned to each of the six Fr schedules:

5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200 secs duraËion. sessions lasted
unËil the subject had received 60 reinforcements,'or 30 ín
Ëhe case of subjects on the Fr zoo sec schedule. They r.rere

run seven days per week.

Exposure to the schedule was terminated when the

coefficient of variation, calculated over 3 consecutive

sessions, ü/as less than 0.05 for both total number of responses

emitËed and session duration. An additional requirement was

that Èhe pattern of responding îevealed by inspection of
cumulative records appeared constant over Ehese 3 sessiorls.

The number of sessions taken to reach thls criterion varied
from 11 to 22.

To obtain locaL response rates each interval- was divided
Ínto a number of segnrenËs, and the number of, responsês in each

6ègmênÈ summed over all the intervals of the finaL 3 sesgtons,
Ttre nr¡mber õf Begments v¡as varfed eccordfng to FX aLze so that
aach segmettt occupied approxfmately the selme ârhount of totaL
sêesl"on time, but wlth a minLmr¡n of t"0 É¡ëgmenËs. There ÌÀrere

1"0 segmênEs for intêrval-s of 5, 10 and 20 secs , 25 for 50 sec

Lntervals and 50 for Lntervals of 1"00 and 200 secs.

Results

Equation 6.2 was fitted uo Ëhe data from thfs experfrnent

and to that obtained by Dews (197S). values for Èhe larter
hrere derived by estimaËf.on from the figure in that report.
The two subjects rdere rhesus monkeys and the Fr schedule was

of 1000 secs duraÈion.
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ïÁßrÆ 6.1: vak¡es of the parameters from and proportion of the
vari.æce accotnted for (r2) by each of the fiËted
lines of Fígure 6.1.
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obtained values and fitted lines are presented in
Figure 6.L, with corresponding parameter values and proportions
of variance accounted for by the fitted lines in Table 6.1.
rn order to improve clarity only 10 points T^7ere plotted in
each graph of Figure 6.L. rn all cases Equation 6.2 provided

a good approximation to obtained vaLues, with over 99% of t]ne

variance accoturted for in mosË insËances. The poorest fit
occurs for the 2 subjects exposed to Fr 5 sec schedules.

Performance on such short duration schedules can deviate from

the general pattern of Fr behaviour. This is exetrplified
here by the fact that for animals exposed to Fr 5 sec and

Fr 10 sec schedules response rate is higher in the first than

the second segmenËs.

The only deviation of the fitted line from observation

which is consistent among a large proportion of subjects is
underestimaËion of response raËe in the first z or 3 tenths
of the inËerval-. Ttrese deviatíons are generaLly of small
magnitude, conËriburlng li.ttLe to the error vatiahce.
consequently thêy do nou Jusulfy rnodLfi"carion Ëo Equå.Ëlön 6,2,

Most of the v¿rietLon ln the pafeneeer valueE photurr Ln

Table 6.1 ësrl be attrf"buÈêd to fnter-subJect vêrfabtlity.
As Fr duraÈlon fncreases from 5 Èo 10oo sêcs there ls no

consistenÈ change Ín the values of any of the paråmeters.

All parameters Ëhus appear to be fndependenË of Fr slze.

Díscus sion

Equation 6.2 provided a very good account of the averaged

pattern of Fr responding despite considerable variaËion in
r:nderlying response patterns within individual interval-s.
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rnspecÈion of cumulative records revealed that a nr¡nber of
animals T^rere extritibing well developed break-and-run patteïns
(e. g. FI 50 A) , while others more closely approximated the

smooth increase in rate described by the scallop (e.g.

Fr 200 B).

ï\uo prewious atteupts at quantifying FI responding may

be mentioned here. schneider (L969) contended that the

break-and-n:n pattern ÌÁras the characteristic mode of responding

after extended exposure to FI schedules. In order to preserve

Ëhis Pattern in the averaged curve, Schneider used the break-
point rather thgn Ëhe beginning of the interval as the origín
for averaging. A pattern of responding is then

characËerised by two response rates.
This approach may be criËicised on several gror:nds.

Firstly, iË ignores the variability in the position of the

breakpoint in each interval. secondl-y, as mefitíoned above,

Dews' (1978) daËa suggesÈed that there is a gradual but
eignificant LncreaEe ln response raüe af,ter the breakpoint.
rn eddluf.on, schneideÌrs method wiLL rêsulË in the averaged

curve extêtrdfng ovér a ËLme perfod Longer than the FI length,
rhue, Ëhere åre dfffículrlee aBsoefaËed wlth an arrelysfs Ín
terms of two constånt response råteso .

Kflleen (1975) tras descríbed FI respondíng mathemaËicâlly,

but by ff.tting the left hatf of normal curves to Ëhe averaged

patEern of responding within interval-s. The equation he used

hTas

ElT . 2

R. =l{e (
S (6. 3)

where e is the base of natural logarithms and H, S and M are

ParameËers whose values are obtained by means of a curve-fitting
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procedure. Killeen interpreted the parameter H as the

theoretical maximum response rate, similar to the parameter

E of Equation 6.2. M is the psychological judgement of the

duration of the interval and S indexes the degree of
curvature (c. f. the discussion of n, below).

Killeen reanalysed some data from several e:çeriments

which employed FI schedules and for¡rd Equation 6,3. to

account f.ot a large proportion of the variance in l-ocal

response rates in each case. In this sense there is littl-e
to choose between this and Equation 6.2. It may be noted

that Killeen for¡rd some correlation between H and T, whereas

Ëhere !ùas no correlation bet:v,reen k and T in this e:çeriment.

!ütrile further ínvestigaËion of this matËer is needed, it
suggesEs that H may not have the same cross-situational
generality as &. EquaËion 6.2 also has some advantage in
sharÍng coutrnon assumptíons wíth a view of the effecËs of
reinforcement derived from consideratioh of a wide variety
of behaviour ûraintalneð by schedules of reinforcement (c. f .

de VJ.lliers and Herfnstein, L976, and Sectlon 2.9),
EquatJ"on 6,2, asÉúmes thÉt the effecrs of ËchedUled

refnforeenênËg increesês Èhrough the tnterval aceördLng Ëo

the funetlon (t/f)n. 1trso mechanLsmË, temporal generalfãaÈfon

and delayed reinfof,ëêrnenË, can be proposed to aecounÈ f.or

thís ftrnctiorr. Accordlng Èo the former, (t/T)n represenÈs

the shape of the generalizatLon gradient which extends

through the inÈerval and peaks with Èhe reinforcement

terminating the inËerval. Such an hypothesl-s is ín accord

with Staddonrs (L972) conception of relatíve proxfmity and

his analysis of FI behaviour. 0n the other hand, both
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Dews (1970) and Morse (1966) have consídered delayed

reinforcement an important mechanism governing FI responding.

Thus (t/f)n may be a decay ftmction representing the

decreasing effects of reinforcement on responses more remote

from the end of the interval. Jenkíns (1970) presenËed a

third view: that relative proximiËy effects are not reducible
to either tenporal generalizaluíon or delayed reinforcement.

It may Ëherefore be appropriate to regard (t/f)n simply as

the relative proximity fi.mction, the mechanism of which remains

r¡ndetermined, and to note that n is an index of the sharpness

with which response rate changes through the interval. The

smaller the value of g, Ëhe more gradual is Ehe change in
response rate.

The interpretations of the parameters k and r. follow
from HerrnsteÍn's (L974) analysis of the properties of
Equation 6.1. Obtained values of k accord with the view of
this parariretèr as representing asyuptoÈic response rate since

in general they r^/ere slightly higher Èhan Ëhe last measured

locel response ratë. For each animal válues of r" fr were

lees than 1.0, fndÍcatfng that the refnforcing vaLue of other

behavlourg Ìras leeg than the value of food teinforcement.
Tf. telî lüêre greater than 1.0 the l-ocaL rêsponse ráte fr¡nctions

would be convex râther than the concave fr¡nctlons shovrn ln
Figure 6.1. Such curves have been obtaÍned, for example by

Catania and Reynolds (1968).

Equation 6.2 may also be applied to the behavlour

produced by FT schedul-es, where reinforcement is independent

of arry response. Staddon and Simmelhag (L97L) defined two

classes of behaviour which occur in perf.ods betT¡reen food

deliveries. Terminal responses ehange in raËe through the
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interval in a similar manner to the operant response in an

FI schedule. Their Pattelrr could therefore be described

by Equation 6.2. Interim resPonses decrease in rate through

the interval in a manner similar to that proposed for the class

of other behaviours in FI schedul-es. As long as a class of

terminal responses (e.g. head in food magazine, pecking wal-l)

can be identified, Equation 6.2 can be used to describe the

behaviour induced by periodic schedules of non-colttÍngent

reinforcement.

The equation derived in Section 6.3 has proved to be

successful in describing behaviour generaËed by FI schedules.

The criteria mentioned at the beginning of thÍs section,

goodness of fit and independence of the Parameters from FI

duraËíon, have been adequa¡ely meÈ. The assump¡ions

Herrnstein made in the derivation of Equation 6,L, and the

assumpÈion unde about the effects of relative proximíty to

reinforcement, seem sufficient to accoun¡ f,or the type of

Local response rate patËeïrìs generated by FI, and perhaps

FT sehedules. In the next section r¿e t{lLl consider an

êxËénslon of thfs analysfe to loeal rèFponsê raÈe paËËêTnc

tn multiple VI EXT schedules.

6,'5 EXTENSTON TO LOCAL CONTRAST

A response rate pattern geRêrâted by å mulËÍPle

EXT VI schedule, simiLar to some for¡rd in Èhe experiments

of Chapter 5, is diagrammed in Figure 6.2. Response rate

gradually rises from a near-zepo level through EXT, then

increases abruptly with the sËimulus change and then decreases

slowly again through the VI comPonent. Both local positive

and loca1 negative contrast are illustrated in this patËern
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of responding. The conditions under which such a pattern is
exhibited T^rere discussed in Chapter 5. This section will be

concerrì.ed with means of describing this pattern using equations
of the form of Equation 6.2. one point noted in the previous
chapter, the dependence of 1ocal contrast on stimulus changes

raËher Ëhan stimulus effects per se, wi1L be of particular
importance here.

rt is clear that the paËtern of responding during the
Exr componenL is very similar to the Fr behaviour which

Equation 6.2 was used to describe. The event terminatíng
this inÈerval is the stimulus change signallíng the end of
Ëhe Exr corponent and the beginning of the vr component.

since this change indicates the beginning of a period in
which reinforcement may be obtained according to a VI schedule,
it is likely to acquire conditioned reinforcing properties.
rn this sense Ehe EXT component is an interval terminaËed by

the presenÈatÍon of a conditioned reinforcer.
rt was stated in the previous section that even wheh

there is no fesÞonse-rêínforcer dependerrcy sodie Eerminal
responðê l.e ueually lndueed by Ëlre perfodl"e derÍveuy of a

rel"nforceÍ. By defini-Èion, termíiùâl fesponses increase in
raÈe Ëhrough the interval between refnforcemenÈs. Huru the.

reinforcer is a stlmulus change whích stgnals the avail"ability
of food. cl-early, wê would expect the terrninal- ïesponse for
the EXT component to be the same as the responsê required for
food reinforcement, as is the case.

The value of r in Equation 6.2 will be dependent upon

the secondary reinforcing value of the stimulus change, which

will in turn be a fr¡nction of the reinforcement rate associated

with the VI stimulus. Thus the value of r can only be determined
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empirically, with reference to some standard reinforcer such

as a food pelleË, but if we wish only to find r"/r, r can

assume an arbitrary value.

The decrease in response rate through the vr component

may be similarly e>çlained by decreasing proximity to the
EXT to vr stimulus change as the component progresses. Thus,

if we consider the value t/T in Equation 6.2 as relative
distance to or from reinforcement, this equation will predict
a declining response rate following the EXT to vr stimulus
change. Hor^¡ever, this effect is in addition to the

reinforcement arranged according to the vr schedule.

Responding in the vr component is maintained by the combined

effects of food reinforcement (constant through the component)

êtnd excitation from the EXT to Vr stimulus change (decreasing

through the component). The right-hand bide of Figure 6.2

can be r:nderstood from this perspective.

Mrile siñilar mechanísns may account for loca1 positive
and local negative contrast, the values of the parameüers of
Equaüion 6.2 may not be the same for both EXT and vr
eomponents. F'or eftanptr-e, we vüoriLd oxpect mtrch ¡norê

relnforeemênt Ëo be obuained from othef, behaviour Ln EXT than
durÍng vr. The vaLue of, n may also be different for the two

componênts. A descrlpÈion of the effecËs of the ExT to vr
stimulus change may therefore requfre one curve for the

effects in EXT and one for the effecÈs in VI.

The rol-e of sLÍmulus change irr the producËion of locar-

conLrast has been discussed solely in terms of excitatory
effects. Howevef, vle could have also considered the inhibitory
ef fects of the VI to EXT change. ltf thout knolrzledge of response
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rates maintained by a prior multiple vr vr schedule these

terms can only be used relatively. Thps "excitatory" simply

denotes the effect of the EXT to vr change relative to the vr
to EXT change.

this account of local contrast has been admittedly

speculative. An equation was derived which proved useful
in describing FI behaviour. Applying this to gradients of
resPonse rate within components of a multiple EXT VI schedul-e

requíred additional assumptions, some of which lack strong

empirical supporË. For example, it is not clear that a

conditioned or secondary reinforcer is able to support Ëhe

amount of responding generaËed during EXT components. Some

of this responding may be due to failure to adequately

discriminate the components of the multiple schedule. This

is sÊrongly suggested when the response rate a.t the beginning

of EXT components is rel-atively high. rn such fnstances an

êxtra ParameËer may have Èo be introduced so thaÈ the relative
proximÍty function l-s a por^/er fr¡nction with a Vâriable
coefficient, rather than a coeffícieùt of l-.0.

NeverthereaE¡ Ðomg beneftc ean bc derfved frorn eueh

speculaüior1. The resulËs from experLments tn ehapte" 5

strongly suggest that locaL contrêst ls dependerrt upon

sÈimul-us changes rather than sËímulus effects per se. By

suggesting how an account of local contrast can be derived

with this basic assufiption T¡re can at least begin to test
various hypotheses in a rigorous, mathematical fashion.

Such speculation may also help assimilation of. Ehe varíous

theoríes of conËrast. For example, if the behaviour resultíng
from the effects of stimulus changes, and deseribed by
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variations of Equation 6.2, \dere shown to resernble reflexive
responding under certain conditions, then sorne contrnon ground

could be established for additivity theory and Herrnstein's
account. Such problems remain as topics for future research,
however.
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CHAPTER 7

GENERAL DISCUSSION

7 .L. SOME CONCLUSIONS ON THE GENERALITY OF HERRNSTETN'S EQUATIONS

The research reported here was concerned with several
issues pertaining to the generality of Herrnstein's equations

for multiple and concurrent schedule performênce. clearly,
there are many such issues and these experiments cover only a

small range of the areas which need to be researched in order

to establish Èhe generality of the equatíons. Nevertheless,
in each case the resurts generaÈed will help to increase our

understanding of the effects of reinforcement on behaviour.

one conclusíon from chapter 3 was that the allocation
of behaviour seens Ëo be less sensitive to the distribution of
reinforcements across alternaEives when choice is beÈween Èwo

responses of different topography, rather than two of the

same form. Both response and tíme ratios tend to t¡ndermatch

reinforcement ratios ln such circumstances. The degree oÈ

undermatching found in prevíous elçeriments, and ehose repdrÈed

here, euggeeËs that maÊchlng does not genetraL!-ze to concurreïtÈ
performåncês when thefe Lb an asymÍièËry i.n treÉpongê form,
FurÈhcr researeh may show thet the extent to whí.ch metehing le
approxÍmated may depend upon the degree of similarity of the

responses. Another factor which must be taken into account

when considering scaling of response preference is the type of
reinforcer contingent upon the responses. The degree of
preference for one response over another was shown to vary
with reinforcer type.

Perhaps the most obvious restríction on the generality
of maËching is the need to enploy a coD of sufficient rength.
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llhile variations in the sizes of both CORs and CODs have

similar effects on some aspects of concurrent performances (e.g.

increased local response rate, decreased changeover rate with

larger CORs and CODs), in many other instances the effects are

diverse. In parÈicular, there is a marked difference in the

nanner in which local response rate changes with post-changeover

time. Coupled with such differences is the fact that matching is

found across only a small range of COR values. One implication

to follow from these data is that the relations between response

ratios and reinforcemenL ratios, and betrween time ratios and

reinforcement ratiori, are dependent upon the local response

rate paËterns generated by the particular contingencies.

This had already been suggested in Section 2.4.7., following

consideration of a number of experimenÈs concerned wich the

generality of nratching.

Some support \^ras for:nd for Herrnstein's account of
multiple schedule performance in Chapter 5. Pavlovian

contingencies were seen to play a role in generating conËrast

effects only to Ëhe extent that the experimental arrangernent

ellor^red, t^IhLle thfs role neede to be more exactly deflned,

Herrnstefn's equaüiðns êeêfù sufficlerrt ug sccoutlË for a broad

rånge of corltfast ef,fects. However, the concept of retnfofce-
menÈ or value should be generalized Eo fnclude factors such as

preference for different sehedule types.

Agafn l-t was suggested that more euphasis be placed upon

consideratlon of the particular patterns of respondíng

generated by multiple schedules. As an example of such an

approach, a means r{iås proposed by which Hernrstein's equations

eould be mod{fled eo åe Ëo descrJ.be local response raÈe changes.

A conpleÈe account of schedule-controlled behaviour should
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incrude quantification of the effects of both relative
reinforcement råte and relative proximity to reinforcement.

one important implication to follow from the research

reported here, and consideration of the extant literature,
is that the effects of reinforcement at Ëhe molar leve1 cannot

be entirely separated from its molecular effects. Here the

concern has been with the degree to which matching is
approximated (at the molar level) and local response rates
(at the molecular level).

7 .2. TIME ALLOCATION LOCAL RESPONSE RATES AND MATCHING

The range of contingencies over which matching provided
a good description of the relation between behawiour and

reinforcement rate was discussed in Chap Eer 2. one important
issue was wheËher both time matching and response matching are

both valid relaÈions or whether one of these seemed superior
to the other in its ability to describe the data. rt may be

thaÈ only one of these measures of behawiour, time al-location
or response tate, ext¡Lbits the sirnple orderly relation with
refnfcúcèmënË rates described by mertching.

RachlÍn (1973) had proposed thar Ër.må matchfng weg rhe
f,undamencal rel.etùon end response matchfng derf vative. The

crftical assumption of this argument vras that local response

rate wås equål across the alternaÈives of a coäcurrent sêhedule.
However, a review of thê results from erçerf.rnents in whlch
concurrent VI schedules rnrere employed with a COD showed this
not to be the case. Rather, local rêsponse rate T¡/as dependent

upon relative reinforcement rate: it was higher for the
alternative associated with the lower reinforcement raEe.

A reasonable conclusion from these e>çerimenËs is that time

ratios closely approximate reinforcement ratios, but response
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ratios undermatch reinforcement ratios .

Unfortunately, such a generalization does not hold when

changeover contirìgencies other than the COD are enployed.

With a COR required for switching between alternatives of

a concurrent schedule, local response rate is greater for
the alternative arranging the higher reinforcement, rate.
If the COR size is such that time ratios match reinforcement

raËios, then response ratios will overmatch reinforcement ratios.
I^Iith CORs greater than one or two responses, time matching

provides a reasonable description of the data, with deviations

principally in the direcuion of overmatching.

Ï\uo other changeover contingencies, time-out and electric
shock, vrere discussed in Chapter 2. I^lith concurrent VI

schedules, and either of these changeover contingencies, time

and response ratios may undermatch, maLch or overmatch

reinforcement ratios, depending on time-out length or shock

magnitude. However, in both instances time ratios had a much

narro$/er range than response ratios, and therefore more closely
approxitnated reínforcement ratios. trrlhíchêver changeover

contingency is used, ffom Ehe four considered here, time

matchitlg ls ê more valid generåIlzôtfon Ëhan respônse matehlng.

fn addi.Ë1on, whether response rsËiits undermateh of, ovêrniateh

refnforcefient raËios is dependent upon Ëhe particular changeoìer

contlngcncy . EquÍvalënt ly , the changeover contlngency r¡rt 11

deterurtne the hray ín which local rèsponse raÈes are influenced
by relative reinforcement rate.

These results poinÈ to the greater generality of time

matching, ât least with respect to variations in the contingencies

on swiÈching between alternatives. Matching is, of course, a

molar phenomenon. It describes the relaËion between variables
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averaged over considerable periods of time. ClearLy, both

time allocatj-on and response rate may not necessarily exhibit

the same degree of regularity at the molar level. The data

suggest that the molar phenomenon may be the allocation of

time beËween alternatives. The relation betr^reen response

ratios and reinforcement ratios will then be determlned by

the time ratio-reinforcemenË ratío relation and the local

response rate pattern. It is this pattern which may require

analysis at the molecular level for a greater understanding to

be reached.

One clear limit on the generality of time matching has

been revealed by e>çeriments in which concurrent schedules

arrange reinforcements for responses of different topography.

Both response ratios and time ratios undermatch reinforcement

ratios. The type of generaLizatLon which will emeTge from

future research on this topic is not clear. Perhaps it may

be shown Èhat the effect of reínforcements obtained on one

schedule on responses in the other declines as the two responses

diverge in topography. The equations f,or concurrent performances

t^rfth d[fferenU rêsponse require'mÉfite would thcrr be s{mtlar to

those for uiultiple sehedules.

The other fflrpbrtênt pofnt rêveal,ed by theae erçerfmenrs

ds thaË local response rate is also influenced by the Ëopography

of Èhe response involved. In general, lt sèer¡s as though the

preferred response is eml-tted,at a higher rate within Ëhe

tiu¡e períod the organÍsm allocates to that alternative.
Thus local response rate is dependent upon both relative
reinforcenenË rate (the nature of Lhis relation depending on

the particular changeover contingency) and the topography of
the response. Although no data are available which can test
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the proposition, it seems likely that the type of reinforcer
maintaining the beharriour will also influence local response

rate. certainly, the relation between the overall rates of
Ewo different responses is modified by a change in reinforcer
type. Local response rates will only be independent of the

type of reinforcer if relative time is modified Lo exactly
the same degree.

An organism exposed to a concurrent schedule can be

conceived of as allocating time to each of the two arranged

alternatives. The time allocated to each of the alternatives
is then divided into time spent responding and time engaged in
other behaviour. This distribution will determine Ëhe local
response rate for Ëhat alternative. one means of looking at
this more directly is through multiple schedule performance.

Since the time base for calculating response rates is the total
time for which the component is in operaËion, the local response

rate for each component is the same as its overall response rate.
The organism is only able to adjust response rate in each

component by charrgíng the relative amount of time allocated
to reinforcèd and other behaviout.

An analysÍs of, nrultipl"e schedule performance in terms of
thle dtetrlbutlon was consfdered for behavloural contrast in
chapter 5 end local contrasÈ in GhapÈer 6. clearly, a numùer

of modfflcations have to be rnade Íf this typê of analysfs ls
to be applied to concurrent schedule performances. rn
parËicular, the regular alternatíon of components of fixed
length does not occur with concurrent schedules: the organism

conËrols switching between alternatives . yet, the changes Ín
local response rate with post-changeover time, observed in
section 4.5, are potentialty e>rpl-icable in the same terms as
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those used with respect to multiple schedules '

such an endeavour signals a change in emphasis from

molar to molecular contingencies. A molar arralysis may be

fruitful in revealing the regularities which manifest them-

selves at that level, as Dews (L970) has pointed out with

respect to FI behaviour. The danger lies in the degeneration

of a molar analysis into a catalogue of deviations from some

standard. The amourtt of predictive por/üer added by each new

finding or catalogue entry will be relat|vely sma1l.

It is this danger which we should be careful to avoid

in research on maLchirg, particularly when examining the generality

of the phenoürenon. The example provided by the extension of

matching tO concurrent performances with the changeover

contingencies other than the COD has already been mentioned.

It was suggested that a greater emphasis on isolating the

variables controlling loca1 response rate patterns may result

in a better understanding of the deviations from matching.

The utility of a molecular analysl-s was also pointed out Ín

Section 2,4"4, Where experiments employing concurrent schedules

other than VI were eonsidered. Evidenee was reviewed Whi.ch

suggeoted that at leasË wiÈh éoncúrfent FTV and concurÏênt

FI FI ocheduler, msÈêhfng is dependent upon the particular l-ocal

response rate pattêfn generated.

Thue, 8D tindef,etanding of the varl-ables conËrollfng the

pêtterns of response f€¡te, and the relatfon of these patÈerns

to maÈching may add more predictive porlrer Èhan sinpl-e eataloguing

of relations bet\^Ieen relative response rates and relative

reínforcemenÈ rates. This is made necessary by the somewhat

limited generality of response matching. In particular, that

it is confined to concurrent performances where a COD of
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sufficient length is employed and the schedules are of certain

types. Time matching apPears to have Sreater generality,

suggesting that the allocation of time may be more susceptible

to a molar analysis than the distribution of responses between

alternatives.

7.3. FUTURE E)GERIMENTATION: SOME IDEAS

It has been suggested that local response rate patterns

may be best understood in terms of the changes in the relative

rates of reinforced and other behaviours over time. An

approach which shares similar assumptions to those adopted by

Herrnstein in generating the equaEions discussed below may

promoÈe such understanding. The emphasis on both reinforced

and other behawiour suggests a movement toward a more ethological

approach. Traditional operant research has involved little

observation. The responses of interest have been those which

can be measured by a microswitch and pulseformer without the

intervention of the e>çerirnenter. However, some recenË

research has suggested that this ls not alwayS the best strategy.

Much ftttetestlng behaviour is not recordêd by the apparatus, but

requlres observation by Èhe e>çerÍmentèr (e.g. Éee Sladdon and

Sfmrnelheg, 1971).

The reason for the lack of observation has clearly beeä

that most experimenËs have been designed Èo rnínitnize uncontrolled

sourees of relnforcêment. The rånge of other behavlour in

which an organism can engage in an e>çerimental chamber is

relatively small. In addition, deprivation regimens ensure

that the magnitude of reínforcement obtained from other behawiour

will be only small compared to that delivered according to the

schedules. The products of such a strategyvrerenoted by
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HerrnsÈein: "Investigators have made a tacit decision in
favour of stability, but at the cost of sensitivity to the

independent variable" (Herrnstein , L970 , p.258) . By intro-
ducing more uRcontrolled sources of reinforcement we may be

more likely to obtain the type of relations which will help

explain local response rate patterns.

ConcurrenL and multiple schedules arrange more than one

source of reinforcement. Changes in the rate of one response

resulting from changes in the reinforcement for the other can

then be observed. Such experimentation has been successful

in yielding the maÈhematical relations which have been discussed

in detaíl here. But a review of the research resulting from

these findings, and the e><periments described here, suggest

that we also need to be able to more directly measure changes

in response rate over relatively short time periods. The

type of fr¡nctional relaÈions which emerges from manipulations

of reinforcemênt raËe seems to be critically dependent on

these patterns.

Thus, a better understanding shouLd come from e:çeriments

tn whfch l-ocal responsê rate patËërns are manlpul4ted, From

Èhe approach suggested in Chapter 6, th:'-s Íléahs varying the

rate and teûporaL location of sources of reinforcement other"

than fhose etËplicttly schedul-erl. Xdeally, Ëhe êmount of
reinforcement derived from other behavioi¡r would be measured

dlrecËly råther than belng inferred frorn a curve-fltting procedure

lütrtleÈ this is difflcuLt Ëo achÍeve, a greater errphasls upon

exÈrâneous sources of reinforcement may lead eventually to a

better undèrstandlng of schedule-control-led behaviour.
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